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Emergency nurses are confronteâ with a wide variety of stresson caused by
uncertain, chaotic environments. the potential for patient crisis, high patient acuity, the
demand for technological excelience, and the unpredictable flow of patients airough the
department Govemment cut badcs and downsizing in health care have contribuîed to a
back log of admitted patients waiting in emrgency hallwoys. This has contributd to
increased stress among registered nurses in the emergency department Empirically
based research exploring emrgency nuning stress is Iimited. Administrators and
emergency nurses need to identify the types and sources of stress in emergency
nursing before they can develop appropriste approaches or interwrntions to addmss
stress in the workplaœ.
This qualitative study rought to explore the t y p s and sources of stress in
emergency nuning. It also examined the sources of satisfaction in emrgency numing,
the coping rnethods used by emergency nurses and the signs and symptoms of stress
in emergency nursing. Personcentered interviews were conducted Ath seven nurses
from three different institutions in the city of Winnipeg. Research findings were
interpreted in Iight of the Organizational Stress Framawrk developed by Matteson and
Ivancevich.
The findings of the study m r e presented in four major sections. T h first -.on
examined the sources of satisfaction in ernergency nuning. The second section
explored the types and swrœs of stress in emsrgency nursing and was divided into
four major categories: a) Problems in the health care system, b) patient related fsctors,
c)unit management and d) interpersonal relations. The third section explored the
coping strategies used by these emergency nurses. The fourth and final section
examined the signs and symptom of stress in emergency nursing.
Uncontrolled patient volume and flow of patients through the department was the
major source of stress for these nurses. This was attributad to lack of funding in the
health care system. lnadequate stafing and interpersonal relationships among health
care staff were also signifiant sources of stress.
Results of this study provide health professionals with an understanding of the
types and sources of stress in emergency nursing. Implications for nursing practice,
education and research are dircusseâ and recommndations for addressing stress in
emergency nursing are suggested.
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CHAPTER ONE: STATEMENT OF THE PROSLEM

Stress is recognized as an inhennt part of nursing pradiœ and a g r d n g body
of evidence suggests that it rnay k increasing in severity (Hawley, 1992). Emrgency

nurses are confronted with a wide variety of stressors caused by the uncertain, chaotic
environment, the potential for patient crises, high patient acuity, the demand for
technological excellence, and the unpredictable flow of patients through the
department. Govemment wtbacks and downsizing in health a r e have contributed to a
back log of admitted patients waiting in emcrgency halhmys. This has meant that

emergency nurses are responsible for ninning a 'madical ward' as wbll as an
ernergency unit. Nurnerous articles, letters and editorials have been written in the
Winnipeg Free Press regarding public conœms mai hospital overcrowding and bed
shortages (Janzen, November 28m,1998;Janzen, Naim, Mackenzie, and Wild;
January grn,1999: Paul & Santin. January, 14", 1999).
Emergency nuning provides opportunitics for intelledual stimulation and

learning and offers variety and excitement (Helps. 1997). Many nurses are attracted to
emergency care because the fast paœ and level of unœrtainty provide a unique
combination of challenge and satisfaction (Burns, Krilloff 8 Close, 1983). However,
challenge can change to distress if adequate support is not provided. Certain incidents
such as death of a child, death of a coworker, and caring for sevetely bumed patients
can cause acute stress symptoms in emrgency nurses (Wright, 1QQû).Oaily hassles

and frustrations and prolonged exposure to stressful incidents such as death and
mutilation can result in a rnyriad of emotional and physical manifsstaüons of stress

(Sowney, 1996). Sowney (1996) States that there is a 'grdng

emphasis k i n g plaœd

on the importance of recognizing stress and using appropriate masures to alleviate
the problems associated with it '(p. 38). Topics such as post traumatic stress disorder,
cntical incident debriefing (Back, 1992; Burns & Ham, 1993; Sowney, 1996) and
vicarious traumatization (Blair & Ramones, 1996; Crothers, 1995; Hartmann, 1995)
have appeared in the reœnt literature.
There is a substantial amount of nsearch on stress in critical Gare nursing but a

very small, limited body of research exploring stress in emergency nursing. There is
reason to believe that ernergency nuning is highly stressful (Back. 1992; Bnint, 1984;
Caldwell, 1976; Kashoff. 1976; Keller, 1990; Phipps, 1988; Thompson. 1983) but
empincally based research exploring these stressors is limited. Most of the articles are
anecdotal or subjective in nature, focusing on one person's observations and
experienœs (Hawley. 1992; Bums. Kirilloff 6 Close, 1983). Only three major research
studies were found that explored emergency nursing stress (Burns. Kirilloff, and Close.
1983; Hawley, 1992; Helps, 1997). Bums, Kirilloff and Close (1983) surveyed 104

emergency nurses working in the city of Pittsburgh and the surrounding area to identify
factors attracting nurses to this specialty, sourœs of stress and satisfacüon in
emergency nursing, and the coping mthods used to manage stress. lnadequate
staffing and woiking

apathetic. inexperienced physicians was identified as the

greatest source of stress h i l e patient progress and improvement was citeâ as the
greatest source of satisfaction. Physician unartainty and neeâ for direction was
identified as a an important source of stress. Bums. Kirilloff, and Close (1983) found
significantly different responses be-n

nurses with Iess and more than two yeam

emergency care experience. They wncluded that more than hno years of emergency
experience is needed befon ernergency room nurses a n confident in their knowledge

base and clinical judgment. This highlights that la& of experienœ is an important
source of stress for emergency nurses.
Hawley (1992) conducted a suwey of 69 nurses from four urban Canadian
hospitals. A general profile of emergency nurses' perceptions of stressors was obtained
using a modified version of the Stress Diagnostic Suwey developed by lvancevich and
Matteson (1980). The key stressors identified in her research study include inadequate

stafFing and resources. too rnany non-nursing tasks, 'misuse' of the ernergency
department by 'repeaters' and patients not n d i n g emrgency a r e ( an increase in
nonemergent patients). and delays in transfemng patients to o b r units. Dealing with
patients and families in crisis situations was also stressful for this sample of nurses.

Patients and families often arrive in the emergency department following sudden. acute
traumatic events. This crisis state Gan lead to confrontation and tension between the
patients or their familier and the nurses working in the department.
The third major research project was conducted by Sarah Helps in Kings

College Hospital in London (Helps, 1997). S b useâ a varicty of rneasures to
investigate how ernergency nurses are affected by occupational stress and what
measures should be used to reduce it. Problerns related to the physical working
environment and inadequate staffing Ievels causeâ the rnost stress for this sample of
nurses. Saving lives and helping patients get better was r e p o M as the greatest
source of satisfaction. Measures such as increased staning. cntical incident debriefing.
and providing a 'tirne out" room ware suggested to reduœ occupational stress.

These studies had various mtthodological weaknesses such as Iimited sarnple
sizes (Hawley, 1992; Helps, 1997) and the use of unvalidated questionnaires
(Helps,1997). Therefore, fumer research was required to explore issues such as level
of experience, coping strategies, social support, and problems maintaining appropriate

stafhg levels in the emergency department
The development of stress th.oy

The phenomenon of stress has k e n wïdely recognized in the popular media
and by a variety of scientific disciplines. There is an ovemhelming amount of literahire
on stress and coping. The challenge is in n a n d n g the focus of study and developing
a precise operational definition of stress that would k appropriate for nuising pmctice.
Scientists Rom multiple disciplines have attempted to study the nature of stress, but
these researchers have developed their own Cnninology and definitions in shrdying the
phenornena. Despite substantial historical p r d e n t s . m e n remsins Iess than total
agreement on the precise nature of stress' (Mitchell & Evedy. 1995, p.18). Han (1993)
argues that investigators d coping, defense, and stress 'are handicapped by a lack of
consensus on the meaning of these t e m m(p. 258). Reugg (1987) believes that this
confusion and ambiguity in defining the phenornenon of stress has hindered

communication between the scientific disciplines and has impeded the development of
an al1 inclusive theory needed to unify stress research.

Mason (1975) believes that the terrn stress should k abandoned whik Lazants

(1971) suggesb using the terni as a genetal label for a complex interdisciplinary area

of study. McGrath (1970) argues against abandonment of the term. He maintains that

what is so called a popular area of research at a specific point in tims is not a randorn
matter. He suggests that certain contemporary forces both conceptual and practkal in
nature, are responsible for the popularity of the phenomenon of stress. Aldwin (1994)
argues that 'differenœs among stress researchers arise primarily because of the
varying degrees of emphasis put on the individual components (of the stress process)

and because of disagreements about the causal ordering of components' (p. 42). The
only conclusion that the various scientific disciplines are able to reach is the immense

impact that stress can have upon the individual and society. The widespread
consequences of stress a n affect both the individual and the people and organizations
associated with that individual.
SignHiance of the Pmblem
Job stress has been linked to physiological and psychological problem such as

ulcers, coronary artery disease. frequent colds and illnesses, sleep disturbancas.
increased use of dnigs and alcohol, excessive fatigue and physical exhaustion, and
personal. marital. and familial dysfunction (Cobb. 1976; Cronin-Stubbs & Rooks. 1985;
House, 1974; Komhauser, 1965; Lobb & Reid, 1987; Morris & Snyder, 1979; Oehler.
Davidson, Starr & Lee. 1991). Stress in the woikplaœ also results in job dissatisfaction
(Beehr. 1976; Johnson & Stinson, 1975; Lyons. 1971; Miles. 1975). physical. emotional
and mental exhaustion or bumout (McElvoy, 1982; Pines & Aronson. 1988) and
increased rates of staff turnover (Gupta & Beehr, 1979; Porter & Steers. 1974).
Nursing, in particular, is a highly stresshl profession, both physically and
emotionally. ln the curnnt clirnate of numing shortages, high patient acuity, mpidly

changing technology and hospital f nancial constraints, job-relateâ stress is an
increasingly prominent issue (Thomas, Riegel. Grass, 6 Andrea. 1992). The literature
suggests that the potential for job stress is great among critical care nurses and
emergency nurses in particular because of a constantly changing patient population
and frequently high patient acuity (Thomas, Riegel. G m s & Andrea. 1992). Stress in

criticai care nursing has k e n a subjed of considerable conœm sinœ the early 1960's
as hospital administrators have attempted to deal with bumout and high attrition rates
in their nursing staff. Stress has k e n shown to have a considerable impact on the
health care industry. Staff tumover and job satisfaction are persistent problems

plaguing the delivery of health Gare (Reugg, 1987). According to Stanton. Laughlin. and
Wheeler (1983) rates of turnover among non-supervisory personnel have ranged from
37-67 percent per year. The economic impact of such a high rate of turnover has

alamed the health care industry (Reugg. 1987).
The continual process of orientation leads to diffiailties in providing continuity, in
interpreting and individualking care policies. in organizing care. and responding swiftîy
to emergencies (Reugg, 1987). The monetary cos@of constant staff orientation are

considerable. According to Hinshaw and Atwwd (19û2) the orientation cos& for a
professional nurse entering an acute care agency averages $2.000 (American). not
considering the six months of decreased productivity that occunr with new employees.
The presence of chronic. unresolved stressors in the work environment can
result in bumout. Bumout is a syndrome of physical and emotional exhaustion.
characterized by the developmnt of a negative selfconcept. negativejob attitude. and
lack of concem for clients (McElroy, 1982; Pines & Aronson. 1988). CroninStubbs &

Rooks (1985) describe bumout as a mladapüve psyychophysiologicol and behavionl
response to occupational stressors. Symptoms of bumout are prevalent in the helping
professions as workers are exposed to high levels of emotional arousal associated with
intense or extended involvement with people (Bramistone, Shatoff, & D u m . 1983)
Highly motivated, enthusiastic, and idealistic individuals are especially susceptibk to
burnout. As helpen becorne over extended in response to the dernands of their clients
they deplete their reserves and becorne emotionally and physically exhausted
(Maslach, 1982). In response to exhaustion, helpers withdraw and becorne emotionally
distant, developing negative, callous and sornetirnes contemptuous attitudes towards
clients and others (Thomas, Riegel, Groos & Andrea. 1992). This negative uncaring
view of humanity results in a lowering of the helper's self esteem as they realize that

they are no longer responsive to client's needs. They fsal inadequate to do their job
and this causes a reduœd sense of personal amplishment.

The impact of stress and burnout on the health care industry is significant. High

levels of stress cause low morale, frequent errors, decreasad productivity and job
performance. lack of social support to other staff memban, negative work attitudes, and
increased absenteeism and job turnover (Bailey, StefFen, & Grout, 1980; Chiriboga &
Bailey, 1986; Cronin-Stubbs 8 Rooks,1985; Keane, Duœtte & Adler, 1985; Keller,
1990; Lobb & Reid, 1987).

Research into emergency nuning stress is critical because of the immense
impact that stress can have on the nurse's physical and psychologieal well being, job

performance and satisfaction. Curnnt budgetary restrainh and domurizing in health
care have created mon stress for the emrgency r o m nurse. The popular mctdia has

highlighted public conœms with the provision of health can in emergency
departmenh. Furthemore, high levels ofpb stress can result in higher cos& for the

health care system in a tirne when budgetary restraints am a major concem. Consumer
satisfaction with the nuning care provided in emergency u n b can also be improved.
Measures can be developed to reduœ and minimize stress in the emergeny
department.
Theory

Classically, theories of stress have been divided into three types: stimulusorientated theories, responraorientated theones, and interactional (transactional)
theories (Lazarus, 1966).
Stimulus-orientated theorists believe that stress results from stimuli within the
organism's environment. In this approach 'those as-

of the environment that

increase demands upon or disorganize the individual impose stress upon him or her'
Derogatis 8 Coons, 1993, p.201). Stimulus-based theorists such as Elliot and Eisdorfer
(1982) distinguish between different categories of stimulus stressors and their capacity

to induœ stress. These categories include: (1) acute timlimited stressors such as
awaiting the results of a d i c a l lab test; (2) stressor sequences such as death of the
family member; (3) chronic intermittent stressors such as final exarns or dental surgery;
and (4) chronic stressors such as a chronic debilitating diseaw or financial strain.
Events and occurrences are defined as stressful if they lead to psychological distnss,

behavioral disruption. or deterioration in perfomienœ. Lazanis and colleagues
(DeLongis, Coyne, Dakof, Folkman & Lazarus. 1982; Lazarus & ûelongis, 1983)

introduced an additional class of stressors k n m as daily hassles. These are relaüvely
mundane, chronic daily evenb that have the potential to induœ stress- Daily hassles
have been shom to parallel major life evenb in their potential to induce stress and
have an even stronger relationship than traditional life event rneasures in predicting
physical health status (Derogatis & Coons, 1993; Kanner, Coyne, Schaefer & Lazanis,
1981).

Response-orientedtheorists focus on how individuals or organisms respond to
events in their environment. The pattern and amplitude of responses can ôe useâ as
operational measures of stress. These measures con ba physiological (e.g. galvanic
skin response, blood pressure). psychological (e.g. negative affect states. d e g m of
symptomatic distress), or neurobiological (e.g. level of corticosteroids) (Derogatis 6.

Coons, 1993). Cannon was the first to use this approach when he investigated the

responses of organisms to extreme variations in their physical environment (Derogatis
8 Coons, 1993). Hans Selye, the major pioneering researcher and theoretician of

stress.also adopted a responseoriented definition of stress. He developed the theory
of the General Adaptation Syndrome or the biological strass reaction (Selye, 1974).
Selye (1976) deîined stress as the 'non speciîic response of the body to any demand

made upon ir (p.27) and emphasized that 'symptom of stress can be both biophysical
and psychological' (p.55). Selye (1978) stated that 'stress is the cornmon denominetor
of al1 adaptive reactions in the bodys(p. 64). Roy (1984). a prominent nursing theorist.

used the concept of adaptation in her nursing model. Roy (1984) identified that the
ability to adapt to stress is dependent on the degree of environmental change and the
person's coping habits. More m e n t response orientated theorisb (Henry & Stephens,

1977; Kagen & Levi, 1974) use a more interactional approach. However. they 'continue

to define stress in ternis of response variables and hold that this response pattern is a
precunor to, or instrumental in the developrnent of fundonal derangement and
diseases (Derogatis & Coons, 1993, p. 202). Contemporary response orientated
theorists (Blalock, 1989; Danina & Morgan.

lm)have examineâ the funcüon of

neuropeptides as mediators between psychologi d and physiologi d fundons in

stress states.
Interactional or transactional theorists emphasize the importanœ of the
individual or the organism in the stress equation. They maintain that there is a dynamic
relationship between the perceptual, cognitive, and physiological characteristics of the
individual and the characteristics of oie externe1 environment (Cox & Mackay. 1976;
Lazarus, 1976,1981). There is an 'ongoing relationship between the person's adaptive
mechanisms (i.e. coping) and the stimulus properties of the environmenr (Derogatis 8
Coons, 1993, p. 203).
An individual's private beliefs about a stressful event play an important role in

the stress process. Lazanis and colleagues developed o transactional mode1 of stress
that emphasized primary and secondary cognitive appraisal of the stressor (Folkman &

Lazarus, 1988; Lazanis & Folkman, 1984). Appraisal was defined as ?he cognitive

process that intewenes between the stimulus and the emon'onal reaction. It is the
evaluation by the individual of the significanœ of the stimulusm(Lazarus, 1966, p. 52).

Coping was defined as the cognitive and behavioral attempts to overcorne. accept, or
reduce the demands that a n perœived by the individual as threatening (Lazanis,
1966; Lazanis & Folkman. 1984). Interactionaltheorists (Lazanis, 1976, 1971; Moos,

1977; Taylor. 1983) provided a variety of frameworks to undentand how individuals
cope with stress.

To summarize, then is a complex and sometimes contradictory array of stress
theones. However. many of the prominent stress theorists emphasue that intrapsychic

cognitive processes (e.g. appraisal, coping) andlor emotional states (e-g. anxiety,

depression) are central to the definition of stress (Derogatis & Coons, 1993).

The conceptual framawork used in this study was based on the modal for
organizational stress research developed by Matteson and lvanœvich (1987). In this
modei, stress is considered to be part of a complex and dynarnic system of interaction
between the person and his or her work and non-work environment. A visual diagrarn of

the framework is presented in Appendix A.
It is a cyclical modal in which a W b a c k loop links stressors and outcoms. The

mode1 emphasizes that strass is an individual perceptual phenornenon. The proœss of
organizing all the complex variety of sensory stimuli that employees reœive during the
work day. ananging and coordinating these stimuli is cailed 'perception'. Their
frarnework emphasizes how stressors, stress, individual diffetenœs, outwms and

consepuences are linked together by W b a c k mechanism. For exampk, insomnia (a
consequence) may hirther affect a persons blood pressum (an outcorne), how the
penon appraises work situations (stress). and the nlationship an ernployee ha$ with
his superior (a stressor) (Matteson & lvanœvich, 1987, p. 25).

Matteson and lvanœvich (1987) designate fivc levels of organizational variables
they believe are of particular relevanca in the study of stress phenomenon: intrinsic job
factors. organizational structure and control, reward systems. h u m n resource systems.

and leadership. They also consider extraorganizational stressors such as family
relationships, economic and legal problems that can inteenct with the organizational
problems creating significant amounts of stress.
The next component of their modal is cognitive appraisal perception. This tefers
to the intake of the stressor and the cognitive processing of it by the individual. Fadon
that can influence a person's cognitive appraisal perœption include cultural upbringing
and attitudes, self-esteem, experience, education, and personal behavior patterns. The
individual's cognitive appraisal perœption can be rneasured by visual observations.
self-report techniques, biochemical assessrnent (masurement of corticosteroids,
catechofamines, or cholesterol from blood, urine, or saliva) and perfomianœ rneasures.
Performance masures assess the efbcts of stress on some ability or combination of
skills such as proofreading or probkm solving.
Once the individual appraises an event as a stressor he or she moves towards
outcomes. The three major outcomes (physiologid.psychologhl,and behavioral)
can be tn'ggered individually or in vanous combinations. 'Physiological outcornes
include changes in blood pressure, heart rate, or cate!cholamine level; psychological
outcomes include reduœd morale and apathy about work; and behavioral outcoms

included decreased work etlort and increascd irritabilitym(Matteson & Ivancevich. 1987,
p. 29). The frarnework illustrates that individual dinbmnœs d i r d y atlsct stressors and

moderate the association be-n

stressor and stress, stress and outcomes, and

outcomes and consequenœs.
'The consequenœs of the entire process a n categorized in the framework as
healthifamily or performances(Matteson & Ivancevich. 1987.p 30).Matteson and
lvanœvich (1987) propose that on-

an individual has been under stress for too long

they break dom, resulting in such probkms as ulcers, insomnia, accidents, andlor a
decrease in quantity of output. The consequenœs are seen to affect the person, their
family, and the organization.
Coping is the moderating factor in this fromework. It is defined as the cognitive
act of analyzing the environrnental stressors to master, reduœ, manage. or tolerate
them. Matteson and lvanœvich (1987) highlight three major coping styles of dealing
with stress; to modify the stresaful situation through direct action. to reinterpret the
stressful situation, and to manage the outcornes. The ultimate goal of coping is to

overcome stressors. The three variables involved in every coping attempt are
rationality, flexibility, and farsightedness. Rationality is viewed as the accurate,
objective assessment of the extent to which a stressor is a thnat. Flexibility refen to
the individual's contingency plans and the tactics and willingness to consider theplans. Farsightedness involves the individual's ability 10 anticipate the response of the
environrnent to the actions k i n g undertaken. Coping moderates the stressor-stress
and the stressoutcomes relationships. The ideal coping response would be rationale,
flexible, and far-sighted so that the proper management of stressors is achievd.

Matteson and lvanœvich (1987) highlight the two major coping processes; problemfocused coping, where the individual attempts to manage or alter the condition causing

the stress and emotion-focused coping, where the penon attempts to regulate their
emotional responses to the condition.

Hawiey (1992) used the Organizational Stress Fnmework to guide her study.
She confined her study to intraorganizationalstressorci. A genenl profile of emergency
nurses' perceptions of stressors was obtaind through the modified Stress Diagnostic
Survey developed by lvancevich and Ma~eson(1980).Hawley (1992) clairnad that the
reliability and validity of the Stress Diagnostic Suwey had k e n determined in previous
testing and were found to be acceptable for diagnostic purposes.

Summry of the Conceptual Fmmework
The mode1 for organizational stress research developd by Ivanœvich and
Matteson provided a framewrk in which to view emergency nursing stressors and
provided a structure in which to facilitate analysis and presentation of the study
findings. Many components of this modal wore directly applicable to the emergency
department Soma of the intraorganizationalstresson wen already identified in the
literature. Issues such as role conflict (dealing with inecpcrienœd medical staff, doing
non-nursing tasks) and work overload (inadequate staffing) were reported by Helps
(1997). Bums, Kirilloff and Close (1983). and Havvley (1992). Burns, Kirilloff and Close
(1983) identified stress relateâ to unmsporwive leadership and administration. Hawley

(1992) found that the Cve most stressful categories calculated from the modified stress
diagnostic survey were hurnan resourœs developmnt, rewards, C m pressures,

communications, and supewisory style. Tharefore. this mode1was an effective guide in
the analysis of emergency nuning stresson.

Pumose
The purpose of this research study was to identify and describe the sources of

stress perceived by emergency nurses. There was reason to believe that emargency
nursing is highly stressful (Brunt. 1984; Harris, 1989; Keller. 1990; Phipps. 1988;

Thompson, 1983) but 'ernpiric evidence regarding the stressors assodated with
nursing in this speciality area is limited' (Hawiey, 1992. p. 211). Identification of
stresson unique to emergency nuning was a preliminary step to understanding these
stresson and ernploying effective measuns to deal with !hem (Hautdey. 1992).
Research Questions
The research project addressed the following questions:

What do emergency nurses perceive to be sources of stress in their woikplace?
How do they rate these stressors in tems of frequency or severity?
What factors increase stress in the emergency room and what hctors bumr the
experience of stress?
What personal and professional strategies do emargency nurse use to wpe with
stress?
How has stress been addressed within the culture of the emergency department?

This chapter examined the problem of stress in emergency numing. Previous scientific
research exploring emergency numing stress was reviewed. The significanœ of this
problem was also addressed. Various theoretical approaches to stress theory wsre

discussed. The conceptual framwrk

used in this study was dercribeâ. Finally,

specific research questions that were a d d r e d by the teseaich project mre

presented.

CHAPTER W O :REWEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LfTERATURE

Introduction
This literature review focuses on stress in nuning practicb. Linkages are made

between stress, bumout, and wping in the nursing profession. The researcher will

narrow the field of study by examining literature and research pertaining to s t m s in
critical care nuning. Stressors. coping. and personality traits unique to critical a r e
nurses are attended to in this review. Finally. the literature review focuses on research
conducted on stress in emergency nuning. This is compared with research on stress in
critical care nursing. The differences and similarities between ICU stressors and
potential (not fufly researched) stressors in emergency nursing are also reviawed.

Strsu in Nuning Pnctice

Nursing is generally acknowledgeâ to be a highly stressful profassion ( Albrecht
1982; Asken. 1982: Cassern, 1972; Gentry, Foster & Froehling. 1972; Jones, 1962;

Maloney, 1982; Menzies, 1960; Michaels, 1971). The conœpt of stress has been of
concern to nurses since 1859 (Nightingale, 1949) and has been described in the

nursing literature sin- the 1950's (Stehle, 1981). In the sixties and eariy seventies
there was a growing recognition that pemple in certain 'helping' professions such as
teachers, nurses, police ofFicers, and air trafic controllers m m exposed to m u e n t
stressors in the work environment. Menzies (1960). in a four year obmatianai study
of hospitaf nursing, obsewed that nurses are responsible for canng for the physical,

psychological, and emotional needs of each patient. They a n expected to be caring.
empathetic, and compasrionate even when faced with distasteful. unpleasant. or
frightening experiences. The literature reveals that constant exposure to suffering. pain,
illness and death is an occupational problem of nursing unmatched by few other
professions ( Albrecht. 1982; Beaton and ûegner, 1990; Benoliel, McCorkle,
Georgiadou, Denton, 8 Spritter .lgQO;Gentry, Foster & Froehling, 1972; Maloney.
1982; Menzies, 1960).

Nursing involves a high level of cornmitment and interpersonal involvement.
Vincent and Coleman (1986) describe how nurses are frequently involved in situations

involving loss. anxiety, separation, frustration. and death. The literature reports that
disturbing relationships with patients is a m u e n t cause of stress. Patients and t k i r
families can be irritable. hostile. aggressive and demanding (Bilodeau, 1976; Maloney.
1982; Menzies, 1960). Gentry, Foster and Froehling (1972) point out that nuning

practice involves intimate, constant contact with private functions of the human body,
often in diseased fonn. This can cause diswmfort and anxiety for the nurse as well as
the patient.
Milazzo (1988) points out that s o m of the stresses in hospital nuning are
shared with other occupations, such as accountability to different kvels of authority and
irregular work schedules. However, she believes that there are sorne unique stressors
in nuning which exist just by virtue of the profession. These indude working with
emotionally t a h g patients, working with complex technical equipment. heavy physical
labor, and interacting with al1 levels of hospital personnel.

Occupational hazards which are not unique to nursing but contribute to the
overall stress of nuning practike indude exposure to cytotoxic agents and ionuing
radiation, the detrimental effects of shift work, and the constant aiteat of
rnusculoskeletal injury (Williamson, Turner, Brown, Newman, Sirles, & Selleck, 1988).
The rotating shift scheduk and length of working houm has a strong impact on nurse's

level of anxiety and job related stress ( Coffey, Skipper, & Jung, 1988; Skipper, Jung.
and Coffey, 1990; Colligan, 1980). Rotating shift work and inflexible scheduling have

been shown to have a negative impact on nurses' job satisfaction and job p c r f o m n œ
(Boyanki. 1976; Mills, Arnold & Wood. 1983; Niemier & Healy, 1984; Godf'rey, 1980).
Interpersonal relationship skills and communication skills are essential in the
nursing profession. This involves interpersonal mlationships with mcrmbers of the
health care team as well as patients and family membrs. Many studies of stress in
nuning practice discuss problems with comrnunication arnong staff members and the
administrative hierarchy. Relationships among coworkers may be inditlsrent or
cornpetitive rather than supportive and collqial (Bilodeau, 1976; Maloney. 1982;
Menzies, 1960; Milazzo, 1988; Vincent and Coleman, 1986).

Stress, Appmisal and Coping

Successful coping helps to maintain the physical, psychological and social
integnty of individuals ( Adam & Lindemann. 1974; Boreycki,1996) and promotes the
development of positive outcornes (Adams & Lindemann. 1974; Boreydri. 1996). To

further understand coping one must examine the processes that initiate coping as well

as coping itself (Borycki. 1996; Folkman & Lazarus. 1984).
Coping is a protective behavior that occurs in response to stress (Lazarus.
1993). According to Pearlin and Schooler (1978) coping mediates the stress response

by changing or rernoving the conditions that cause the stress or controlling the
s
states M e n encounters are
emotions associated with the stress. L a z a ~ (1993)
considered harmful or threatening cuping proœsses are set in motion. that. if

successful. eliminate or arneliorate the hamiful condition along with the emotion that it
producedm(p. 34). Even in the most positive experienœs coping masures may be

required to bring about and sustain a positive condition or to ward off threats to it.
Amraisal
Lazarus (1993) describes appraisal as an evaluation of the significance of an
occurrence in ternis of one's well k i n g . It is the cognitive process of evaluating a
situation for threat and the available options and resourcas for coping (Boryecki, 1996).
Appraisal and coping proasses a n closely interralaieci. Lazarus and Folkman (1984)
state that primary appraisal involves people's judgments about what is at stake in a
stressful encounter, while secondary appraisal involves their beliefs about the viable
options for coping. Secondary appraisal involves an evaluation of what might and can
be done based on one's coping resourcecr ( Boyle. Giap. Younger. & Thomby. 1991;

Folkman & Lazanis, 1980). According to Moos and Schaelbr (1993) appnisals are
generally rneasured with one-item indexes that assess individual's immediate teactions
(threat, challenge, harrn, or benefit) to the situation and the extent to which it can be
changed or must be accepted. In oüwr literahire appraisal takes thme fom: h a m

loss, threat, and challenge (Boryecki. 1996; Folkman & Latarus. 1980; Lazarus &
Folkman, 1984). Ham-loss and threat are viemd as negative concepts, associated
with future or existing harms, M i l e challenge is seen as a more positive conœpt.

demonstrating the ability to overwme and rnaster stress (Boryecki, 1996; Folkman 8
Lazarus, 1985; Kobasa, 1985.

The degr-

of stress experienced is deterrnined by the individual's appraisal of

their environment (Lazarus. 1993). The appraisal of contextuel or environmental
influences help to moderate the individual's perception of stress and their perœption of
han-loss, threat or challenge (Boryecki, 1996; Folkman & Lazarus, 1980; Latarus &
Folkman, 1984). Moos and Schaefer's (1993) mode1of stress and the coping process

suggests that aspects of the personal systern (i.e. demographic and other personal
factors), the environmental system (Le. lifa stressors and social resources).

.

characteristics of the focal life crisis or transition (transition or severity) and an
individual's appraisal of the situation provide a context for the selection and
effectiveness of coping resources.

Co~in~
The concept of coping has produced an abundanœ of literature (Cohen. 1987;
Folkman 8 Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus & Folkman,1984; Moos, 1992; Moos, Brennan,
Fondacaro & Moos, 199û; Schaefer & Moos. 1991). Eatlier rasearchers defined coping

as a f o m of ego or defanoive behavior, actions that people use to avoid or remove

stresses and retum to a state of equilibriurn (Boreycki, 1996; Folkman & Lazarus. 1980;
Laranis. 1987: Lazarus & Folkman. 1984; Murray & Zentner. 1975; Perirnan, 1975).

Perlman (1975) defined ego mechanisms as affective or cognitive behavlon used to
delay gratification. These behaviors produœ a state in which an individual b i s a
sente of mastery (Boreycki. 1996) allowing the individual to adapt to the physical or
social environment (Boreycki. 1998; Murray & Zentner. 1975). This conceptualization of
coping has been criticized because it is 'difficult to judge or assess ego and defanse
mechanisms' (Boreycki, 1996, p. 43) and it doas not addrass the problern solving
aspect of the coping process (Boreycki, 1996; Panzarine, 1985).
Most researchers have used one of hnro main conœptual approaches to classify

coping processes (Moos 8 Schaefbr.1993). The first approach emphasizes the focus of
coping: a person's orientation and activity in response to a stressor. In this approach a
person can approach a problem and make active efforts to rerrohre it or try to avoid the
problem and focus on managing the emotional ramifications associatad with it. The
second approach focuses more on the parücular approach individuals use to cope with

stress-

Folkman and Lazarus (1980) conœptualize coping as a set of penonality traits
or a set of cognitions and behaviors. These behaviors or cognitive decisions are
designed to eliminate or d u c e stress (Boreycki. 1996; Fkishman. 1984; Folkman &
Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus and Folkman. 1984). Individuals are vicmad as using the same
cognitions, behaviors. or personality traits throughout their lik experienœs or during
different situations. This has lead to the inclusion of a situational perspective in the
study of coping to account for its multidimnsional charecter (Boreycki, 1996; Folkman

8 Lazarus, 1980; lazarus and Folkman, 1984; Panzarine, 1985; Pearlin 8 Schooler,

1978).
A situation orientated approach to the conœptualiration of wping developed

from the work of Folkman and Lazarus (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus & Folkman,
1984) and Pearlin and Schooler(1978). In this approach ditferent situations determine

the specific coping strategies utilized by the individual. These coping strategies are
grouped into specific functional categories such as maintaining or restoring
interpersonal relationships. seeking information, feeling better. maintaining selfesteem, and making good decisions (Boreycki, 1996; Folkman and Lazarus, 1980).
However, Folkman and Lazarus (1980) argue that the ability to generalize across
situations is limited.
Pearlin and Schooler (1978) examined the concept of coping within the context
of daily life events. They examined coping strategies used in the key roles of marriage,

parenting, household econornics and occupation. They found that individual coping
behavion were effective in dealing *th interpersonal relationships roles such as
marriage and parenting but were feast effective in dealing with impersonal problem
present in the w r k situation. When economic and employrnent factors wuld not be
controlled individuals coped by reassessing their personal goals and placing more
value on life outside of their employment. In the interpersonal areas of maniage and
parenthood individuals used avoidanœ and withdrawal coping strategies to deal with
these stressors.
Boreycki (1996) and Folkman and Latoms (1980) identify several limitations to
the Pearlin and Schooler (1978) study. They argue that these authors kil to identify

coping responses that are effective in reducing stress. Folkrnan and Lazanis (1978)

state that there is a poor relationship behnmn what individuals report and what they
actually do. Therefore. the m u b of aie study are dimcuît to generalize
(Boreycki,1996). Boreycki (1996) concludes that f'urther research is required to ensure
that the situation orientated approach of conœptualizing coping truly represents the

w nœpt.
The last conceptual mode1 of coping derives from cognitive-phenornenobgical
theory. In this mode1 Folkrnan and Lazanis describe coping as those behavion or

cognitive processes involved in overcoming, reducing or enduring 'extemal and
intemal demands and conflicts among themm(Folkman and Lazanis. 1980. p.223). The
emphasis is on a reciprocal relationship behneen the individual and the environment.
In this model the individual uses coping strategies or specific thoughts and actions in
order to deal with appraised stressors (Boreycki. 1998; Folkrnan and Lazarus. 1980;
Lazarus and Folkrnan. 1984).
There are two forrns of coping strategies noted in the literature: ernotion-focused

and problern focused strategies. Taylor and AspinuvaIl (1996) descnbe problem solving

efforts as 'attempts to do somthing adive to alleviate stressful cirwrnstanœs,
whereas emotion focused coping involves efforts to regulate the emotional
consequences of stressful or potentially stressful events' (p.86). Research suggests
that people use both of these approaches to combat most stressful events (Folkrnan

and Lazarus, 1980), although the predominant stmtegy depends on the type of
stressful event. lndividuals use problem based coping strategies for woik-related and

family-related problems but they use emotion-foaised coping strategies for physical
health problems (Taylor & hpinwall, 1996)

Copin~strateaies and the critical care nurse
The research shows that nurses high in personal acxomplishment tend to use a
higher number of adaptive or effective coping skills and perœive the work environment

as supportive and less stressful (Oehkr. Davidson. Starr. and Lee. 1991; Stone.
Jebsen. Walk, & Belsham, 1984). Critical care nurses tend to kvor coping skills that
involve direct action such as confrontation or probkm solving (Robinson & Lewis.
1990; Schaefer & Peterson, 1992). As the perceived mverity or frequency of the
stressor increases, the use of rnaladaptive coping masures such as withdrawal and
denial of feelings, smoking. abuse of alcohol, incmased caffeine consumption. and

over eating increase ( Oehler, 1983;Oskins. 1979; Robinson 8 Lewis, 1990). Critical
care nurses tend to favor confrontational, optimistic. and self-reliant coping strategies
(Erenfeld. 1990; Schaefer & Peterson.1992). They find avoidance or evasive. palliative
and fatalistic coping strategies to be the kast effective method of dealing with stress

(Erenfeld, 1990; Schaefer 8 Peterson.1992). Inexperienced nurses tend to report more
stress, a decreased sense of personal accomplishment, and utilize more maladaptative
coping strategies such as avoidance or withdmval (Ehrenfeld. 1QQû;Stone, Jebsen.
Walk 8 Belsham, 1984).

Researchers have prïmarily focusad on stress in critical care nursing or have
cornpared types of stress and stress levels betwieen different hospital unib (Anderson,
Chiriboga & Bailey, 1988; Foxall, Zirnrnerman, Standley. & Bene. 1990; Gray-TOR&
Anderson. 1981; Kelly & Cross, 1985; Vincent and Coleman, 1986). The m u l t s of
these studies are ambiguous and confusing. Although criticol a r e nursing was
portrayed as highly stressful, researchers have not demonstrateci that one type of
hospitaf unit is more stresshl than another (Bibbings. 1987; Gentry & Parkes, 1982;
MacNeil & Weisz, 1987; Stehle. Harris (1989) teviewed twenty of these comparative
studies conducted between 1972 and 1988. She found that of the hnenty studies
reviewed, twelve indicated no difkrenœ and three indicated only marginal diffeidnces
between ICU and non-CU nurses on a variety of criteria. Harris speculates that these

results are speculative because of design weaknesses that include inappropriate
sampling with invalid and unreliable tools.
Foxall. Zimmennan. Standley and Bene's 1990 wmpaflson study of the
frequency and sources of nursing job stress perœiveâ by intensive are. hospice. and
medical-surgical nurses revealed no signifiant differenœs among the three groups of
nurses on the overall fraquency of job stress. Job stress was masurecl airough the
Nursing Stress Scale developed by Gray-loft and Anderson (1981). Thirty-five ICU
nurses. 30 hospice nurses, and 73 mcdical surgical nurses completeâ this
questionnaire The three groups did differ on the types and sources of stress that thcy

experienced. ICU and hospiœ nurses perceived significantly more stress than
medical-surgical nurses related to death and dying; ICU and medical-surgical nurses
perceived significantly more stress than hospice nurses related to floating; and
medical-surgical nurses peneived significantly more stress than ICU and hospiœ
nurses related to work loadl staffmg. Overall, death and dying situations m i e the most
stressful for ICU and hospice nurses while work overload and staRng situations were
the most stressful for medical-surgical nurses.
Boumans and Landeweerd (1994) used a descriptive correlational study to

compare intensive care unit and non-intensive care unit nurses regarding work
situation characteristics (e.g. work pressure). reaction variables(e.g. job satisfaction),
and individual and psychosocial characteristics (e.g. need for autonomy) to explore

whether it is more stressful to work on an intensive care unit than on a non-intensive
care unit. The sample consisted of 561 ICU and non-ICU nurses from 36 nursing units
in 16 randomly selected general hospitals in the Nethedands. Subjects completad a
survey questionnaire with items derived from the Job Diagnostic Survey, the Leader
Behaviour Questionnaire, the Organizational Stress Questionnaire, and the Utrech
Coping Questionnaire. The outwme masures were work related variables including
work pressure, autonomy, feedback and clarity, job satisfaction.

expariend job

significance, health complainh, absence frequency, social support. need for autonomy,
and coping strategies. The results of the study showed that nurses who work in ICU's
had more positive scores than nurses who work in non-intensive care units. Boumans
and Landeweerd (1994) conclude that the general assumption that ICU nursing is more

stressful than general numing practiœ mis not supported by their study. They go

further to state that non-intensive care nurses may have a gnater neeâ for
interventions in the work situation. Therefon, it rernains unclear whether ICU nursing is
more stressful than general nursing practice.

Stress in Critical Cam Nuning

Since the inception of intensive can units in the late 1950's and the early
1960's. stress in critical can nursing has risen to increasing prominenœ in the
literature. The challenge in studying this phenornenon is in focusing or narrowing the
area of study and sifting through the abundance of literature on the subject.
Initial articles on stress in critical Gare uni& focused on individual anecdotal
experiences or personal observations within a singk unit. Thew were based on
subjective impressions of nursing personnel and were not generalizeable in nature
(Gentry 8 Paikes, 1982; MacNeil & Weisz, 1987; Spoth & Konewko, 1987; Stehle,
1981). Few authors could agree on a particular definition of the terni stress, thus there

was a lack of agreement on a fitting stress paradigm. Kelly and Cross (1983) contend
that the literature was limited by studies that were largely descriptive and obsarvational
and fraught with problems that m r e primarily mealodological in nature. Stehle (1981)
reports that researchers focused on identifying, observing, and appraising sources of
critical care nursing stress in an ottempt to validate the presenœ of critical care nursing
stress and to identify antecedents to achial stress. Howaver, by the late 1970's and
early 1980's there was a trend towards research with a stronger empiricsl basis despite

varied results and degrees of methodological sophistication (Gentry & Parkes. 1982;
MacNeil 8 Weisz. 1987; Spoth and Konewko, 1987; Stehle. 1981).
Studies of Interna1Stressors
In the eariy 1970's several researchers started to address psychological or
intemal stresson of ICU nurses. Again. the results seem inconclusive at best. Gentry.
Foster and Froehling (1972) found that ICU nurses reported more depression, hostility.
and anxiety and ware more initable, verbally aggressive and resentful than non-ICU
nurses. Hay and Oken (1972) found that ICU nurses wped with stressors in the
workplace by denying stress, withdrawïng, forcing cheerfulness. and submerging in the
ICU system
Maloney and Bertz (1983) found that ICU nurses w r e more alienated, more
externally controlled, had a greater sense of adventurousness and sought significantly
more challenge than non-ICU nurses. A later study by Levine. Wilson and Guido
(1988) revealed that ICU nurses' penonality attributes tended to be aggrassive.

competitive, persevenng. moralistic, resourceful. and mechanical. The nurses who
enjoyed the critical care field most were of the androgenous or masculine type and had
high levels of self-esteem. Despite this research, no obvious pemonality factors
predominate the Iiterature.
Recent research in critical care nursina stress.
Following the original studies, investigators focused on delineating types of
external stressors for ICU nurses. Many antecedent factors began to appear in varying

order of importance. lnconsistency in the m u l t s can be related to the following factors:

(1) a considerable portion of the investigetors were not fiom the nursing profession,

and (2) most of these studies were essentially atheoretiul and resulted in confliding

categorizations of both extemal stresson and nurse's coping responses (Gentry &
Parùes. 1982; MacNeil8 Weisz. 1987; Spoth and Konewko, 1987; Stehle. 1981).

Sources of stress in critical care nursinq
The prÎmary source of stress for critical care nurses is in the realm of

interpersonal relationships. The litenture reveals that pemonality conflicîs with staff,
physicians, administration. and residents are the most fiequent source of stress for ICU
nurses (Anderson. Chiriboga & Bailey, 1988; Bailey, Steffen & Grout, 1980; Benoliel.
McCorkle, Georgiadou. Denton & Spitzer, 1990; Gray-TOR6 Anderson. 1981; Spoth
and Konewko. f 987).
The second greatest source of stress for ICU nurses involves management of
the unit. lncluded in this category are problems arising from inadequate staffing and

apathetic or incompetent staff (Anderson et al, 1988; Bailey et al., 1980; Foxall et al..
1990; Gray-loft and Anderson. 1981; Quamar, 1984). This phenomenon of work

overload resufts in part from the multiple dernands imposed upon nurses by both

medical and administrative personnel (Gray-TORand Anderson. 1981). Shift work and
scheduling of shifb is yet another important stressor highlightd in the Ii!erature.(Bailey
et al., 1980; Boyarski, 1976; Coffey. Skipper & Jung, 1988; Godfrey. 1980; Harris.
1984; Niemeier 8 Healy. 1984). Frequent interruptions by medical personnel, paper

work. taking charge responsibility. and floating out of the unit, are yet other stressors
identified under this category (Bailey et al.. 1980; Foxall et al., 1990; Vincent &

Coleman, 1986).

The category of patient care is the third major source of stress in critical Gare
nursing. Stress related to ernergencies or anests and caring for critical. unstable
patients is included in this category. The constant exposure to death and dying is
identified as a fundamental source of stress for ICU nurses (Bailey et al.. 1980;
Eastham, 1990; Foxall et al., 1990; Gray-Toft & Anderson. 1981; Spoth and Konewko,
1987). Unnecessary prolongation of life and disagreement with physicians over patient

goals is cited as a major source of stress for nursing staff (Beaton & ûegner, 199û;
Daniels, 1987; Spoth and Konewko, 1987; White & Tonkin, 1991). The stress of
meeting the intense emotional needs of the patient and the farnily has been highlighted
in the literature (Huckabay 8 Jagla, 1979; Gray-Toft & Anderson, 1981).

The fourth category of ICU stressois lies in the area of inadequate knowiedge

and skills. lnsufficient knowleâge, inadequate orientation and lack of experïence and
skill is a key source of stress for many nurses (Bailey et al., 1980; Harris, 1984;

Vincent 8 Coleman. 1986; White & Tonkin, 1991). Another stressor included in this
category is the increasing wmplexity and sophistication of technological equipment
found in critical care units (Bailey et al., 1980; Huckabay & Jagla, 1979; Reugg. 1987).

Problems with the physical work environment encompass the 6fth major category
of ICU stressors. Factors in this category include insufficient or rnalfundioning

equipment, lack of adequate work space, lad< of supplies, crowding, poor ventilation,
inadequate heating or air conditioning and insunicient tighting (Bailey et al., 1980;
Spoth & Konewko, 1987; Qamar. 1984).
Stress resulting from the parsonal or family life of each individual nurse can

have a strong impact on the work place (Bailey et al., 1980). The individual personality

characteristics of the nurse and the nurse's own perception of the stress level in the
work place have been shown to be more influential in producing symptoms of stress

than the actual stressor thernselves (Gentry et al., 1972; Gray-Ton & Anderson, 1981;
Johnson. 1979; Maloney, 1982; Milazzo, 1988).
The final category of ICU stressors involves the area of administrative rewards.
Factors involved in this category include poor pay or benefits, lack of participation or
control in administrative decision rnaking, lad< of job security, and little opportunity for
advancernent (Bailey et al., Harris, 1984). The anticipation and lack of control of
untoward events. particularly anests or major trauma cases, a n obvious stresson
(Harris, 1984). In times of budgetary restraint and health care refomi, wages and job
security have become an increasing conœm.
The major sources of stress in critical care nursing include poor interpersonal
relationships (personality conflicts Ath other staff mcmben), problems with unit
management (inadequate staffing or incompetent staff, shift work and shift scheduling)
and difficulties with patient care (constant exposure to death and dying, caring for
critical. unstable patients. moral and ethical issues of life and death). Sewndary
sources of stress include inadequate knowledge and skills, problems with the physical
work environment, stress arising from the personal or family life of the individual nurse,
and lack of administrative awards.

There has been little published research pertaining to stress in emergeny
nursing. Three major research studies have been conducted in the U.S.A.. Canada,

and Britain. Helps (1997) surveyed 51 emergency nurses in Kings College Hospital in
London to detennine how emergency nurses are affected by occupational stress and
what they think should be done to redua it. Factors related to the physical woiking
environment such as ambient temperature and Iighting were the most frequently
reported source of irritation or wnœm. It should be noted that mis hospital was
undergoing major reconstruction

at this time. Other frequent sourœs of irritation ( in

descending order of reported frequency) included; t w much to do, budget cuts.
physicians, erratic workload, other nurses, people in charge, time and work pressures,
and lack of resources. The sources of greatest occupational stress ( in desœnding
order of severity) were; lack of staffing, relatisnships with colleagues. physicall verbal
abuse (from patients), management related concems, too much to do ail at once,
bereaved relatives, uncertainty regarding patient care, fsufty equipmant and crib deathl
death of children. The sources of greatest occupational satisfaction ( in desœnding
order) included: saving livesl patients getting better, patients and staff saying thank
you. providing a good service, suppo~tinglhelpingl calming people, variability and
unpredictability of the work, and good working relationships. Nurses suggested a
variety of ways in which occupational stress could be reduœd. These included
employing more staff, providing a 'time our room and debriefing after traumatic events.
However. there wsre a number of methodologicalweaknesses in this study which

include the use of unvalidated questionnaires and the small sample size. The study
was conducted in one hospital which limits the ability to genenlize ütese results.

Burns. Kirilloff and Close (1983) carried out a postal survey of 160 emargency
nurses working in the city of Pittsburgh and in the surrounding area. Eighty-five nurses

were employed in the emergency departments of five community hospitals and 75
emergency nurses resided within an approxirnate 75 mik radius of Pittsburgh. The goal
of their study was to determine sources of stress and satisfaction in emergency

nuning. Two instruments were used; an Emergency Care questionnaire and a Coping
Method questionnaire. Factors attracthg nurses to emergency nursing included:

intellectual challenge, opportunities for Ieaming, variety and excitement, opporhrnity for
leaming to handle emergencies, and proficient use of skilis. Those items resulting in
intemal or personal rewards (intellectual challenge, leaming. variety) were ranked
higher than those items related to the unit as a whole (team member, nursepatient
ratio) or to other's opinions ( recognition andlor respect).
Items in the category of unit management wete me!n as the greatest cause of
stress for emergency nurses. These included such items as inadequate staffing,
apathetic, inexperienced medical staff, patients not requiring emergency medical care,
apathetic or incompetent staff nurses. shifts and scheduling, intemptions,
documentation and paper wrk, delays in ancillary services: lack of bed availability,
unavailability of physicians, and loating out of the unit.
Items in the category of patient Gare were found to k the second highest
cause of stress. These included such factors as critical emergencies, uncontrollad

patient volume, serious injury or death of children. inability to maet patients needs and
uncooperative, abusive, or demanding patients or families.
The category of interpersonal relations wss the third highest cause of stress.
This included factors such as unresponsive leadershipladministration, nurse physicien

interactions, lack of teamork arnong emergency staff and other departments or

ambulance services, personality conflicts between staff, physicians, administrators, and
residents and communication problems (ie. a lad< of opportunity for input into nunring
policies).
The item listed as patient improvement, progress and rewvery was cited as aie
greatest source of satisfaction. This item was listed firot by 32% of the sample. Another
important source of satisfaction for the-

ED nurses was related to their knowledge and

skills. Eleven percent of the sample nnked immediate results, optimum performance
and accomplishrnents as the highest source of satisfaction. This study had feuver
methodological weaknesses than the Helps(1997) study. The reliability of the
Emergency Care Questionnaire had been determineâ in prior testing by wmparing
responses of nurses in three subgroups of the stress management subgroup (local,
regional, and national). However, the Coping Meaiod Questionnaire (which was
developed by the principle investigator) was only tested by a sample of four emergency
nurses to detemine face validity. The sample of 160 nurses from several hospitals
gives more strength in the generalizeability of these results.
Burns, Kiriloff, and Close ( 1983) also compared the responses of nurses ~Mth
less and more than two years emergency a r e experienœ. They found signifiant
differences in their responses. They concluded that 'more than this amount of
experience is needed before ED nurses are able to believe that their knowledge is
cuvent, that aieir judgments are respected, and that they are part of the unit teamm(p
336). Inexperience appears to be an added stressor for these nurses.

The third major msearch project examining stress in emergency nursing was
conducted by Mary Paûicia Hawley in 1992. The sample consisted of 69 emergency

nurses from emergency departments of four urban Canadian hospitals. Hawley used a
self-report questionnaire. A general profile of ernergency nurses' perceptions of
stressors was obtained through the rnodified Stress Diagnostic Survey developed by
lvancevich and Mattason (1980). Forty one items describing potentially stressful
conditions in the work environment were rated by respondents according to frequency
as sources of stress. She also added two open ended questions. In the first question,
respondents were asked to express any additional 'frequently occurring sources of
stress" (Hawley, 1992). In the second open ended question. respondents were asked to
describe the three greatest sources of stress in emargency nursing.
The five most stressful categories calculated from the moâified stress diagnostic
survey were human resourœs development, rewards, time pressures, communications,
and supervisory style. Responses to the open ended questions w e n subjected to
content analysis with an intercoder reliability of 86.9%. Categories representing
frequently occumng stressors included staffing practices, role conflict, intergroup
conflict, organizational structure, supervisory style, and the physical environment
(Hawley, 1992). Categories representing the greatest sources of stress included

stafFing practices, intergroup conflict. role conflict, supe~sorystyle. organizational
structure. and quantitative overload. They found a stnking congruence between these
two categories.

Items listed within the category of staffing practices included a shortage of
nuning staff, particulariy during nights and busy periods. Other factors included a
shortage of experienced relief staff, training new. inexperienced staff during peak
periods, a shortage of medical staff and inexpenenœd medical staff.

One of the major stressors described under the category of role conflid
was misuse of the emergency department. This involved such factors as nonemergency

patients. farnily physician referrals, and 'repeatemm.Other sources of role conflict were
nurses being required to do non-nunring tasks such as monitoring recovering patients.
performing EKG's af'ter houn. and tasks that could be done by aids or volunteers.
lntergroup conflict stressors involved communication problems amng patients,
families, and medical staff. Communication problems with physicians and unavailability
of physicians was found to be a major sourœ of stress.

The major source of stress in the category of organizational structure involved

delays in transferring patients to other uni& once they w r e admittad. Nurses found
that delays in the system contributed to a back-log of patients, increased patient Gare
responsibilities, and increased patient camplaints.
Stressors noted under the category of supervisory style included a perception
that nursing supervisors were ineffective in improving the overall work environment.
Factors that contributed to this perception involved a lack of communication, lack of
understanding, incornpetence, lack of support. and inexperience.
Major stressors noted in the category of physical environment included poor
working conditions. lack of dependable equipment and supplies, not enough facilities
for the patient load, and poor lay out of the department.
Hawiey(1992) draws several conclusions from her results. She klieves that
attempts should be made to ensure adequate staff coverage dunng periods of peak
dernand and that strategies should be! made to ensure orientation and consistent use of
relief staff. She advocates greater use of ancillary staff around the dock to a r r y out

non nursing tasks. Hawley (1992) also believes that increasing use of emergency
services by non emergency patients k a refiection of consumer needs and that this will

continue to be a burden until other facilities anse to meet these needs. She concludes
that further training on conflict resolution and the development of support groups in the

workplace would be beneficial.
Hawley's study had a sampk size of 69 emergency nurses from four different
urban Canadian hospitals. Her analysis was baseâ on questionnaires completed by

these 69 nurses. Hawley did not perfom a power analysis so it is difficutt to speak to

her sample size wh
ti

confidence. She developed the Self Report Questionnaire based

on the Stress Diagnostic Survey developed by lvanœvich and Matteson. The reliability
and validity of the Stress Diagnostic Surwy mis detemined in previous testing by

lvanœvich and Matteron and was found to be acceptable for diagnostic purposer.
This study also had a strong theoretical frarnewrk which was based on the model for
organizational stress research developed by Ivanœvich and Matteson.
Related Research and Literature examinina emeraencv roorn stressors
Other related literature investigating emergency room stressors closely parallel
the results of Burns. Kiriloff and Close (1983). Hawley (1992). and Helps(1997).

Thomas, Riegel, Gross. and Andrea (1992) examined the effect of a staffdeveloped
intervention on bumout among emergency department nurses. They found that the key
stressors for their E R . personnel were frequently high patient acuity, constantly
changing patient population. lab delays and ettors, physiciannurse relationships and
imbalanced staff workloads. Scullion (1992) exploreci the literature on stressors
associated with emrgency nursing, focusing on those associated with student nurses.

He found potential stresson enwunterd or anticipated by student n u m s in the

emergency department included the death of patients (especially children). dealing with
distressed or bereaved relatives. role ambiguity. patients in pain, critically il1 or
unstable patients, the 'highly charged atmosphare', the fear of kilure. interpersonal
difficulties with the staff. doubts about their own clinical competency, 'unpopular'
patients, unfamiliar technology, emergencies, patient dissatisfaction with waiting times,
close proximity to relatives1the public, and violence and abusive behavior from the
patients andlor the families.
Dealing Ath suicide atternpt patients c m also be a signifiant stressor for
emergency nurses ( Pallikkathyil & Morgan.1988). The nurses in this study reported
wncerns with inadequate time and staffmg, abusive behaviors by the patients,

ineffective disposition and followcup of these patients. value wnflicts between the staff
and the patient. and problems in dealing with the dynamics of the attemptefs farnily.
Gill (1989) highlights how the destructive behaviors of child abuse affect
children. families. and health care professionals. Canng for abusd children in the
emergency department can provoke feelings of anger. avoidance, blaming. denial. fear,
mistration, hatred. shock, and sympathy in the E.R. personnel (Gill. 1989). Gill also
emphasizes the importance of providing appropriate resourcas and support for nurses
working in this area. Gill recommends using prokssional resourœs such as psychiatrie
clinical nurse specialists, social workers, chaplains and appropriate outside agencies.
Mallet and WoohMch (19%)) carrieci out a study to investigate the e k d of triage
on patients' waiting Crnes in an emergency deparbnant in St. Mary's Hospital in
London, England. They highlighted how m n y of the patients attending the emrgency

departrnent suffer from minor injuries or non-urgent problems which could have been
treated in the community. This has k e n identifid in the literature as a major source of
frustration for emergency nurses (Hawley. 1992). Phipps (1998) goes fumer to
describe how emergency staff must continually distinguish between patients who are

simply womed, those who have minor illnesses, those who are candidates for sudden
deterioration and those who a n critically ill. He suggest that this is a major source of
stress for emergency personnel.
Stress. Burnout and C o ~ i n ain Ememencv Nursinq
Mytych (1981) examined bumout in emergency nursing. The study was
'designed to analyze the overall burnout Ievel of an emrgency staff nurse group and

to investigate relationships of vanous factors to job satisfactionw(Mytych, 1981,p.265).
She adrninistered two questionnaires, the Staff Bumout Scale for Health Professionals

and the Job description index to 37 staff nurses at one large Chicago emargency
departrnent. Mytych (1981) found that the nurses had a moderate level of bumout.
Burnout levels showed a significant negative correlation with certain aspects of job
satisfaction such as job performance, promotion, and supervision. There was no
correlation between financial compensation and bumout. Mytych (1981) did not Cnd
any significant correlation betwen interpersonal relationships (CO-workerrelationships)
and bumout. There wete SOM empirical weaknesses in this study. Mytych (1981)
limited her study to 37 staff nurses in one emergency department and she worked as a
staff member in the same emergency department. 1herefore, soma of these subjects

might have given socially acceptable or desirable ansvuers. This was ethically unwise.
due to the coercion factor. Further research would have to be conducted in several

emergency units to validate these results. As Mytych (1981) herseIf suggests. further
research needs to examine the affects of age. sex, length of stay on the job, and level
of education of the nurse on the development of bumout.
Keller (1990) used a cross sectional, descriptive design to study the
management of stress and the prevention of bumout in emergency nurses. The sample
consisted of 532 clinical nurses employed in emergency departments in 15 hospitals in
the greater Los Angeles area. She used three questionnnaires: the Emergency nurse
questionnaire, the Maslach Bumout Inventory, and the Bell Coping Method Survey.
The reliability and validity of the Maslach Bumout lnventory has been well established.
however. the reliability and validity of the other two questionnaires have not been wall
defined. Keller (1990) found that nurses experiencing the highest IeveI of personal
accornplishment used approach (confrontative) tactics to deal with stressoro. They
drew on past experienœ and took definite action. They used a sense of humor to gain

perspective over stressful events and engaged in non pb-related activities to achieve
personal fuffillrnent. Those nurses who experienced the highest level of bumout used
evasive or avoidanœ techniques to deal with stress. They used food or food
substitutes, ignored the situation. slept and cried more than usual. wned. daydreamed
and used recreational drugs.
In summation, nurses who reported high levels of personal accornplishment and
job satisfaction used a balance of short terni and long term coping methods to deal Mth

stressful incidents. Furthemiore. the coping mthods rnost effective in dealing with
stress required taking direct action such as drawing on past experienœ or seeing

humor in the situation and ignoring the situation by bccoming involved in non-pb
related activities.
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
Critical incident stress debriefing, a fonnal method used for debriefing staff after
critical incidents. was first describcd in the literature in 1983 (Mitchell. 1983) and has
risen to increasing prominence in the literature in the last two decades (Back. 1992;
Bums 8 Ham. 1993; Sowney, 1996). Prolonged exposure to stressful incidents such

as sudden, unexpected death or mutilation can cause innumerable ernotional and

physical symptoms in ernergency personnel. Sowney (1996) claims that 'quite often
emergency nursing staff develop inappropriate coping strategies to deal with stress' (p.
38). Critical incident stress debriefing was proposad to proted and support personnel

and to minimize the development of abnomal stress response syndromes (Sowney.
1996). The emphasis is plaœd on ncognizing stress and using appropriate masures

to alleviate the problem associated with it. The debriefing proœss was pnrnarily
developed by Mitchell (1983), a psychologist with years of experience as a Cre fighter.
It involves the use of stnictured group proœsses specifically designed to alleviate
stress symptoms and prevent cumulative stress and bumout. Key situations that
commonly precipitate critical incident stress include the death or injury of a health team
member, injury or death of a child or children, and death resulting from human violence
( Back, 1992; Burns & Ham, 1993; Mitchell. 1983). Emergency unit managers should

be aware of the possibility of acute stress responses when emrgency nurses

experience the death of a child or a coworker (Back. 1992; Bums & Ham. 1993). Bums

and Ham (1993) daim that further education regarding stress and critical incident
stress debriefing may be helpful for ernergency roorn personnel.
Vicarious Traumatization
Exposure to the traumatic experiences of victims can be detrimental to the
mental health of people close to aie victim, including nurses and therapists involved in
the victim's healing process (Blair & Ramones, 1996; Crothers. 1995; Hartman. 1995).

The literature suggests that people who work with victims of violence or abuse con
experience profound psychological disturbances and may exhibit symptorns similar to
the post-traumatic symptorns of their patients. The consequenœs to ptofessionals can
include 'development of anxiety, depression. intrusive thoughts, alienation, dissociative
episodes, feeling of helplessness, paranoia. hypervigilance. and disrupted personal
relationships' (Blair and Ramones, 1996, p. 30). Blair and Ramones (1996) suggest
that the concepts of cognitive processing models and investigation into memory
dynamics c m provide some understanding of vicarious traumatization and may help
define preventative masures and treatrnent options for this condition.
Hartman (1995) suggests that vicarious traumatization can sevenly impact the

nurse-patient relationship. The emotional arousal creates a dynamic of approach and
avoidance in the nurse-patient relationship (Harbnan, 1995).
Emergency nurses are ftequently exposed to victims of violenœ or abuse and
are at risk for developing vicarious traumatization.

The Similaritir and diffennces k t v m n K U and Emergency U n b

The critical care environment is much more structured and controlled than the
emergency ward. Unit managers in critical care can control the number of beds utilized.
the number and type of patients admitted into the unit, and can staff the unit

accordingly. This has been reflected in the literature in that concems with staRing
predominate the emergency literature M i l e problems wïth interpersonal relationships
rate highest in the intensive Gare unit It is important to note that the flow of patients
and patient acuity can not be anticipated or controlled in the emergency unit therefore

staffing ratios have to be dynamic and flexible. This underscores the need for skilleâ,
knowledgeable casual and float staff that can work in the emergency room. These staff
need to be cornfortable in reading cardiac rnonitors and interpreting 12 lead EKG's as
well as the dnigs used during resuscitation. It would also be beneficial if they had taken

the advanced csrdiac life support course. It is also important to note that emergency

unit departrnents can not refuse patients because they are full and have nin out of
stretchers whereas ICU can refuse patients because they have lack sufficient beds or
skilled nursing staff to look after the patients. The goal of emergency is to diagnose and
treat patients and discharge them or admit them to a ward within four hours.
Unfortunately, with the current restraint in ~e health care budget patients are often
lying in stretchers in emergency for days at a tim. This further compounds the
difficulties with staffing ratios. Most other wards or nursing units csn control the number
of patients and the acuity of the patients and staff their units accordingly.

Emergency nuning can be described as organized chaos. Nurses have to
canstantly change prionties based on the acuity of patients wming through the door.

Emergency nurses have more limited contact with the patient's family or friends. The
emergency physician is the one who talks to the family regarding the patient's
diagnoses, hislher prognoses and hidher plan of care. The emergency physician is
responsible for talking to the family rnembers after an unsucœssful resuscitation.
Critical care nurses are constantly dealing wiai issues of life and death. They are
responsible for giving the family updated information on the clients status and their
prognosis and possibility of recovery. ICU nurses are frequently dealing with families
and friends of the patient who a n going through stages of grieving and adjustrnent.

Emergency nurses deal with patients and families in acute or short terni crisis (who can
be verbally and physically abusive) M i l e critical Gare nunes deal with distresseâ
families for extended penods of time. Therefore the type of stressors experienced in
dealing with the patients and families will d i k r between the two areas.
Critical a r e nurses deal with complex technical equipment such as respirators,
CVP monitors and arterial lines on a much more fiequent basis than emergency
nurses. This can be an added stressor for the emergency nurse when he or she is
required to use skills or deal with machines he or she has not dealt with for an
extended p e n d of tim.With budget restraints and delays in transferring patients it is
not uncornmon to have patients on a respirator for limited periods of time in the
emergency unit.

To summanze. the major differenœ betwean emergency and critical care nursing
stressors lies in the area of staffing ratios, the control over the influx of patients and
their acuity, the type and amunt of communication between the nurses, the patient,
and the family, and familiarity with complex technological equipmnt.

CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN

Although stress in critical care nursing has been well docurnented in the
scientific literature(Anderson. Chiriboga & Bailey, 1988; Benoliel. McCorkle.
Georgiadou, Denton & Spitzer, 1990; Foxall, Zimennan, Standley, & Bene, 1990)
empirically based research explonng stress in emergency nunring is very limited. Only
three major research studies were found that exploreci emergency nuning stress
(Burns. Kitoloff & Close. 1983; Hawiey, 1992; Helps, 1997). These studies had various

methodological weaknesses such as limite4 sample sires (Hawley, 1992, Helps, 1997)
and the use of unvalidated questionnaires ( Helps, 1997). Further research was
necessary to validate the masures used in these studies. Issues such as coping
strategies and social support network needed to be explored. Factors such as the
nurse's level of experience and the physical environment also needed to ôe addressed.
Therefore, a qualitative research methodology was chosen to explore stress in
emergency nursing.
The fundamental goals of qualitative research are to describe, explain. and
understand the phenornenon under study (Morse, 1994). Qualitative mthodology is
indicated when little is known about the topic k i n g studieâ (Brink & Wood.1989). It
provides a richer data base and allows for an indepth understanding and altemate
perspective that nurnbers alom can not provide (Polit & Hungler, 1983). Qualitative

methods can provide 'intriate details of phenomna that are difficuît to anvey Ath

quantitative methods' (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 19). Qualitative methods are most
appropriate when the researcher wants to describe a phenomenon from the insider's
perspective, to study a topic from the people's viewpoint or hame of reference (Field &
Morse, 1985; Leininger, 1985). It provides an indepth understanding of a phenornanon
both from an individual's perspective and the 'collective experienœ'. A qualitative

approach was indicated for this study to provide an understanding of the nature of
stress in a field of nursing where empirical research is limitad.

Research Design: PemonCentereâ lntbwiewing
The challenge for contemporary anthropologists is to plaœ the individual within
historical and sociocultural conte*

of the community (Levy & Hollan. 1999). The

researcher attempts to 'elicit behaviom that go beyond the role determined surface
scripts to determine hidden or latent dimensions of the organization of persons and of
the sociocultural matnx and their interactionsg(Levy 8 Hollan, 4 999. p. 334). To

estabiish this goal anthropologists have used a method known as person œntered
interviewing. This research project used person-œntered interviewhg to gain a deeper
understanding of stress in ernergency nursing on an individual and collective basis. In

person-centered interviews, the intervie-

is both an informant and a mspondent. The

interviewe provides information about the culture, behavior and values of the group,
but he or she is also an 'object of systematic study and observation in hi* or herself"
(Levy & Hollan, 1999, p.334). .The b a l a n d combination of informant and mspondent

modes of interviewing is characteristic of penoncentered interviews' (Levy & Hollan.
1999, p.336).

During these interviews I used a mixture of informant and respondent questions
and probes. Some of these questions or probes were open+nded, while others were

focused or closed (Levy & Hollan. 1999). The open ended probes were purposely
ambiguous to allow the respondent a wide range of responses. During data analysis I
examined the specific choiœs and emphasis in the content of the responses as wall as
the fonn of the responses thamselves (Levy & Hollan. 1999).

The population of interest was emergency nurses wrking in Winnipeg.

Manitoba. I originally sought approval to conduct research in two emergency
departments in Winnipeg. One was a large domtown trauma center and the other was
a small community hospital emergency department. I originally selecteâ two sites so

that the sample sire would be large enough to obtain adequate information (Morse.
1989). Due to lack of participants Isought approval to conduct research in two other

institutions. one of which was a large domtown teaching hospital and the other was a
small community hospital. My final sample consistecl of 8even emergency nurses from
three different institutions in the city of Winnipeg. Two of the institutions w r e large,
downtown teaching hospitals and one was a small community hospital.
The sample population was drawn from general duty registered nurses working

in the emergency deparbnents of the-

institutions. This excluded al1 managerial or

administrative staff and numinglunit assistants. The seledon criteria for nurse
participants were:

1. English speaking

2. Over 18 yeam of age
3. Registered nurses employed within these ernergency departmenb
4. Nurses willing to be interviewd.

To introduœ the study to the nurses, Iplaceâ a letter of explanation in the
communication book in each of the ernergency un@ (sec Appendix B). The letter was
hti
followed by small group meetings w

staff mmbers in each u n l to ptovide

explanations and ansuvers to any questions. Al genenl duty nurses working in these
emergency departments were provided with an explanation of the study. in writing, and
were asked to indicate if they were willing to participate in taped interviews. Consent
was established by means of a consent f o m (see consent- Emergency Nurses

Appendix C). A prearranged envelope was left on the unit to collect the signed consent
forms. Those nurses who expressed an interest in participating were scheduled for
interviews at their convenienœ. My objective was to interview 15-20 nurses in total.
Ifound that a great rnany nurses were unwilling to parücipate. As previously

stated, I had to obtain permission to conduct research in hivo other institutions in order
to obtain more participants. Despite approaching nurses, nurse managers, and clinical
resource nurses in four diffennt institutions (over the course of nine months) Iwas only
able to obtain a total of seven interviews from nurses in three of the institutions. Ialso
attempted to contact the head of the Manitoba Emergency N u m s Association but my
phone calls were not retumed.

None of the seven nurses adually deposited a signed consent fom in the
prearranged envelope. Six of the seven volunteered to participate and indicated their
interest following small informal group meetings in each unit. Participant seven had
completed a previous interview with me and consented to the use of the interview for
Uiis research projed.

The Setting
The location of the interviews was determined by the participant(s). They were
given the option of participating in the interviews in the privacy of their om homes or in
my home or in a private interview room in the emergency department. Levy and Hollan
(1999) emphasize that it is important to interview the respondent in isolation from his or

her farnily, friends. and acquaintances as the presence of others prompts socially
desirable responses. The primary goal was to maintain privacy and confidentiality and
minimize interruptions as factors such as crowded living conditions or the presenœ of
young children may make interviewing in the home problernatic.
One of the interviews was held in the participant's house. Two were conducted
in private offices in one of the institutions. Two interviews w r e conducted in the
researcher's house and one interview was camed out in a private office at the
University of Manitoba. One of the interviews mis based on a previous practicum
assignment that took plaœ in the fall of 1998 and in that case the i n t e ~ e w
took plaœ
in the participant's house.

Data Collection
Data collection occuned through personccntered intewiewing and observation.
Person-centered interviews were conducted with a total of seven nurses (from airee
institutions) who agreed to participate in the research projed (sem consent- Emergency
Nurses Appendix C). A signed consent was obtained prior to the interviewhg process.

The interviews lasted for 45 minutes to one hour. They were tape-recorded and
transcribed verbatim.

The use of person-centerd intewiewing provideci an individual and communal

perspective of stress in emergency nursing The use of thrt?e ditfarent teaching
institutions allowed for comparison of data. An interview guide was devefoped and used
to direct the interviews (See Appendix D). This guide was based on the proposed
theoretical framework. person-centered intewiewing tachniques outlined by Levy and
Hollan (1999) and my own clinical experienœ as an emergency r w m nune. The
location and timing of the interview was determined by the participant.
Note taking was kept to a minimum during the interview. Brief notes included

'important visual aspects of the respondent's behavior, significant events and shitts in
the interviewer's intemal experience, and guesses about some potentially illurninating

and organizing hypothesis' (Levy & Hollan, 1999. p. 353).

Written notes were made as s w n as possible after each intewiew. These notes
included my impression of the significant behavior of the respondent. comments on the
interaction between myself and the respondent. comment$on any visual behaviors that
were observed, and comments on my reaction to various parts of the interview (Levy &
Hollan, 1999).

Tape recording of the interviews allowad me to capture the content and the f o m
of the interview. Audio tapes were essential for two reasons. They helped to capture

'kinds of micropatternings that are essential phenomna for trying to understand the
personal organization of respondents and their relations to their public culturesm(Levy8
Hollan. 1999, p354). Audio tapes also provided sources of information about the
researcher's conscious and unconscious biases and any linguistic or cultural blind
spots that rnight have distorted the interview (Levy & Holbn, 1999).
Aiu1y.i~
In most qualitative research data collection and analysis occur simultaneowly

(Morse, 1989). Brink (1989) states that data collection and analysis requires a fluid,
flexible and somewhat intuitive interaction between the researcher and the data.
Therefore, after each interview, I replayed the taped interviews noting the tone of the
responses as well as the content. I also wrote more extensive, indepth field notes.
Audio tapes were transcribed verbatim by a typist (Field & Morse. 1985; Morse, 1991;
Spradley, 1979). 1 used a process of reflection to examine the notes, typed
transcriptions, and audio tapes to facilitate ongoing interpretation of the hndings. Data
collected during the interview were open coded and aggregated into categories and
sub-categories. Frorn these categories, themes and sub-themes were generated.
The most extensive interpretaüon occuned following the data collection phase
through the process of thematic content analysis. I became immersed in the data
through readinglrereading of transcripts and listening to taped interviews. The fint step
of analysis involved open coding of the raw data. Through the process of coding raw

data into categories. several themes and sub-themes developed. Initial categories w e n
broad but did not overlap (Burns & Grove, 1993). Codes were initially organized into
descriptive. then interpietive. and finally into explanatory ideas as the analysis
progressed from concrete literal description to more abstract conœptualization.
I used an open coding system, developing categories from the original

transcripts (Burnard, 1991). The categories that developed at this point in the analysis
were literal ideas or impressions developed from the content of the transcnpts. The
next stage of coding involved collapsing the existing categories into broader, more
inclusive categories comrnonly rekned to as themes. Finally, transcripts were
reexamined and compared to the original categories and subcstegories that mn
developed to ensure that data were appropriately accounted for within the coding
system. My thesis chair helped to audit the data collection and analysis process to
ensure proper coding and developrnent of categories.

Ethical considerations were obsenred during each step of the research process.
Polit and Hungler (1995) state that the principles of beneficence. respect for lik and
justice are not specific to any type of research and neeâ to be universally regarded.

Because of the decreased structure of qualitative research there is an aven greater
responsibility to protect participants (Ramos, 1989).
A research proposal was submitted to the Ethical Review Committee. Faculty of

Nursing, University of Manitoba and several recommemdationswere incorporated in the
research design. Whik waiting for approval from the Ethical Review Committee I

approached the access cornmittees of the two initial institutions to gain acœss to their
emergency units. Three months later, I approached the access committees of Wo other
institutions to gain access to their emergency units.
lnforrned Consent
The two key elernents of informeâ consent are the right to selfdetemination and
the right to full-disclosure. The concept of selfdetermination means that prospective

participants voluntarily decide if they want to parücipate; they can teminate their
involvement at any point in the research process; they can refuse to give certain
information; and, they are fies to ask questions at any point in the research process
(Polit & Hungler, 1991). Full disclosure means that the researcher has fully described
the study, the participant's right to refuse participation, the researcher's responsibilities,
and the potential risks and benefits (Polit and Hungler. 1991). 60th of these elements
were incorporated into the consent form used in this research projed.
Prior to comrnencing the research, I introduced and explained the research
project by meeting with the nurses during small informal group meetings and by placing
notices on the bulletin board and in the communication book (SeeAppendix B ). Nurses
were asked to consider participation in the interview process and indicate their consent1
refusal to consent by signing a consent fom (See Appendix C). The nurses were
informed that these interviews were to be audio-taped. This information was also
included in the consent form. Those consenting to parücipate were to leave their
consent form in a prearranged envelope. to be examined only by me. It should be noted
that six of the participants indicated their interest in parücipating in the research study
during small, informal group meetings in their respective emergency depaftments. They

handed in their initial consent f o m to me, in pemon, at that tim. I reinforced the

content and continuous nature of consent when meeting with ail participants. In this
way, informed and continuous consent was sought fiom al1 the respondents.

Confidentiality
A promise of confidentiality was made to al1 participants. Each participant was

assigned a code identification number to identify tapas and transcripts. Code number
information was kept separate from transcripts and tapes and was accessible to myrelf
and my Thesis Chair. All original transcripts have b e n kept in a secure location.

Participants were given pseudonyms. Descriptions of the study findings were altered as
necessary to reduce the chance of tracing information to participants. Subsequent
analysis and any publication of the research data will refer only to three institutions in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. No participants will be identified.
Beneficence
Polit and Hungler (1995) state that the primary principle of benefiœnce is 'above

all, do no harm" (p.134). In keeping with the principle of benefiœnœ I estimated the
risk fbenefit ratio to participants and included these in the consent fom.

The first goal of the nsearcher is to persuade the reader that the research

findings are worthy of the reader's attention. to establish mat the research is
tnistworthy (Lincoln and Guba. 1985). Trustworthiness con k accomplished in
qualitative research but the criteria for evaluating this must be specific to qualitative

research and not msrely bomowed fiom quantitative research (Leininger. 1985). The
trustworthiness of this research was examineci using the critena established by Lincoln
and Guba (1985). These four criteria include credibility, transferability. auditability, and
confinnability.
CredibiliQ
Credibility is the tmth value in qualitative research. It is judged by the degree to
which the researcher is able to convey the reality of the participants. The researcher
provides such an accurate description that people undergoing the experienœ
immediately recognize it and othen can recognize the experience after reading about it
in a study (Sandelowski, 1986).
I ensured credibility through ongoing debriefing wiai my thesis chair and by

monitoring my progressive subjecüvity throughout the research proœss. I monitored my
immersion in the reseanh project through a continual proœss of reflection and
examination of notes, transcripts, and audiotapes. Lincoln and Guba (1989) wam that it
is important to monitor progressive subjectivity because if the researcher continues to
prefer their original impressions it is sa* to assume that he or she is not paying
sufficient attention to the contributions of the participants.
My initial goal was to use collective member checking to validate the content of
the transcripts and detenine if my observations w r e congruent with those of the
participants. My objective was to share rny findings with staff mcmben from each
institution during informal research sessions. This was to provide an opportunity for
participants to give feedback and respond to the categones and themas derived from

the data. Unfortunately with shiR work and summer holidays I was unable to get the
nurses al1 together for informal research sessions.
Transferability
Transferability is the ability to apply the research findings in a broader context.
outside the study situation (Sandelowski, 1986). This involves the ability to apply the
research findings within the broader context of nuning knowledge and the extent to
which consumen of research Yiind the nsearch findings meaningful and applicable in
tenns of their own experiencesn (Sandelowski, 1986, p. 32). In qualitative research
transferability is achieved through the use of thick description (Lincoln and Guba.
1989). The researcher provides as complete a data base as possible to enhanœ the

reader's appreciation and understanding of the research findings (Lincoln and Guba,
1989). In order to facilitate transferability I have provided clear descriptions of the

sarnple, the setting. and the data collection procedure. A substantia! data base has
been established and is presented in Chapter four. Chapter five includes a cornpirison
of the research findings with the cunent literature.
Auditability
Auditability is analogous to consistency in quantitative research. Qualitative
research does not lend itself to exact replication as it emphasizes the individual as well
as the collective experienœ. Hovuever, a type of replication is possible in other

emergency units. Fumer examination of the nature of stress in emergency nuning and
the thernes derived from this n c ~ a r c h
project could ôe achievcd by the cornparison of
contextual variables present in other ernergency units. This research pmject could be

conducted in other nursing uni& to assess its replication. Researchers could examine
the collective experience of stress in pediatric intensive care units or palliative care
units.
The development of a 'decision trair is an important principle in auditability
(Sandelowski, 1986, p 33). This decision trail should be easily followed by another
researcher to yield similar results (Sandelomrki, 1986). This was achieved by
presenting a detailed and clear description of the study from problem identification to
data analysis and discussion.
Confinnabilitv
Confirmability is a measurement of neutrality. In qualitative research it is a
measurement of the neutrality of the research data and not the researcher
(Sandelomki, 1986). lnterpntations and analyses should be rooted in the data and the
realities of the participants and not those of the researcher (Lincoln and Guba, 1989).
To enhance the confinnability of the research pmject, I usecl participants orni wrds to

substantiate rny interpretations of the data. My thesis chair also helped to audit the
data collection and analysis process to ensure that the reseanh findings were verified
by the data within the transcripts.

Conclusion
In this research project, Iexplored the concept of stress in emergency nuning

using person-centered interviewhg and observation techniques. A convenience sarnple
of seven nurses from three institutions were interviewbd. These interviews provided a

rich and detailed data base. Data was analyreci through the process of thematic

content analysis. Trustworthiness was maintained by ensuring credibility. fittingness,
auditability, and wnfirmability. Research findings have been interpreted in light of the
Organizational Stress Frarnework developed by Matteson and lvancevich (1987).

CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
The purpose of this research study was to identify and describe the types and
sources of stress in emergency nuning. The research sought to answer five major
questions: 1) What do emergency nurses perceive to be sources of stress in their
workplace?, 2) How do they rate these stressom in tem of frequency or severity?. 3)
What factors increase stress in the emergency r w m and what factors buRcr the
experience of stress?, 4) What personsl and professional strategies do emergency
nurses use to cope with stress and 5) How has stress been addressed within the
culture of the emergency department. Data analysis was guided by the research
questions, the interview guide, and the Organizational Stress Frarnework developed by
Matteson and lvancevich (1987). The categories derived are rooted in the data set as
well as the Organizational Stress Framework .
The findings of the study are presented in four sections.

The Crst section

examines the sources of satisfaction in emergency nursing. The second section looks

at the types and sources of stress in emergency nursing. This section generated four
major categories: a) Problerns in the health a r e system. b) Patient related factors. c)

nie
ts
c
Unit Management and d) Interpersonal Relations. The thirdo

examines healthy

and unhealthy coping strategies used by the emergency nurses. The fourth section
explores the signs and symptoms of stress in emergency nursing. There was SOM
overlap in categories in the first and second secto
i n.

Thenfore, I attemptd to make the

'best fir possible. The names of emergency numes mentioned in this chapter are
pseudonyms. The names of the institutions involved are described in broad. general

terms to ensure anonyrnity.

Figure 1

Data Categories
Sources of satisfaction in emergemy nursing

A. Variety and excitement: The adrenalin rush

B. lntellectual challenge
C. Provision of compasrionate, quality patient care

D. lnfiuencing patient outcorne

E. Mentonng new staff
Sources of stress in emergency nuning
A. Problems in the health care systern (in descending Ievel of priofity)

Unwntrolled patient volume and flow
Bed cut backs
The Nursing Shortage

Lack of Funding
lnadequate home care services
Disjointed organization of the Winnipeg Arnbulanœ System

B. Patient care ( in desœnding level of priority)
Child abuse1sarious injury and death of children

Critical ernergencieol unstable patients

Inappropriate use1expectatïons of patients and families in the E.R.
Anger and verbal abuse from patients and familias

Triage

C. Unit Management (in desœnding level of priority)

Bed utilkation: lad< of beds for admitteci patients
Lack of communication with administration (unresponsive leadership)
Lack of equiprnent: lmproperiy stocked equipment
Charge duty
lnadequate continuing education

Lack of incentive. rewards for long tem staff
Scheduling

- Holidays

D. lnterpenonal Relations (in descending level of priority)

lnterpenonal relationships with co-workenr
Lack of team work among s t M
Interpersonal relationships with physicians
Lack of respect andl or physician expedations

Disagreement with physicians over patient treatment.
Lack of trust in the knowledge and skilk of coworkers
Skills, knowladge. and tirne management of emrgency physicians.
Coping Stmtegiw

Adaptive (effective)

coping strategies

Maladaptive (inebctive) coping strategies

Signs and symptom of stress in emergenty numing
Once ethical approval was received from the Faculty of Nursing Ethical Review

Cornmittee and the three institutions invotved in the research project. semi-struchired.
person centered interviews were conducted with seven emergency nurses to elicit their
perception of stress in emergency numing. An intsMew guide was used to direct the

interviews (See Appendix D). The intenriews lasted for 45 minutes to one hour and
were wnducted in a variety of sites. One of the intenriews was conducted in the
participant's house. Two w r e held in private offices in one of the institutions. Two
interviews were conducted in the researcher's house and one interview was canied out
in a private office at the University of Manitoba. One of the interviews was based on a
previous practicum assignment that t w k place in the fall of 1998 and in that case the
interview took place in the participant's house. No follow up phone calls or repeat

interviews were required.
The nurses worked in three different hospitals in the city of Winnipeg. Three of
the nurses worked in a small wmmunity hospital in the outskirts of the city. One nurse
was based in a large urban teaching hospital in the downtown core of the city. The

three remaining nurses came from another large urban teaching hospital in domitown
Winnipeg. Aithough data were collected from nurses in three different institutions. the
results were similar. That is, there were more commonalities than differences across
the sites and interviews. Therefon. the data is presented combining al1 thm sets of

interviews. Contrasting information between the three institutions, however, is

highlighted in the analysis. This chapter begins with a demographic profile of the
participants and follom with an analysis of the study results.

ûemogmphic h t a
Six of the study participants mre fernale and one of the participants was male.
One of the study participants elected not to complete a demographic profile so the

demographic data is b a W on six of the participants. Each of the nurses who were
married or living cornmon-law clai-

equal responsibility for financial support of the

household. One nurse had three! young children living at home and one nurse had a 23
year old son living at home. None of the participants had elderly relatives living at
home. The annual hourrcrhold incorne ranged from $40.000 to $99.000.
All of the six nurses had completed a nursing diplorna. One was cunently
enro!led in a Post-RN baccalaureate degree program and one had a bachelor of arts
degree. One of the nurses had also taken the Manitoba Emergency Numing course.
For further sociodemographic information, please rekr to table 1.

Table 1
AG€ OF PARTICIPANTS
Ail participants

RANGE

MEAN

MEDIAN

-

43.66

45.5

32 50

MARITAL STATUS
MARRIED

1

COMMONLAW

(

SINGLE

I

2

I

I

WIDOW

2

1

1
-

t

STAFF ASSIGNMENT: S FULL TlME 1 PART TlME (.7)

1 ROTATING 12 HR
Ail participants

( ROTATING 8HR

1 8HR EVENlNG

2
I
I
NUMBER OF YEARS POST GRADUATE EXPERIENCE

1

I

MEDlAN

3

I
All participants

RANGE

-

MEAN

I

17

19.3

10 32

NUMBER OF YEARS EMERGENCY EXPERIENCE

I
All participants

RANGE

-

7 20

1

MEAN
11.5

1

MEDIAN
10

Sources of Satisfaction in Enwrgency Numing
Variety, unpredictability, the Iack of routine and the knowledge and skill base
attracted these participants to emergency nursing. They liked the sense of excitemnt
and what they called 3he adrenalin rush". The participants appreciated the n

d to

develop a broad knowledge base and stretch their clinical assessrnant skills. The most
satisfying shifts ware M e n they could offer quality a r e to patients and their familias

and have time to attend to patients' and fernilies' psychosocial conœms. They could go

home feeling that everything possible had been accomplished for their patients. The
ability to help people. to show compassion. was important for these nurses. One nurse
stated that at times during the last five years she has not had a lot of job satisfaction

in

emergency nursing. She felt that the overwhelming patient volume and flow in the
department prevented her from providing quality. compassionate are.
Varietv and Excitement: The adrenalin rush
These ernergency nurses enjoyed the constant variety of patients and types of
conditions that 'corne in the door'. They found the constant turnover of patients
stimulating and exciting. They disliked routine and monotony.
I think the variety . Iguess the I love the high adrenalin high stress environment.
To me that is not stressful because that is what t love to do. Stressfui to me is
coming into a job where you know you are going to do the same thing day in and
day out and afier a while it gets ... for ma it would get kind of boring... so to me
exciting is to come into work and face new challenges. (Pl. 81-87)
I guess the adrenalin rush that everybody talks about. The dinbrent patients,.

Everything is new. You never see the same thing day in ...day out. There's
always something to leam.. something new to do. (PZ. 36-38)

It's the variety of different types of clientele that you see and the different types
of medical services that wme dom and see consults on patients. (PZ, 4547)

The unique nature of emergency is such that one never knom what may come
through the door. Dealing with critical life and death situations was attractive to these

ernergency nurses. However. paradoxically, the very nature of emrgency nursing was
deemed stressful.
I guess the unique nature of ernergency nursing is stressful ... and that in fact is
what attracts a lot of nurses to ernergency nursing... is that you don't know what
is coming in. You're ahmys sort of ready for what's coming in the door...but the
nature of it in itself is kind of stressful ... you never know. Just M e n you think
things are stable, you get complaœnt and sort of relaxed and there's a r d that

wmes in the door.. . that gets the stress out. the energy level. the adrenalin
flowing again. Iguess that is what appeals to a lot of nurses. (P7, 163-172)
These nurses thiiwd on the sense of excitement and constant anticipation. the
element of the unknown. They describecl the routine and structure of the general wards
as 'boring'.

Inteflectual challenae
Several nurses found the need for critical thinking and the broad knowledge
base required in ernergency nuning as most satisfying. They liked the independence

and the ability to enad their own judgmnts.
You have to have a certain knowiedge base. You have to have a certain arnount
of critical thinking. You have to be independent. You have to have a certain
amount of judgment and you have to be self directeâ and k sort of a leader.
(P1,4247)
It's the satisfaction of knowing that you can look at a pafent and diagnose them
and chances are usually your clinical skills and your judgment is pretty much on
the money. You know what the penon has and how you can treat it. (Pl. 6 0 6 5 )
Two of the nurses enjoyed the opporhinity to practice and nfine their
assessment skills and their psychomotor skills
For myself, I find the patient's presentaüon and my o m . .. Iguess diagnoses...
Like what they are telling me and what I think is happening to them. I play my
own game about that ... to see how on the mark I am. (P3.59-65)
I was really conœrned about losing .I rny nuning skills and rny medications and
everything that Ilearned in nuning school. Ithought that ernergency w u l d be
an al1 encompassing plaœ for to practiœ my nuning skills and also practice my
assessment skills. .. and that's why Ichose emergency. (P3.4149)

It's the level of skills. the critical thinking. the knowkdge base(P1.14-15)
The nature of ernergency nuning permitted these nurses to develop a broad

knowledge base and maintain their competeny with psychomotor skills. They were

able to retain and buifd upon the knowledge and skills base that they leamed in nuning
school. They also valued the greater sense of independence. the ability to use their

own judgrnent and to be selfdirected.
Provision of com~assionate.aualihr ~atientcare
Having the time to ptovide quality care to each patient and attend to al1 their
physical, psychological and emotional needs was satisfying for one emergency nurse in
particular, although she felt the opportunity to provide quality compassionate a r e had
diminished in the last five years.

Probably in the last five years I haven't really had a lot of satisfaction at times in
emergency nursing, but. prior to that. Ithink that the most satisfying times are
the times where you can look aiter someone properly with people who are really
caring about the patients that they'n looking after and the outcome of the
patient turns out to be the best for them... and that you fkeI satisfied that the
proper care has been given and that people are attended to in an appropriate
way and their outcome, whether it be good or bad, are the best that could be
done for them. (P 5,33039)
The opportunity to show compassion to people in crisis was important for these

nurses.
Being there. lika having the opportunity to be compassionate in people's tirne of
crisis and pain. seeing their bnvery. cause I don't know what Iwould do if I was
in some of the situations Ihave tecn. L quite inspinng that way. (P4. 77-80)

The nurses found it satisfying to spend time demonstrating compassion and
caring to patients and their families.

One other nurse talked about why a specific shift was satisfying. stating that she
had time to attend to the patient's needs.

Today. I c m only Say the patients whre il1 but they were looked after. Ifelt like I
could look after them appropriately and do everything that I would like to do as a
nurse.. . without going home feeling like Icouldn't do a lot of things. I could
speak to the patients or their familias or talk to the patient or explain what was
happening... or even console them if they needed. Today Iwuld do that...
Makes a huge differenœ. (P3.121-132)
These nurses enjoyed talking with patients and families and having the tirne to
attend to their psychological and emotional needs as ml1as their physical necds. It
was important to thern to show compassion and caring. T i m restrictions and heavy

patient loads negatively inflwnœd their ability to provide psychological and emotional
support to their patients. The nurses felt much more fulfilled in their role when they
could provide psychological and emotional support to their patients.
Influencina patient outcame
Having a positive impact on the patient's outcom was extnmely satisfying for
these ernergency nurses. They valued the opportunity to have a positive impact on

patients lives.
Well.. . every shift individually is satisfying because to someone out there you've
made a difference. They might not al1 Say that you've made a difference but you
know deep in your heart that if it wasn't for you that person would have maybe
had a very terrible outcome... so Ithink it's an individual thing that you know you
did the best that you could and you know that you are. .. you 're... it wos you who
counted and you're the one who made the judgment cal1 and you're the one who
sought treatment.. . you're the one who sort of did this thing on your om and no
one would have picked that up if it wasn't for you and you really made an
outcorne.. .you made a difference on somebody's life. Whether it is a full
recovery or whether it is alowing the patient to say he's about to die.. .no, he's at
peaœ with that and I think his end stage problem whether it be cancer or
whatever... you made a positive influence so that person can die with a bit of
dignity and that also is a very positive thing. (P 1.97-116)
The opportunity to have a positive impact on pemple's Iives is very satisfying for

these emergency nurses. With the constant tum over of patients, emergency nurses
usually have patients for only a short period of C m and sornetirnes they can see quite

dramatic results and improvements during that time period.
The other thing is if the patient's in critical care, they are there for the duration...
a lot of time they are dying or that sick ...w don? see any positive outcornes
whereas in Emergency you can solve a problem and send someone on their
way. (P4, 99-101)

Mentorina New Staff
One nurse found it fulfilling and satisfying to mentor new staff and encourage

their development.
Some of the satisfaction, more that Iderive now, is from helping people that
corne into the department new and trying to rnake them believe that it's
worthwhile staying there and to work under the conditions that we work in... and
to try and encourage them that they will get a lot of satisfaction from caring for
these people. (PS. 39-43)
Teaching. encouraging new staff. and promoting emergency nunring (despite the
difficult working conditions) provided this nurse with a sense of satisfaction.

Sources of s t n u in Emergency Nuiring

Overwhelming, uncontrolled patient volume and fiow was the number one source
of stress for these emergency nurses. The major contributing fector was a lad< of beds

for admitted patients causing a backlog of patients in the emergency department.

Running a hallway full of admitted patients was very fnistrating for al1these nurses.
The nurses attributed this phenornenon to a lad< of resources and funding in the health

care system. lnadequate stamng Ievels s r e also a conœm for several of these

nurses. The age of patients, their acuity, their diagnoses and the critical nature of their

illness al1 contributed to nurses' stress levels. Collectively, these factors created a
tense environment where problems with interpersonal relationships 4
t
h staff membew,
emergency physicians, patients, and theii families grew.
Problerns with the health care svstem
Uncontrofled patient volume and flow
UncontrolW, overwhelming patient volume and flow was the most zwere and
frequent cause of stress identifid by these emargency nurses. They atbibuteâ this to
a continuous flow of emergency patients along Mth the back log of admitted patients in

the emergency department. This conœm was consistent among a11 the institutions.
I guess the volume of patients that we get often is ovemhelming. We have no
control over that.... And if they only corne in one critically il1 at a time, that would
be very nice, but they don't. and you get multiple traumas, you get a backlog of
patients... I guess the volume sometims is overwhelming and the stress level I
think goes up with the volume of patients that you have to look after. If you have
patients that have been treated and a n waiting for reassessmnb... and they
keep coming in...or you have patients that are admitted and waiting for a bed on
the ward. They have certain prescribeâ cars- medications, they need to ... you
know... go to the bathroom, they need to have dressings changed, they have
specific things that need to k dont in a certain p e n d of time. If you've got
incoming patients constantly and you don't ... they have to be attended to. You
have to do your assessments. find out what's wong. they have to be put up to
be seen. They have treaânents that are k i n g orderd and you have scheduled
tnatments that need to be done. That is very stressful I think to the nurses. (P7.
293-21 3)

The nurses stated that during a satisfying day they had tirne to talk to aieir

patients and they were able to give them quality, compassionate ciire. There was a
steady. but not ovemhelming fiow of patients. The nurses were able to articulate that a
steady state of patient flow was ideaf.

It was just sort of the right arnount of k i n g busy. like a steady fiow of people but
where you have extra time, like if you have tima to talk with patients and their
families and not feel nished. ...where staff have time to bond, talk with each
other as well.. .just where things flow smoothly as well especially noticeable at
triage. Like Say someone comes then and you have a spot. they can actually
you know, go sûaight fiom registration to a spot where you don't have a huge
lineup of charts, people at your throat, wanting to get in. (P4. 110-119)

.

One of the experienced nurses noted how the fiow of patients through the
emergency department had deteriorated during the past few years.
The other thing is that Idon't think patients are really out of the emergency
department as quickly as they did at one t
im.Ernergency nurses... you know
the terni is um.. . Emergency patients.. . our mandate or whatever it was.. . that
patients would be seen. treated and dealt with within a 4 hour period. You either
treated them and made them better and they want home. or you treated them,
you assessed them and they whnt to the ward. Or they ware dischargecl and
came back or they want to the O.R. or they w n t to the ICU, and there was sort
of a time frame in which their care wwld be accomplisheâ in 4-6 hours. But
patients aren't ... then aren't spots for them to go now. If the wards are full and
ICU's full, so they're are staying in emrgency longer.. .so that sort of backs up
the flow too. (P7, 340-354)

There's too many people to k rseen in too short a tirne,like that can be quite a
stressor. (P4, 164-165)
With increased patient volume and a backlog of patients in the department, the
nurses have had to concentrate on providing basic physical can. Time restrictions do
not permit them to provide quality. compassionate care to their patients. They do not
have the time to attend to their psychological and emotional concerns. This is very

frustrating for a majority of the nurses and decreases their sense of satisfaction and
professional fulfillment.
The sense of powriessness and lack of conbol over patient volume and fiow
are also reflected in these interviews The nurses did not have the powar to control how
many beds were available for admitted patients or how s w n home care senrices would

be put in place. They could not control the number or acuity of patients aniving in
emergency .
Bed eut backs
Bed cutbacks throughout the health c a n system have resuited in a backlog of
admitted patients in the emergency department. Nurses are providing care for patients
on stretchers in the hallways for extended periods of tirne. Two of the n u m s mvealed

their fnistration with the double burden of caring for admitted patients lying on
stretchers in the hallway. as well as the regular emergency patients.
There is this other stress over the last few yean that has coma in M e n we've
had a ward. an extra ward, within the ernergency department, meaning al1 these
extra patients in the halhy.. . You're trying to deal Ath the routines of taking
care of these people in the hallway that need to be taken care of. Plus you're
already overloadedhw
ti these nine or ten people, but you've got to deal with the
people that are wming in now.. .l think the m o l e ward becornes nidderless
because we should be focusing on Our emergent patients and yet these other
people still need help and still need assistance. you know. So, its that stress that
adds stress and Ithink that is really what added a lot of stress over the last few
yean to emergency medicine, whereas before it was like, like I thought we
could, we had stress but it was manageable. Ithink it became unmanageable
when the hallway patients started showing up. aven though we had extra staff.
(P6,289-329)
I think in emergency nursing now, if it was just emergency nursing. it wuldn't be
so difficult. But emrgency nursing now in the community hospital where I work
at is ward nursing as well and the tm,do not mix wll bgether because you
have patients who are admitted to hospital who you want to do a lot of things for
to attend to their basic personal needs that they have as well but you can't do
that in the confines of the emergency department and you don't have the
auxiliary staff that can help you enough with that. (P7.277-282)

Participant #6 n o t d that pfior to 'halhmy d i c i n e ' the level of stress in the
department was manageable but mai the addition of patients lying on sbetchers in the
hallway the level of stress in the deparbnant became overwhelming.

The nurses recognized that this was beyond the control of each individual

hospital administration and was also a source of frustration for many hospita1

administrators.
Although, with the changes in health care and bed cut backs and staffing cut
backs, patients aren't going to ICU as quickly. If they're already full. they have to
wait, so you have to care for an emergency, an ICU patient in the emergency,
which then ties up the nurse in an ares, slows domi the flw.(P7.334-340)
I guess them (administration) saying ...you knW... with oib back log of patients
or whoever. And a lot of this is out of their
they have spoken to Mr
(the administrator's) hands too, like mr're.. Im a n % sornething that's al1 across
Canada I think, and you know... in the states... but its becoming a daily problem
in al1 emergencies. (P3. 714-722)

But they couldn't ...l don't think they (the management) could fix the situation any
more than we could and Ithink they scm the frustrations. they saw what m, m r e
dealing with...they were...l think they wwe fnistrated as weII. but I don't think
they had the capacity to fix anything. Ithink they wanteâ to help. you know, but
they couldn't and if they.. . you know.. . if they had, they would a k y s offar us
any suggestions of anything that could be helpful. (P 6,13374352)
They (administration) csn't control the system. They have no control over
individuals.. .sick tirne increases. They can't force people to work when they do
not have to. They really have...they canlt n'trce people not to come to the
department. They can not force the govemment to give us more money, so
they're kind of like ...they're in a lateral limbo. (Pl. 330-337)
The nurses recognized that bed cut backs was a probkm through out the health
care system and was not limited to their institutions. Hospital managers could not

control the changes in the health c a n system but m r e forced to deal mth the
repercussions of these changes. Even hospital administrators could not control the
political forces influencing the health care system.

The Nursina Shortaae
Cutbacks in nursing staff and support staff have also contributecl to the wrkload
in the emergency department. With the demase in healthcare funding that occurreâ in

the 1990's nuning staff positions mrre severely restricted. Many qualified nurses found
jobs in the United States. Now. in the year 2000, emergency managers are finding it

difficult to find qualified, experienœd emergency nurses. The result is a shortage,
particularly in the speciality areas, such as emrgency room nursing.
I think the nursing shortage is a big probkm. You have staff that are bumt out
and are working the extra shiîb... And I think we need to not pressure people
into working the extra shm. (PZ. 311-313)

The shortage of staff, really, like them's a lot of people prior to you wming in
and intewiewing me today, they'm now coming on to a night shifi, they'te short.
So I had to ask someone to stay b r nights and she's coming back for days
tomorrow and Isaid uvell l'IIworry about that M e n I corn in. You know, like
you're doing it day by day and that's not good. These people are working
overtirne s h i h like crazy and that's ... I think the stamng is a big issue too. You
can't just like, you can't just hire anybody into emergency. They have to be
experienœd nurses, there isn't any. Im a n then is but they're not wming here.
So that is also part of the stress. (P2, 140-151)
Well, I k e l there is probably one hundreâ reasons why then is stress in the
emergency department.. .those kind of stresses are buiît into the system. ..the
key issue also is not in general to ernegency but in general to the mole health
care system. People have not figureâ out that maiout the proper resources the
health care system won't fundion and it's totally indepemdent of anything
else.. .people are not getting the pichire that if there is no nurses them is no
health care and people are not treating nurses in general (and that al80 causes
stress) with the kind of respect that they adually deserve because if there was
no nurses there would k no health are. (Pl, 266-279)
The lack of qualified, eiperienced emergency numes results in bumout as the

nuning staff work more and m o n overtirne. Fatigue and disillusionment creep in and
the nurse's resilience to stress in the workplace decreases.

The shortage of nursing staff on the d i c a l and surgical wards also wmpounds

the problem of a backlog of patients in the emergency department. S o m of the wards

are not able to accept admitted patients because of a lad< of qualified nursing staff.
Four of the nurses were fnistrated with inadequate sbffing and lad< of qualified
experienced emergency nurses in their facilities. Their major wnœm was inadequate
staffing to provide quality. compassionate nursing care especially during t i n s of high
patient volume. One of the nurses was also very conœmed that the nurses w r e
working so much overtime that they are 'burning o t f .
1 think more frequently in the last four or five years there's h n many tirne$
whete the staffing amounts m r e inadequate for the level of acuity of the patients
that are there and when you ûy to discuss this in a reasonabk manner with
sorne management people. they don't see the stress that they're putting on the
staff by having them cope, or try to cope in these situations. Ail the people in
emergency are trying to do is basically to tmat people the way they w u l d want
their own family members cared for and treated and if they don't have the
adequate staff to do that then you're puttïng a lot of pressure on people to
perfonn in dinicult circumstanœs and in that way you cause them a great deal of
stress. (PS. 95-103)

Sometirnes, ifwie are short a nurse, like it could be one or two, then someone
will have an extra heavy load in temm of assignmants. That's partïculariy bad in
stretcher bay because people a n critical or somctimes you get s o m n e . they
may have to go to the O.R. in ten minutes mcanwhile you got a (patient with)
chest pain and something else, and you know if you have. like we wually have it
that a nurse will get three stretcher bay patients or sometimes you could have
like an aneurysm c o r n in and then you might have several staff working on one
person and then another might be covering their area and that could be
stretching thin. (P4.292-299)
In the last couple of weeks we w r e chronically understaffcd... You
know.. . I come from a trauma centre so if we don't have adequate nurses tc staff
the department and somthing happens that puts the department in danger and
people don't understand that and people don't realize it puts more stress on us
individually. ( P l , 373-379)

As previously noted, the nursing shortage affects the entire health care system

but it also affects each institution and each department on an individual basis. When
nurses are working a lot of over time, the problem of bumout and fatigue is a major
concern and patient care can be compromised.

Lack of Funding

The lack of funding in the health care system results in inadequate stafthg
levels, less time for orientation and inseMces , and greater patient care loads. Staftïng
and bed shortages create a back log in the system and admitted patients end up

waiting in emergency for extendecl pcriods of time.
Because of a lack of health Gare dollars, patients an k i n g discharged earlier
without adequate supports and ütis resulb in a higher readmission rate. Patients are
returning to the emergency deparûnent and are readmitted shortly after k i n g
discharged. The higher rate of surgical day care patients also results in a higher
readmission rate. This compounds the already congesteci emergency system.
One of the nurses had worked as a float between ICU, the Recovery Room and

emergency. Her position had been deleted with stsffing cutbacks in the 1990's. She
described how her previous position allowed her to relieve the staff in ICU, emergency

and PARR (post anaesthesia recovery room) and enabW her to do patient transkrs to

other departments.
Thars when I started wrking in critical con, float between ICU and emergency.
If there was a 99 that patient wes transferred to ICU, then you just follow through
and help with that patient until they w r e seffled...or you might start in C U if
they were really busy and rombody had a very critical patient you might take
over the rest of her patients until that one was setüed. If there was a transbr out,
then you miuld do the transfer, you wre the transfer nurse...lt didn't pull frorn

anybody's staff so that was in the ideal days when they (the health care system)
had more money. (P 7'92-104)
There is a sense of nostalgia in the nurse's comments. A preferenœ for the
days prior to cut backs in health care funding.

hadequate home care services
Two of the nurses stated that problems in implementing home can

services and inadequate home care services createâ problems in the emergency
system. Delays in implementing home a r e seniices created further backlog in
the system. lnadequate home care semkes resulted in patients mtuming to the
emergency deparbnent within hours or days of their discharge.
There aren't enough home care seMces in plaœ in the community to get
these people home in a reasonable amount of time and yet they're
discharging people upstairo one day and they're back in the emrgency
the next day as a failed discharge. Yet. like there seem to k,they're on
the right path, but they don't have the right things in plaœ yet Idon?
think... and that's really stressful M e n you know, you semd s o m m e
home which you think shouldn't go home. they probably should be in
hospital, but theregsno bed, you send them home with as much home
Gare and other services that you c m provide and they're back the next
day because these services failed in the wmmunity... and then you've got
them back in ernergency again. waiting ...and the family and the dynamics
there are very difficult. (P 2, 122-131)
lmplementing home can has beem a k y s... you know... a slower
process than in the past. like you know they had dificulty in setüng up
services. Yes, they'll set up ~ r v i œ but
s they won't be in plaœ tiII
tomonow or the day after tomorrow. so that patient stays one more night
or two more nights in emrgency. (P7,448453).
Patients on the tnedical and surgical u n b rnay also face longer hospital stays as
they wait for home care services to be implemented. This also ües up acute madical
and surgical beds that could help to relieve s o m of the congestion in emrgency.

Disiointed Oraanization of the Winni~eaAmbulance svstem
One of the nurses expressed frustration with the organization of the Winnipeg
Ambulance System. She ftlt mat there was not an equal distribution of ambulanœs
among the emergency facilities. She k l t the ambulanœ seMœ did not utilize al1 the

emergency facilities equally.
Well. Ithink sorne of them, the political stressors, about bed utilization, the
disjointed organization of the Winnipeg Ambulanœ SaMce. you knw. wc get
five or six ambulanœs in a row. lib they sec that we're busy yet they still corn
here.. . and other facilities.. . because I meet with the emcgency groups.. . say
they were quiet that day, it just seem that everybody bornbards you.( P2, 1110)

Patient acuity, the type of W i c a l condition and the patient's preference for
individual institutions al1 have an impact on where the ambulance takes the patient. The
downtown teaching hospitals have mon acute trauma patients and mon ambulance
traffic. This was not a conœm with the community hospital nurws.
Patient related factors
The type of patient, the age of the patient and the critical nature of his or her

illness al1 contributed to stress in the ernergency department. The nurses noted an
increase in non-ernergent cases coming to the emergency departmcint. They w e n
frustrated with the misuse of the emergency deparbnent by non-urgent patients and the
high expectations of patient's and families waiting in the emergency roorn. Nurses were
subject to anger and verbal abuse from patients and families and this was also a
serious source of stress. Most of this anger and verbal abuse was directed at the triage
nurse as patients waited for hou= to k assessed and treated by emargency
physicians.

Child abuse/ Serious lniuw and Death of children
Serious injury and death of children was a significant source of stress for these
emergency nurses. Three of the seven participants had children of their own. It mis
especially difficult if the nurses had children around the same age as their patients.
I guess our level of stress goes up or d o m depending on the kind of patient that
you get and if you get an infant or child. the stress level is very high. Everybody
wants to do everything they possibly a n and want everything to go right. It's
very important. it's very stressful. thafs what makes you perform at your peak, I
think. If itts an adult. the stress level's still there, m y b e a little l e a . If Ws an
elderiy person, again, the stress level's ... probably everybody's a little calmer,
this person that has lived their lik.you're going to do everything you can. use al1
your skills you have. but not compared to a child. That stress level is not the
same. (P 7, 185-197).

One of the nurses described an incident where a child died as a result of child
abuse.

Well. I think one of the ones that Ifound was, and I think Icon probably Say that
most of the ones involving children are a big conœm for al1 of us. The one that I
can recall is a child that was brought in. I think it was in the summer...the Dad
came running in through the back carrying this child, saying that the child had
stopped breathing... and because of my pediatric background, once I grabbed
the child and went in there was things about the chiM. you know...the staff just
jumped right in. but Ithink that was very. very difficult because 1 remember so
well that every single nurse that was on that day had srnall kids around this age.
They just. they did their job and performeâ the role and reacted later. which we
dealt wth
i . But my gut instinct, with regards to the father's reaction to this. sort of
triggered something in me and Iguess at the t h e Ithought he was dealing wiai
the possible and eventual death of his child. He was just totally flat, wouldn't.
didn't want to be near the child.. .didn't even want to stay here, which I thought
was really. really strange... and to rnake a long story short. 1 had grave
concems about this man and something wasn't nght and from like Isay...from
my pediatric background..A was always taught that your gut instinct is usually
right. This was a M n , and on x-ray ... the baby wasn't even a year old...on x-ray
the baby had bvo fradured legs. had a fracturad am. old fractures and my gut
instinct was right. (P2. 178-195)
She funher describexi her reaction and the reaction of the rest of the nursing
staff to this situation.

People, including myself, who find once you deal with the stressful situation,
again. its physically exhausting. emotionally exhausting. and you sort of, I find
that I sort of re look things differently. l'IIlook a t you know. the next time Iget a
kid in, and Imay look at them a little differently ,you know, not anticipating the
worst but you know what I'm saying, like you look at them a liffle dihrently and
say oh. you know. and every single staff person that had a child in there, they
said they went home that night and made sure they hugged and k i s W their
kids, which is, you know, a normal response. But, you know, it, it didn't affect me
physically. like ISay long terni. short terrn it did. (P2.227-233)
Nurses found it dificult to put aside their own anger and outrage and
concentrate on using their skills to save the child's life. Nurses wïth young children
found it especially dimcult to deal with child abuse. death or illness in children. These

nurses seerned to be able to rationalite the death of elderly, il1 clients whereas it was
much more difficult to a-pt

the death or illness of children. It is important to note that

none of these institutions were children's emergencies. They deaft prirnarily with an
adult population or stable children Mai minor injuries or ainœms.

Critical emeraencies/ Unstable patients
Caring for critically ill.unstable patients was stressful for these participants. Like
intensive care nurses, these nurses have to deal with life and death issues on a
frequent basis. Despite aggressive emergency masures and advanced cardiac life
support, patients die. Nurses have to deal with contentious issues of advanced

directives, whether they should initiate CPR on terminal or elderiy patients with poor life
expectancy. or how aggressively they should treat patients who are dying.
Any time, anytime a patient goes. .. you know.. . Sour. You know if you are having
difficulty...you know.. .helping clornebody. Then mat's s s s n i l . You know.. .like
you know.. .it's.. . they give al1 these wonder drugr sotnetims but you're not
God. you know. You can ...y ou know that you u n only do so much. But if
sometimes , even though you do your best interventions. wrking with doctors

and the team... that's you know, it doesn't go the way you'd hoped. (P6,829843)

It's the age, the nature of the illness that they corn in with. If it's a trauma or if
its a terrninally il1 patient. Those kinds of things produce ditferent kinds of stress.
If it's a young man or woman and if they're having an MI., you want to make
sure that everything goes right. You want to get all the liner in, you want to get
al1 the medications in that you cm, so that you maintain their quality of life. (P7,
204-210)
The sheer volume of critically unstable patients can also cause stress for these
emergency nurses.
Well. anytirne you have en unstable patient in stretcher bay Ifind that like...or
sornetimes you can have W...l guess just the other night Ihad two unstable
patients, one was a patient with a very bad cardiac history who was in with chest
pains, we couldn't get, uh, he had such a bad cardiac history, he had an
implanted epidural where ha wuld give h i m l f analgesia and we were trying to
get his pain under control and he was using his epidural and m wbnn't having
any luck with that... And Ihad another fellow that was obbnded right beside
him. obtunded (unconscious) with CO2 retention. (P6656-669)

The nurses describcd how the age of the client, the nature and acuity of their
illness can result in diffennt types of stress.
l n a ~ ~ r o ~ r iuse/emecbtions
ate
of ~atientsand families in the E R .
Several of the nurses expressed frustration with the volume of nonemergent
patients using the emergency department. There were a number of reasons for this
phenornenon. Patients could not get an appointment to see their family physician for
extended periods of Erne. Patients wuld not get time off work to see their family

physician so they came to emergency during the evening or the mnkend. Some of the
walk in clinics were not open during certain holidays and some of them did not have xray facilities. Some of the patients did not have their own kmily physician. This resulted

in greater patient volume and congestion in the emrgency department.

I think the kind of patients that a n presenting in ernergency.. . People want to be
seen quickly and get on with their busy lives. So they corne in with more minor
things to emergency, expecting that they'll k dealt Ath. They don't like to wait,
they think that if they corne to emergency they'll get their x-ray and go bac&to
work or they'll corne in and have their sore throat tended to because they don't
have time to go to the family doctor the next day. It takes time from woik or they
can't fit it into their scheâule. They think if they corne to emergency they'll be
seen right away. They don't understand that you priorize patients and they
they're triaged in order of prionty, not in order of when you coma in. (P 7, 355369)

Emergency tends to be the entry point to people of the madical system and I've
noticed that over the course of the years people use emergency as their own
private clMc ... The nasons are multifactorial, you know I can't see my doctor for
ten days.. .to ma those issues go on and on but for me I am a liffle tired of people
not making a conscious effort to take care of themselves, using emergency as
their own private office and thatssaccommodating them as opposeâ to saying
you have your om,farnily Dodor. your illness is not Iife threatening...you go see
your o m family doctor. We don't do that as a whole department. wie don't do
that. (Pl, 240-252)
The nurses n o t d that people's expectation of the emergency department are

unrealistic. Nonemergent patients want to be assessed and treated quickly and
efficiently within a short period of time despite a high volume of acute patients or
hallways congested with admitted patients.
S o m patients are completely unrealistic in their expectations of our department.
Like I notice that. .. like Isaid in triage...where they c o r n flying up, they expect
they're gonna get right in, then are many t i m s where Iwork evenings al1 the
time so it's Born 3:30to 11:30 and a lot of ümes you get the= and there are 15
charts on the desk, pcople waitin'g to get in.. . and I know everyone feels that

their problern is the rnost important and it is. and I know I wouldn't feel great
either if I had to sit on a laceration or something but m, don? purposely keep
people out but they'll. .. well this is an emrgency... or sorne of the cardiac
patients , they'll corne here. they'll start talking about chest pain and they still
haven't opened their Shoppers Dnig Mart bag with nitros... Did you take any of
this?. .. No.. .At this point Iwant to deck them because its now my problem. I
have to try and find a spot. S o m of them I have said start taking it right now. I
realize a lot of them are scared. a lot of tima money is a factor because
medications are erpensive. But. like I said, that becomes my problem. Or
people. now that summer is hefe. on Sunday night, people will corne in, theysve
had a thme day history of chest or abdominai pain and thay didn't want to min

their weekend but now (it) becornes so seven so we have to get them in. So the
public doesn't realize that just because its emergency like we're. like they and 50
other people have decided to converge on us at the same tirna. (P3.236-252)
From the perspective of the participants, there seems to k a lack of
understanding or education on appropriate use of the ernergency department. Patients
were unsure of initial treatmcnt masures such as taking nitroglycerin for chest pain.
Emergency information liner such as the health links phone line in Winnipeg are not
being used effectively.

The extra volume of noncrnergent patients tied up the nurses valuable tim and
adds to the congestion of patients in the department. Nurses were not able to monitor

their acute, critically il1 patients as etlactively with 'high volum' non-emrgent patients
in the E.R.

Anaer and verbal abuse fmm ~atientsand families

Patients and their families can become fnistrated and impatient with the lengthy
waiting periods in the emergency department. It is not unusual for nonamargent clients
to wait four to six hours to be assessed by an emergency physician. Two of the
emergency nurses described how patients and their families t w k out their frustrations
on the nurses, especially the triage nurse.
And then being verbally abused by patients and their families. It seems like, you
know. like they're yelling at us at triage a lot of ümes and then when they we the
doctor ifs like 'Oh WH/, you know, and somtimes we fsel that, you know, they
can Say something to the physician also. (P3.409416)
I know I really get stressed when I'm triaging and I've got a room full of people
waiting and I've got no room to put them for whatever reason.. . Somtimes you
can see that these people are in obvious pain, I m a n you went to L them down
or do something for them, I m a n . Then is no option to do that, like do anything

for them. And then, peopk. the family mernbem getting or the patients
themselves getting mad at us. Why is it taking so long? So we get. ..you know.. .
people get angry at us. (P6.488-505)
If you're triaging especially Ws very, very... like that is where you're hit nght at
the very front door, mai the other patients who're needing to be seen and their
families, and they're having to wait a long. long time and you're k i n g verbally
abused. and that happens almod daily when you're then... about the tirne
frames that they have to wait (P3.206-212)
Participants found it challenging to deal with patients and their brnilies who
exhibited crisis behavior. They noted that patients and their families tend to taûe out
their frustrations on the nurses and not on the medical staff. The physician's position of

power and authority diswuraged patients from directly venting their anger at them.
Physicians have more power to admit patients or pnscribe necessary treatments or
medications. Therefore patients and their families want to stay on their 'good' side.

Triaae
Several of the nurses noted that the role of the triage nuise is very stressful.
They had to deal with impatient, frustrated non-emergent patients who were waiting for

hours at a time to be assessed and treated. They continually had to distinguish
between patients who were worried, those who had minor illnesses. those who

deteriorated suddenly. and those who are cntically ill.The bar of making a deadly
rnistake was always present. When all the stretchers in the deparbnent were full and

the hallway was overflowing the triage nurse had to perfom a juggling act to ensure
that seriously ill patients mn properly monitored and assessed.
A lot of people will criticire triage but when they get there thernselves and they.
they'll ...like that's an area where people's opinions differ and they'll say 'oh well
so and so didn't have to corne in' and l'IIthink 'yeah. they did'. Or like Iknow

sometimes at the front immediately like Isay. people can be very upset and
agitated and then you start asking questions they calrn d m and then there's
other ones that look, at first, like you look at them and then as you ask more you
can see that they're really si& or that they really are holding back and
minimizing their own qrnptorns. so there's that. too. And then, of course, at the
back people will tell different stories of what they've told the triage nurse. We've
got one doctor who said...( this is the perfectionist one) ... who said the triage
nurse is a liar. I'd like to take you in the back and show you. And also at the front
people a n be very vague and that's dimcult to play 20 questions. Like if they
Say I don't feel right or well and l'II say 'What does that m a n T And they'll say
T m just not righr and we'll ...l'Il say... a n you throm'ng up?. are you in
pain?...you know, you go through al1 this stuff. And then. one of our heads think
you should be able to triage anyone in two minutes. wbll sometimes that's not
enough. So esch person does things differently and Ithink aiere n d s to be
respect and to look at how othen see thingr. (P 4,374-393)
When it gets like that. like Isaid. the pace gets very, very qui& sometirnes, I
know I get really stressed when I'm triaging and I've got a room full of people
waiting and I've got no r o m to put thern for whatever reason.(P 6,487494)

There seemed to be a lack of consensus over decisions made by the triage
nurse and this caused frustration for one nurse in parücular.

Unit Management
Bed utilization, inadequate staffing, lack of qualified nursing staff and problems

in cornmunicating with administration were al1 serious sources of stress for these
emergency nurses. The lack of beds for adrnitted patients was the most severe and
frequent source of stress in this category.
Other less severe sources of stress included lack of equipment or improperiy

stocked equipment, the position of charge nurse, inadequate continuing education. lack
of rewards for long term staff, and problems with shiR scheduling and vacation tirne.

Bed Utilization: Lack of beds for admitted ~atients
Along with patient volume and flow. problems with bed utilization were the most
frequent and severe source of stress for these emergency nurses. This concem was
noted in al1 three institutions. The nurses described how admitteâ patients wbre waiting
for beds in their institutions for days at a time. They al-

noted that beds were closed

on the wards to accommodate peak holiday periods such as spring break, Christmas
break and summer holidays. The backlog of admitted patients seemed to be more of a

concern during these tim periods.
It's more the politics that makes me stressful. The nursing a r e doasn't make me
stressful. the dealing with staff or family doesn't rnake me stressful, other than
the fact that you want to give them good quality care and get it done quickly, you
want to get them a bed. you want to get thern treated. you want to give them the
care that you think they should receive. Ib stressful for me today. for example,
there's still a patient here sinœ Friday because there's no bed. That's three
days, that bothers me, that's stressful because you have to go back in there and
Say to them, you know, you may not get a bed today either. That's the political
stress that I don't like. (P2, 91-98)
The political part of it, where. this is sprïng break so they close beds this week,
you know, because that is what they do. Like they don't look at the whole
picture.. . and I know this facility tries very. very hard to accommodate patients
coming in but Ithink that they need to sort of coordinate everything, bed
utilization, these closures, whether it's spring break dosure. summer closures,
Anter closures. I think it shoufd be done in the fact that. or in the way that they
look at what's happening in the system, rather than closing beds and leaving
people in the emergency department which isn't conducive to their care. (P2.
106-117)
Available beds for people.. . like we have a lot of medical patients, like now with
the shortage of nurses, medical beds are available but they can't be used
because there's nobody to staff them. So then we get the backlog of madical
patients in Our department. So then, they're tying up beds and then that rneans
less mobility for us to get people in to be seen.(P4, 272-276)

When asked what she w u l d consider to be sorne of the major sources of
tension or strain in emergency nursing, one nume responded that it was the lack of
beds for admitted patients.

Mostly these days it's the lack of beds for admitted patients on the ward and the
ability to move admittad patients up to the wards. (P3,l97-lS8)
She described how the backlog of admitted patients was wome on
Mondays because there were fewer discharges on the wards during the weekend.
On a very busy. busy day when fiera...L Mondays a n the wont it seems.
because during the weekend there's not as many discharges up on the wards so
you've got a backlog of admitted patients in the department. (P3.391-394)
One of the nurses admitted that administration did try to facilitate patients
obtaining beds on the wards.
Most of the time they (administration) do try and facilitate the flow by getting
medical beds. or if there's anything else. like supervisors often will change the
beds upstairs, like sometime~there might be one male in a room or something.
and they'll move that person, make it a fernale room or somthing to facilitate
sending people upstain. (P4'451-454)
Bed utilization was viewed as a problem throughout the Canadian health care
system, but it but it also affected each individual institution. Administrative personnel at
each institution were left with the responsibility of ensuring optimum bed utilization.
One of the nurses questioned whether bed closures dunng peak holiday periods was
an effective rnethod of bed utilization.

Lack of communication with administration

Lack of communication with administration or perceived Iack of support from

management was a serious source of conœm for four of these nurses. This conœm
was consistent throughout al1 three institutions. The nurses did not aiways understand

the direction the hospital administrators were taking or what plans they had for the
future. They wanted to know what was going on in other parts of the hospital. They
wanted better communication with other departmenb in the hospital.
When it doesn't seem like management is explaining whars happening. yet their
meetings of the upper echelons or whatever, they probably know what direction
they're taking but they'n not explaining R to us. We dont know if they a n
indeed, you know. expressing our conœms to the other wards involved or the
other parts of the hospital invohred. So the Iarger communication aren't there.
Not always, no. (P3.264-275)
I think the most stressful part is that nurses sometims perceive that
management doesn't give a damn and their hands are tied but they need to walk
around the department a little more, show their faces as opposed to just sitüng in
their precious offices.. .you know rnaybe take an interest on how the department
really hinctions because management, if they didnt like the middle man, like the
unit assistants and the nurses, then their department wouldn't run either.(Pl.
410-419)

One of the nurses expressed a concem that the expectations of
administrative personnel were somtimes inappropriate or unrealistic. especially in
terrns of patient workload.
1 think management has a big role too. The managers are sometimes visible in

the departmant but not really doing any hands on or helpful work there. At times
they can only offer a lot of suggestions that only increases your workload such
as now when an emergency is full, they want people moved to other hospitals
that are less full and you're sort of k i n g railroaded to go around and talk to the
patients and their families about moving to another hospital. They then put this
ont0 the nurse who is already in charge of looking after these people and that
adds extra stress to their workload. Iaiink at times, sometimes, maybe
management thinks some people are, I don't know if I want to use the word, like
bleeding hearts. but they have to understand more that people just want what's
best for the clients or the patients, as if they were caring for Meir own farnily
mernbers and whatever Iwould want for my family Iexpect no lest for the
patients I'm looking after, whether their families are aware of ditferent things that
can be done to ease their process or rnake their situations a liffle bit easier.
That's what Iwant for the patients that I Gare for and thet's what I h o p
management realizes pempb are trying to do. (P5, 138-150)

Changes have to be addressed with the nurses that are woiking there as
well and their input nsads to be very important. I think management has to be
more open to the pressures they are putüng on staff by oieir expectations and if I
can find one manager who can wme and work a day side by ride with me, and
do al1 of those things that they expect me to be able to do then Iwill take another
look at myself and the job I'm in nght now. But until Isee someone doing that,
then the expectations Ihave for myself are just gonna have to be the best that I
have. Idon't think that there's too many of them that could c o r n and do what
they expect their staff to do. (P5.286-294)
When the lines of communication impioved it made a big differenca to the
morale of the staff. The nurses felt that management wai trying to show support. The
rapport between administration and the emergency staff improveâ and a tnisting
relationship was established.
With the numbers that showed up in the halhnays m starteâ swing more
(Head of
management come to the department a little more, like the
hospital administration) was down quite a lot. He, you know. Idon't think they
could particulariy fix the situation. but they wbre trying to show support. Like.
(Team manager for emergency) wss down in the deparbnent a lot
and they were trying to figure out numbers... what's, you know, how mony
admitted patients do we have? Do we have any beds anywhere? You could see
that they were looking at the overall pichire that we wen dealing with. I know
that they had wnferenœs with other hospitals and what not. (P6. 1300-1314)
Our administraton do come to staff meetings. We know that they are available
anytime we need to talk and are... not the program tearn manager. she is
approachable as well, but just the whole, the director. like the nursing director of
the emergency program is very approachable so m know if vue have problems
we can go to them and its a good lbeling to know that they will Iisten and where
they can help they do. (P4'462-467)

The physical ptesence of administrative personnel in the deparbnent seemed to
indicate support to these nurses. The nurses m r e plcarad when management took the
time to listen to their concems even if they could not always change the situation. The

nurses found it especially important that management wmmunicate to the nurses what
was going on in other departments and the future direction and plans for the hospital.

Lack of eaui~mentlI m ~ r o ~ e rstocked
iv
eaui~rnent
Lack of equipment or improperly stocked equipment was a wncern in one of the
institutions. Two of the nurses had experienced p r o b k m in ordering mon equipment
from the central supply room.
And what else contributes to stress is a lack of equipment and the lad< of
equipment where it should be, like M e n it's not properly supplied or properly
stocked when it should be... when there's a 99 going on and you need a test
tube and somebody was supposed to check the resuscitation room and to rnake
sure there was a supply of al1 that and you go and check or you need it now and
you haven't got i t (P3,337-362)

Also, even equipment, like sometimes we don't have certain equipmnt or it rnay
not be used for a long time but if you neeâ it right now... and then with our
department having being renovated last year, a lot of things have been moved
around and some things I don't know whether m ever found it. It will k a year in
the beginning of July and they're still working out the kinks... and to get certain
things, well you have to phone central supply, and half the time you don't know,
sometimes they are not there. you have to page them, sometirnes the people
don't speak English very well, God forbid that you don't have those catalogue
numbers for them, like it can be quite an ordeal if you need something right
away...or even like, our higher ups have been limiting the arnount of things we
have stockpiled. Like they don't want too much, which is fine, but certain things
you could, it's k s t to just be able to Say have six introducer sets and then just
take one, like sometimes you need that right away. (P4,276287)
These nurses had encountered problems with acœssing the œntral supply
room. There were delays in reœiving important. life saving equipment. The nurses in
the department were so busy with patient care that they did not always have time to
check and restock their roorn properiy. This was especially frustrating when the nurses
were trying to resuscitate a patient or stabilke a critically il1 patient. The nurses had
become very accustomed to where certain equipment was located in a room and
renovation and movement of roorns was difficult for them.

Assumina Charae Duty
Two of the nurses from the community hospital found that it was very stressful to
be in charge of the department. They found it challenging to coordinate the care of al1

the emergent patients in al1 the various room. They did not enjoy the responsibility of

deciding where to put people and how to accommodate new patients. They did not like
to be in charge of other staff members who w r e also their friends. They did not enjoy

being in charge of staffing the department.
When you are in charge of the ernergency department you are in charge of al1
these patients and your staffing and everything that goes on with everyone of
these patients at the time whether it be from the emergency doctors wanting
things or the a r e that they're reœiving from the hospital or the care of the
admitted patients that might be in the emergency deparbnent (P5.210-215)
Sometimes I feel it's hard to a h y s try and be in control of r o m of the staff who
are your friends too, and your e m t i o n s of what you'd like to see in the
workplace with nurses, what sometimes happens is you know. m y b e people not
being as serious as they need to be in certain situations and for myself I just
don't like to probably have that role a lot. I'd just rather probably just be doing my
job and letting someone else control the management sida of it. (P5.225-231)
Well, I think Ifind doing charge duty stressful. Even more so than triaging
because when I'm tnaging I can go to the charge person and Say I need a
cardiac monitor. When the triage person just cornes to me and says I need a
cardiac monitor. I've got to be the one that says okay, wll you go, you corne up
to the hall or, you know, or discuss with nurses in stretcher bay who they think
can corn to them. to the hallway. So, I think. any day I'm doing charge duty b
particularly stressful because I want to accommodate the patients that are
coming in and yet still want to ebctively treat the people that are already here.
you know. (P6, 544-566)

You feel responsible, you're nsponsible for al1 aspects of the ward. then, the
people that are coming in and being tiaged, the people on the floor, like I mean
the patients that are within the ward. and also your staff, you're msponsible for it
ail. So when you are doing charge duty. you have al1 this. you know you have to
be accommodating to the ambulances that a n coming in and you know when
you get an ambulance cal1 and you've gotta make room for somebody, you know.
what shuffling is...saying move this patient hem, move that patient them. (P6.
976-990)

The charge nurse has the unique responsibility of ensuring the smooth flow of
patients through the department. This can be very frustrating when there is a backlog of
patients and new, critically i l 1 or unstable patients are coming through the door. This
community hospital did not have clinical resource nurses who take charge of the
department whereas one of the other larger. downtown teaching hospitals did have
nurses in this position.
Two of the nurses found the stress of being in the charge role was quite different
than that of the general duty emergency nurse.

As charge nurse you've gotta take responsibility for the staffing... kinda help out
when you c m . but it's difficult sometims aho because you're trying to maintain
the flow of Emergency plus rnake sure that you've got staffing for your next shifl
and try and look alter the triage nurse who might be overwhelrned by early ... you
know.. . mid shift or whatever and try and get him or her you know out of there.
get them gone for breaks. so you can kind of take over... and just keeping the
H o l e place functioning. (P3. 500-509)
Yeah, cause then a lot of problems...people will corne and they sort of dump on
you, and you've got so many things going on at one tima and you have to
prioritire but also if you're in a position like that people think you're not doing
anything. I know sometimes when I've been on the floor sometimes l'II think well
the charge nurse might be able to c o r n and help us out a bit and they rnight. A
lot of ours do go and help on the floor which is really good, like that rnakes a big
difference, Say letting people go for breaks and things Iike that but sometimes
it's not always possible. or else you still have staffing to worry about...certain
things, like handle things well, like in temu of hospital policy, protocol, you really
have to. ..l don't know.. . sort of watch how things are going and how to deal with
things differently than you do if you're just a staff nurse. So yeah, the stresson
are different and a lot of people who aren't in those positions don't realize that
until they get there. (P.4. 358-373)
There were certain stressors that were unique to the charge nurse role that
people could not understand or appreciate until they had undertaken the role. These
included responsibility for staffing the unit, monitoring the quality of a r e provided to

the patients and their families. ensuring that the stafl follow hospital protocol.
supporting the role of the triage nunc. ensuring the efficient flow of patients through
the department and rnaking sure that the staff got away for breaks.
lnade~uatecontinuina education
Two of the nurses expressed a conœm with the lack of opportunity for
continuing education and inaewicing. The units m m so bug, the E R . nurses ware
unable to get away for in-serviœs or workshops. S o m of the nursing staff wen willing
and eager to gain new knowkdge and gain new skills but there was no opportunity for
them to get away h m the unit as it was too busy. One nurse L l t that the in-servicing
that did occur was inadequate.
You have people working in ernergency that are eager to Iearn. eager to do new
things. You cant e n d thern to educational things. you can't do in-services
because you don't have the time. (P.2. 168173).
Ifs very hard to keep up mai al1 the new changes when you are not adequately
receiving inservices. That's another thing...to do it al1 on your own and to try and
find the time to keep on top of these things makes you feel very rnentally
fatigued at times. Management has to realize the need for more education for
nurses working in the ernergency department and it can't be just a, you know. a
tan minute quick blurb on sornething that's very important and it should take...
you know...a couple of hours to be done thoroughly. (P. 5, 192-286)
Participant #S found it difficult to keep up to date with all the new knowledge
and policy and proœdural changes going on in the department, especially as there was
a limited amount of timc to do this dunng working hours. She found it mentally
exhausting to do this during her offduty time. It is important to note that Mis nurse
worked full time in the emegency department.
Both nurses wen conœmed with the la& of opportunity for continuing

education during working hours. They attributad this to inadequate staffing in the
department.
Lack of incentives and rewards for lona term staff

One of the nurses expressed a concem with the l a d of inœntives and remrds
for long term staff. She felt that when staffing recruitment and retention was such a

major concem. management should focus their attention on retaining long term staff.
I think they. they m a y k could be looking at somc knefits or t o m reward for
long terni staff peopk. Iman, they've talked greatly. rec#ntly. Iwas just at
something where they have recruited people from anotber provinœ and that's
great. but I did bnng up the question, m a t are you going to do about the peopk
that are here. You neeâ to retain these people that have experienœ and have
worked long and hard for one institution or one area. You need to m r d these
people to Say that they are just as good and Idon? know if clinical levels of
practice is something they should k looking at or people have worked here for
many years have no rewards for someone, as they're equal to s o m m e who has
been here for a k w years and they get up to the same sde. whethei ifs paywise or vacation-wise and they're sort of at a stand still. So thers's no reward for
those people. Maybe they should be looking at doing somthing like that...l
guess financial inœntive is nice, but some kind of...y ou know... if you've never
used any sick tim al1 year, give you hno days pay or something. or hm days off
with pay or something and it doesnatm a n that you get lwo days off maybe they
don't have to replace you that day. Or allow people to go to educational sessions
and pay for them to go. Even don? make them go on their off time, like I know
people have to be responsible. but if it's something that's going to better their
practice and they feel they w u l d benefit from. they wwld corne back and teach
others, let them go and pay for them to go. You know, some reward for these
people, long tenn employees.

This nurse felt it was important to reward long terni staff and retain experienœd
staff. She suggested a variety of inanüves such as days oïf with pay or allowing them

time off and money to go to educational workshops.

Shift Schedulina-Holidavs
Three of the nurses expressed a frustration w-th shift schduling, especially
during peak holiday houm. Nurses were unable to get time off with their families or
partners during peak holiday hours such a summer vacation, Christmas holidays, or

Easter break. Arguments over the Christmas hours created tension within one of the
units.
Um, not getting holidays! Looks like that is going to be happening this year!
When we should be having C m off when we'd like to and we can't, 4 t h ou?
families or whatever. (P3.254-260)
You know, you are wnstantly working a double shift and people am fnistrated
because they can't get their vacation.(P2. 171-173)

The nurses wanted to be able to take time off when their farnily members had
holidays or when their children whre out of school. They attributed these probferns with
shift scheduling to the shortage of nurses in the department.

Intemersonal Relations

-

Difficulties in interpersonal relationships with CO-workers,lack of effective team

work among staff members, and communication problems with the emergency

physicians were al1 significant sources of stress for these emergency nurses. They
found it fnistrating to deal with inwmpetent or inexperienced nuning or medical staff.
Lack of trust in the skills, knowiedge, or time management of the emergency physicians

also caused a significant amount of stress.

Intemersonal Relationshi~swith co-workers
Three of the nurses from the two larger institutions reported that communication
problems with other staff members caused them a lot of stress. They found that
nurses tended to complain about each other behind their backs, rather than approach

them directly. One of the nurses, in particular. found that some of the nurses had a very

negative attitude about work and they m r e constantly complaining about the 'systern'.
Stress. to me. is having to put up w-th people's attitude. Stress is putting up
things that you really shouldn't have to put up with like people's negativity and
people constantly harassing you.. . to me that's stress.. . to me that's
unprofessional... the work itself is not stress. For me personally, no, I don't find
emergency nursing personally stressful. I Cnd the people and I am predominately
talking about rny co-workers. I find that stressful. Coming into w r k and listening
to someone wmplain about how they're tired of how the system worl«r. that they
have no wntrol over beds. stafTing, why do people do what they do. to me that's
stressful because they have no wntrol over that and having to listen to that is
stressful because they are not getting the big picture. They have no place to
influence the establishment. al1 they can do is influence themselves and the
constant monotony of listening to people complain is stressful. (P1. 13û-159)
Participant #1 felt that other emergency nurses in her institution wcre
disillusioned and frustrated with problems in the health care system. They felt
powerless to influence the health care system and therefore simply cornplainad
amongst themselves. They felt they could not influence the establishment or aRect any
real change.
The term back stabbing, or talking about people (other nurses) behind their
backs was used by al1 three of these nuncs.
There's, l don't know if its something thet happens, that's aiways in nursing. or if
you have wffæ with sotnebody and they're talking to somebody and they're
talking to somebody right there and then the next time you go for a break with
them they are cutüng that same individual down and you think, well. and you

point out to them well you just said the other day... blah. blah. blah... and yet
they're really negative about them and it dasn't seem to equate. (P3,678886)
That's happening more than what u s d to te.What used to happem is if there
were differenœ in values, Iike something happened. like someone did something
to upset another person, m s t of the Erne it was inadvertent. The other person,
the offended one would tell other people and not go back to the original person
that it happened with and that's counterproducüve. Like we all know that
sometirnes it's less threatening to go to others and complain and get their
sympathy than it is to go to the person that it actually happened to and it also
prevents clarification of intent. Iman. that is, a lot of t i n s if you did talk to the
person you would get a better sense of whether it was done on purpose or not,
even despite the words. But even if it's done on purpose, then îike Isay,
purposeful offence, well then you can't do much with that or you rnight...l know
there's different strategies people will use. like s o m people wÎll confront. like
they have no problerns with that but other people, like myself, who avoid people
who drive m e nuts. or they do that purposely, if Idon't have to see them or
associate with them then Iwon't and h n othen will try and manipulate their
way back into the person's good books. like its quite interesting to see what
people will do with that. (P4,415-429)
If any establishment is to work they have to have cohesiveness amongst
themselves and nurses in particular lack that because they, they would kit1 each
other. You know I have a fdW theories as to why they do that... a n they sound
I'm not sure. but from what I've seen nuning is still a predominately fernale
profession and as kmales in general we're catty individuals, we'd rather tslk and
we'd rather backstab and wh'd rather argue as opposed to coming up and
confronting a problem and dealing m'th it in a professional, calm manner. We'd
rather talk amongst ourselves, put each other down. and to me that very ...not
only is it very childish. its very unprokssional. (Pl, 170-183)
Our male nurses that Iwork with. they coma to work, they do their job. they don't
complain about the work. they don't complain about why they have to acoept this
patient and Say that's not my responsibility. They corne to work, they do their job
and they go home and they don't put up with the catthess and backstabbing.
They have no place for that. They Say haven't you guys got anything better to do
with your tirne. Ithink that's a male philosophy because males historically have
to go to work and have to bnng home the bacon so to speak and women were
never like that. I'm not sure if its because, you know, women would nin the
household and now work is infnnging on their tifestyle. Men don't do that. men
have to go to work. (Pl. 198213)
Differences in values, beliefs or priorities contributed to communication problems
among staff members. The nurses noted that staff memben tendsd to complain and

talk about each other behind their backs rather than apptoaching thern directly. Few
nurses were able to wnfront each other openly. They used rnostly evasive or
avoidance strategies. One of the nurses attributed this behavior to the fact that nurses
are stilf predominately fcmale. She felt that this m i s a characteristic behavior pattern of

females. She noted that her mate co-workers did not act in the same manner. One of
the other nurses pointed out that these evasive strategies often prevent clarification of

intent and do not improve the lines of oommunication.
When the nurses did work well together. the lines of communication irnproved.
Positive reiationships with other staff members actually helped to relieve stress and
provided a sense of satisfaction.
Working with the people that Iwork with, a lot of them are. well, each one of us
is strong and in. like in our personality or our ways. and very diffennt in the
strength but then's a lot of gifted people there, like at al1 fevels of staff there are
very gifted people. Just the camaraderie and friendship and everything,
opportunity to be with them. (P4,80-84)
It is interesting to note that when staff members appreciated each other's
differences and diversity of strengths and beliefs the liner of communication improved.
Lack of teamwork amona staff
One of the nurses in the study reported that lack of effective teamwork among
staff rnernbers was also a significant source of stress. Emergency nurses have to

constantly shift priorities to deal with critically il1 or unstable patients that arrive in the
department. They have to pick up the slack for each other and fiII in for each other.
They can not focus sofely on their assignad area. They have to ûust in each other's

knowiedge and skills.

Yes, I guess ifs a people thing, I'm not sure. There a n some shifts that you work
and depending on the people that you work with, it doesn't have to be anybody
specific. it just becornas inkctious sort of thing, there are jobs that need to be
done and they aren't your job or my job. lt's like a team, a baseball teem or
whatever. If one person is busy in an area or with resuscitation or whatever the
other person picks up the slack even though I r not their area. Sol if you work
another day with someone who this h their area and this is aII they do and that's
your area. I can't Say specifically it wouldn't work, but I guess the team work,
working together. from the E.R. doctor to the nurses that are on that particular
day. (P7'453466)
When the ernergency nurses worked effectively as a team it was a real source of

pride and satisfaction.
I could go back to a situation where the deparlment was quite chaotic. There
were people in the hallway, there mre ambulances backed up. The staff really
seemed to work together as a team. There was a very serious injury to a patient
that came in and the staff sort of pulled together with that and sometime Iater
there was. in the obituary, there was a thank you to the staff which kind of pulled
everybody together for that. (P2. 5661)

We have a really goad staff so that's helpful. Like I really do b e l me work as a
team. (P6, 1038-1040)
Emergency nurses have to work closely 4
t
h each other when resuscitating a
patient or looking after a critically il1 patient. They have to have clearly designated roles
as to who will prepare the emrgency medications or who will defibrillate during a 99.

Effective team work ensures that the a r e of the patient is managed quickly and

competently.
Intemersonal Relationshi~with ~hvsicians
Lack of respect from physicians was a major source of stress for hno of the
nurses in one of the larger teaching institutions. The nurses w r e frustrated by the high
expectations of some physicians in their institution. One of the nurses referred to one

physician as the 'perfecti*onist? The other nurse k l t that the physicians didn't seem to
value their assesiment skills or trust their judgrnent Both of these nurses complained

that some of the ernergency physicians were verbally abusive to some of the nursing
staff. They were sarcastic and critical of the nursing staff, yelling at them over litüe

details.
Ernergency physicians who are king.. .you're.. .you'n telling them your
concerns about the patient and they don't seem to share your conœrn and you
have to answer back to the patient that you know they can't have analgesic or
whatever, because the doctor's just kind of decided that they don't need it...or
physicians who don't, I wouldn't Say it's not trust ouf assassrnent skills but they
are not listening. Or not. you know. our assesrment skills aren't ...don't seem
important to them sometirnes. (P3,222-236)
A lot of them, there's some of them that can be quite sarcastic about anything at
al1 and it makes you wonder whether therek something going on with them, not
us. Sometimes Ifind myself caught in the rniddle of a situation, like somebody

else might have given you report. dumped a situation. we've got one particulor
doctor who is quite a perfectionist. but 99% of the tim he's right about whatever
things he's complaining about. Like he'll say so and so's lob work is not back,
and he'll Say well why not, this has h n a long time and. .. na,na.na. .. so we
phone for it or get it by cornputer and it's just about ready...or difkrent things
like Say their medication list isn't there and he'll Say why didn't you get that. you
know that person's going be admitted, they're not going home, so I need that
and so on...and some of it is difficult. Or we may not have had the chanœ to and
even though you say that. he'll Say oh. that's an excuse. That's reality. Things
like that make it more difficult. (P4,212-223)
When they (the emergency physicians) become anxious and they start yelling at
us about some , you know. like somtimes its quite minute detail...Eking
comrnented to or didn't get report... You know something like that. Intimidation by
them. Being open to ...not like...we should be working together. They shouldnt
bel you know. up there and m d o m below...We're not their servants or their
maid seivants, we're there to look after the patients together. (P3.276-304)
The nurses felt a distinct lack of respect and appreciation for the nursing staff
and a lack of understanding and respect for their role in the hwlth a r e system.

Disagreement with physicians over patient treatment was aIso a significant

source of frustration for one nune. She k l t that somtimes patients w r e discharged

inappropriately without sewiœs such as home are. physiotherapy or social
services.
And many of them (emergency physicians) have very, very difbrent ideas of

patient care management from facilities they worked in elsewhere and the
standards are very different as far as disposition of patients. Some of them,
because they've worked in terüary care hospitals, a n quite willing to send
people out of hospitaf who we know are totally unable to cope on their own out
there and they don't allow a lot of intervention of senrices that they think aren't
needed. whether they be home cars, social services or physio and a n not open
to these ideas so it's sornetims a constant battle to make them see your point of
view.. .or the client's that you a n looking a h r . (P. 215-222)
The nurse has the responsibility of k i n g patient advocate for her patients and
sometirnes that clashes with the wishes or opinions of the medical staff.
Lack of ûust in the knowledae and skills of coworkers

Three of the nurses reportecl a lack of trust in the knowiedge and skills
of coworkers. They found it stressful to work w*tha lot of inexperienced, junior staff,
especially during emergency situations. They also found it stressful to work with

incornpetent or disorganized nursing staff who weren't able ta handle a full patient
load.

Well, even coworkers, even working with coworkers who.. .whether that be
physicians, orderfies, other nurses who.. .God knomr why ...they're not doing
their job or whatever .At doesn't appear that they're doing their p b and you feel
like you have to put in for them or do extn to cover them....Having nurses who
you're not really sure if you trust their judgment.( P3, 315325)
Again, your coworkers, worûing Ath other nurses.. .their cornpatency ...your
campetency...y ou have to keep up with what is going on. That can add a stress
too if you're working with a new g n d who is inexperiencad...Your stress level's
higher than han. You'n sort of watching. covering for them. making sure
everything's being done. ..Or a nurse that mayba it's an experiend nurse but

maybe she's not pulling her weight. Those add to your stressors too...You sort
of feel like you have to take on part of her job as well as yours. (P7. 250-263)
When I think wie have had...well... CWO 99s back to back and then there was a
chest pain at the same tirne as that tequiring strict observation and TPA We had
a lot of junior staff so they m r e not that cornfortable in the deparbnent. I don't
mind teaching or showing other people but sometims it's hard when say you
need procedures.. .where you need someone who knoinnr them well and can do
them right away. (P4.312-316)
The sheer number of inexperienced, junior staff added to the stress level in the

department. It was stressful to teach a lot of junior staff especially during emergency
situations. Sometimes the nurses did not trust the competency, t i m managemant or
organizational skills of some of the experienced staff and that added to their stress
level.
Skills. knowledae and time manaclement of emeraenw ohvsicians
The competency and eficiency of the emergency physicians impacted

on the stress level of the emergency department. Two of the nurses from the
community hospital noted that when the emergency physicians were skilled,
knowledgeable, and efficient the flow of the deparbnent improved. When the physicians
were cautious and hesitant to make decisions it slowled down the flow of the
department.
If you have, for instance. an emergency doctor who is very skilled in his field and
you feel very confident w
h
ti hirn, or the way he interacts with the rest of the
staff.. .things are more smooth ...If you've got an E R . doctor who perhaps never
worked there, doesn't have the experience. he's kind of uptight. rnakes
everybody else uptight. If you're really uptight you really want to do your best.
It's stressful to think that you have to teach out even for more than your nuning
skills to make sure that everythingls being done. It's almost like you're
responsible then for helping the doctots. the inexperienced or the doctor that's
not aware of the policies or proceduns within a certain hospital or the area itself,
that type of thing. You have to reach out a littie bit further and if you have a

doctor M o ' s very confident...who's been in the field for a long time and just
does things by rote, you just fall in synch. ..sort of...we always have to be the
advocate for the patient and make sure that everything's k i n g done for the
patient.. .that wc're doing our best But that adds to the stress.. .l you don't feel
confident of the person that's in charge of that.. .Say a 99. (P7.226-249)
People who are working, not up to their share of the load that they should be
doing... People who are not doing their jobs conscienüously as they should
be...and probably a great deal of it in nuning has to do with the physician that
they are working wïth at the time as well and how quickly they're making
decisions about patients or seeing patients. or carrying through the a r e of the
patients and in that way, depending on how they're working, it affects the whole
flow of the department as well...and a lot of the stress that's plaœd on nurses
from patients or their familias really has nothing to do with the nurse's roles but
more the physician role...but familias and patients tend to take it out on the
nurses more than they do on the physician. (P t 14-122)
The speed and efficiency of the emergency physician had a significant impact on

the flow of patients through the department. If the physicians were inexperienced, slow
or cautious it slowed down the flow of the department and patients and families

tended to vent their frustrations on the nurses.

Coping Strategies

Adaptive (effective) co~inastrateaies
The nurses used a variety of positive coping strategies that included separating
work life from home life (having a clear distinction between the two), taking time by
themselves to unwn
id

after a difficult shift, eating well, exercising, having hobbies,

activities and interests oubide of work, directly confronthg people who m r e involved in
a stressful incident, and talking to tnisted friends or wworken about stressors in the

workplace.

The strategy that was most consistent among most of the nurses was toking time
by themselves after a stressful shiR. One nurse stated that the time driving home in her

car helped her to unwind and regain perspective. Another nurse explained that when
her children were younger she took 20 minutes to half an hour to unwind af'ter her shift

before she could deal with her children and other family conœms.
I find that Iwithdraw. Like I'm very quiet. If Igo home. l'Iljust usually just wanna
be by myself or take the dogs and just go out for a walk...and Idon't want to be
around people... and that's like other people deal with things in a different way ...
and then it usually takes me, like l'IIk tirad. l'IIfall asleep... and Iprobably
won? have a resthil sleep and the next day its better. (PZ. 241-245)

Yeah, a lot of tirnes, like going for a walk or Ifind that even when I drive home. is
just unwinding to me. A few minutes drive.. .a two minute drive.. .it's very
relaxing. (P3.515-527)
Usually when I get home.. .l work 12 hour shifts.. .l never have any plans for af'ter
I work. I always go home and take time for myself. When my children were
younger especially, before I could deal with any of their day to day concerns
about school work or their life. I always had to wparate rnyself from them for
about probably half an hour or 20 minutes and just go in the back and have
some quiet t i m on my o m and then when Ifelt that I could deal with other
things in my life, I would c o r n out and go on with that. Now that I'm on my o m I
still use that time for myself. Idon't rnake any plans beyond working those 12
hour shità.(P5,241-247)
This coping mechanism was consistent Mth al1 the nurses despite their marital
status or family situation.

Eating a nutritious diet. getting adequate mst and sleep. and exercising
were al1 effective ways of relieving stress.
Imake sure that Iget the rest that I neeâ, especially when Iwork 12 hour nights.
I don? try and get up before my body tells me to get up and I...if that means

sleeping, you know. maybe longer than even Iwould when Iworked days. then
that's what I do. (PS. 267-270)
I read books. Iexercise. Itry to eat healthy. I get gnat sleep (Pl, 343-345)

Doing things that really a n enjoyabk for me and really give me Me. I have
dance class that I go to. I really enpy that and just that difficult woikout...l man.
that has a mental component as well, but its mainly physical and the business of,
just the sheer enjoyment of 1. Like I man, nobody is bleeding to death, nobody
is having chest pains, so I m a n Ys uninterrupteâ. (P4.402-406).
Well, over the last few years Iwasn't coping very well. 1.. .like Isaid.. .l found a
big stress release was exercise (P6, 1069-1O ï l )
Having hobbies. interests and acüvities outside of work were also important
ways of relieving stress.
I started into diflarent crafb at home...l took up silk plants... making
things.. .quartz balls. ..l really enjoy it and Isvealso startecl now this spring
starting into my own private little business on my own. (P3.635-650)

Other things that a n really, like beautiful things. like art. (P4.406407)
Several of the nurses found that talking with trusteci coworken, friends. or family
helped to relieve stress.
I find.. .not keeping it bottled up inside and getting rid of it as soon as Ican Ath
regards to even discussing it Ath someone else who maybe isn't a nurse,
someone who maybe is a nurse, and just Say, look, this is the situation. this is
what occurred, this is how I feel, maybe I could have done this better. Just to
sort of vent to make sure what Idid or didn't do was correct or if it was incorrect,
how could I do it better. So more of the venting once I'm outside of wwk. (P2,
288-293)
I talk to people, when I find that I need to talk ... Ido...l talk to people.(Pl, 343345)

Talking to staff rnembers about whatever has been going on. just sort of telling
someone about it. (P6, 115û-1160)
Two of the experienced emergency nurses noted how they had developed
effective coping skills over their years of experience. Patticipant #2 explained how she
had become accustotomed to the stresses and strains of working in emergency.

Participant #S had leamed to take tirna off (using bankeâ over C m houm) M e n she

felt overwhelmed.
It just doesn't take as long as it used to. Like Ws almost that your coping
mechanisms are a little better. You.. .it's ...you still react but Iike I would go home
and Ijust wanna be by rnyself. have something to eat. maybe have a glass of
wine and then don't do anything and then go to bed. As you deal with a lot of
this. I guess ifs just you get accustomad to it or you. you sort of get in the
groove of it. I guess. You'll go home, have something to e t and maybe go out
wïth some fnends who have nothing to do with medicine. you know. Iike just talk
about or do something efse...and it seem to be easier each tima that happens.
(P2.245-252)
I think it comas with experienœ. Like at finit you become very negative about
what's happening in the department. and what's going on. l'va bean in nuning
rince 1968 so you're sort of mon used to the business and the influx of people
that corne in, the vanety of people that coma in. and the vaflety of problem. I
deal with stress in the fact that I sort of do the best that I can with what I have
and what's happening in the department and sort of deal with it when Ileave
~ r k(P2.271-276)
.

Yeah. I think Ido (use positive coping strategies)... or I m a n...it's taken a long
time to develop them.. .At times.. . when I am feeling over stressed. I have
worked overtirne in the past. I bank my overtime and when I feel that things are
getting too hard at woik then Ijust start taking those days. as Isee fit. and I use
them just for rnyself. (P5.266, 270-272)
The majority of the nurses found that they did develop better coping strategies to
deal with workplace stressors during their yean of experience. They leamed how to

take time for themselves to unwind after a stressfiil shift. they exercised and watched
their diet, they leamed how to vent their feelings with tnisted friends or coworkers. they
developed friendships, interests and hobbies outside of woik. and they took time off
when they felt ovewhelmed.
It is important to note that the seven participants in this study had a minimum of
ten years nursing experience and a minimum of seven yearo in emergency nursing.

Malada~tivellneffective
w~ina
strateaies
Several of the nurses found thst bottling up and intemalizing their wncems was
a very ineffective way of dealing with stress in the workplace. Once they accepteci the
limitations of the health care systern and their own limitations they w e n abk to cope
more effectively. Complaining, gnimbling, and venting anger with CO-workenor family
members were also very ineffective ways of dealing with problems in the workplaœ.

Drug or alcohol abuse was noted to contribute to stress in the workplace.

One of the nurses noted that he tended to take too much on his own shoulders.
He took his work home with him. He found it dimcult to separate work from home life.

He found that this was a very ineffactive way to deal with work place stressors. Onœ
he accepted that some of the problems were out of his control he mrs able to change

his perspective.
I guess, like Trudeau, I had a walk in the wwds one day and Ijust told myself,
you know, you gotta Iighten up, the problems in there are not sornething that you
caused...You have to deal with them but ifs not, you know, Ithink Iwas taking
too much on my shoulders...and early last spring, like Isaid, just going for this
walk, you've gotta lighten up, you just. like this really has really affected
you.. .and once Isort of told myself that none of this was refated to me.. .anything
f had done... and you know Ishouldn't take al1 the responsibility of the way
things are on my own shoulders, then I started to ease up quite a bit and Iwasn't
taking it (so seriously), Ifound the energy to start exercising a bit(P6, 10811104)

After seven years of emergency nursing experience, this nurse Ieamed to accept
the limitations of the situation and work within the confines of an irnprfect system.
Participant 2, a nurse Mth 32 y e m of nuning experience. aho found that
accepting the limitations of the situation and doing the best with the staff or resources

that are available helped her to deal wiar stressors in the workplaœ. She also leamed
to separate work life from home life.

I deaf with stress in the fact that I sort of do the best that Ican with wtiat I have
and what's happening in the departrnent (P2.275-276)

I used to go home and take everything that happened at home, take it home with
me. I found that that was counterproductive in the fad that Iwas sick, Icouldnt
cope wh
ti things, it sort of built up, built up, and then the slightest I P e thing
would push me over the edge and that's ...lthink...l've realized over the last
many Yeats, that you can't do that. You need to get it out of your systern,
because it isn't totally my fault and I need to deal with 1 in that way, so not
holding it in and getting it out to people is...( important). (PZ, 297-302)
With regards to stress management, weII Ithink every nurse should be
responsible for their own actions. Be responsible for realizing their limitations. I
think the probkm is now with the shortages. that people am wrking and
working and missing things that are essential. You've got, instead of five patients
you have ten, you give good quality care to ten patients, but maybe you're not
giving proper discharge planning, proper teaching to these people.. .and people
have to realize when it gets to that point say 'look Ican't do this. I can't do
everything for al1 these pempleœ.Either cal1 in other resources like Home Care or
Social services, etc. People need to have that, nurses need to know that they
can have that outlet and they have to realize that you know, it is stressful and
sometirnes you forget to do these things and they should realize that they don't
have to do it al1 in an eight hour shift, it can be passed on to the next shifk or
there are resources in the wmmunity that they c m refer people to...don't set
unrealistic goals that you can't meet. (P2.355-370)
I've tried to Say well L just another day and tomonow will be a better day,
maybe, and if not, then I am only there during my shilts, I'm not living then...The
problems will be ongoing and Ican't. ..l'Ildo my best when I'rn then...and I can't
look after the Mole department. (P3, 578-585)
Through expenence, these nurses learned to accept the limitations of the
situation and not take work p r o b k m home Ath them. They were able to change their
perspective and accept that they did not have al1 the pomr and control over problerns
in the system. Intemalizing and bottling up their concems was a very ineffective wgy of
dealing with problerns in the workplace.

One of the nuises found that complaining and venting anger with co-workers or
family memben was a poor way of dealing with workplaœ stressors.
I guess one thing that I have recognized as being counter-productive is going
out with other coworkers and just it's becoming a bitch session. Prior to
becoming a nunc Iworked in management for a few yeam... mid-management
where 1 supenrised a few staff and Ifound that that really helped m in my
nursing career too. Ican separate.. .like Ido not really associate with my
coworkers outside of work and I've chosen to do that so that it does not bewme
a bitch session which, anytima I've participated in any acüvity with my
coworkers, that's what it usually becomes. It's counterproducüve. it's non
productive, it doesn't make any person feal better. Even on my lunch break l
started to ...instead to sitting in the lunch room and sitting and listening or
becoming involved with al1 of the backstabbing or whatever... Igo to the gift
shop and I like the music there. They've got one of those classicol music things
in there, and music, like a harp or whatever...and Ifind that most relaxing. (P3.
603-631)

However another one of the participants fclt that socializing with coworkers
outside of the workplaœ helped to improve the lines of communication.
More social events, like last year we had. ..or hm years ago m had something
at the Medical head of our department, the doctor, like w had a get-together at
his place and it was just ...well it started off being social and then we had a
facilitator. like that meeting kind of fell apart but just the social aspect was really
good, seeing people outside of woik doing other things, or even unintempted
time where you're not having to attend to patients. That helps. (P4.457462)
Each personality is unique and each pemon deals with wrkpfaœ stressors in a
different manner. Perhaps gregarious, outgoing people enjoy socializing and find that a
release whereas quiet, serious or introspective personalities need to separate from
their CO-workers.

Drugs, alcohol abuse, and over eating ware clearly identifid as ineffecfi've ways
of dealing with stress.
Drugs, alcohol. overeating, being violent. being angry. starting yelling at
somebody needlessly, taking it out on family. Those a n negetive m y s to cope
with stress. (Pl, 361-364)

I think that it's evident that there are nurses who are using different drugs in their
lifestyle that wuld harnper their ability in their job. Maybe not just drugs, but
alcohol as well and Ithink that nurses a h y s wanna look after everybody and
help everybody and they're just dying to take can of people but they're very bad
sometirnes at taking care of thernselves and if people you a n working Ath, you
think that they are in trouble, Ithink it's incurnbent on you to talk to them about it
and to hopefully make them nalize that they need some help before it's too Iate
for them. (PS, 308-314)

It was obvious for these nurses that alcohol and drug abuse actually contributed
to stress in the workplace. Participant #5 also discusçd the conœpt of mregiver role
strain and the high potential for bumout in nurses who use drugs or alcohol to cope
wi-thworkplace stresson.
The nutses in the study found that the rnost inefficüve coping stfategies Wre
intemalizing and repressing their ernotions, not separating work life from home life
(taking their problems at work home), having unrealistic expectations of the health care
system and of themselves. complaining or venting anger with coworkers or family

members and using drugs or alcohol.
Signs and symptom of 8tms.a in eimrgency numing

These nurses reported significant signs and symptoms of stress both in the
workplace and in their own professional experienœ. Anger, frustration and
disillusionment were common themes in these interviews. A group of nurses from the
mrnmunity hospital had actually wn'tten to the Manitoba Association of Registered
nurses to express their wnœm over working conditions in their emargency

department. Three of the wven nurses had taken stress leave for personal and

professional probkms. Several of the nurses noted physical or psychological illness in
their coworlters.
Anger, frustration and disillusionment with the health a r e system was a
consistent theme throughout these interviews. One of the nurses reported that many of

the nurses in her institution wen very angry wiai the system. Yet another nurse
described nurses slamming charts down on the counter or rolling their eyes when they
were displeased. Participant #6 described how a fcw yean ago a group of nurses from

his comrnunity hospital had written a Ietter to the Manitoba Association of Registered

Nurses expressing their concem about working conditions in their emargency
department.
I'd say that 50% of our nurses are over weight. I'd say îhat 50% of our nurses
are very angry. probably more. They'n very angry. They wme to mrk in a bad
mood. Sometimes they dont show up at all. The general si& time in the whole
department has incnased when in the last couple of weeks we w r e chronically
short staffed. You know, I corne from a trauma centre so if we don't have
adequate nurses to staff the department and something happens that pub the
department in danger and people don't understand that and people don't realize
it puts mon stress on us indkidually and sometitnes we don't do the best job
that we should do...we do the best that we can but no one seems to care or
that's how it seems or sorne of the things...they'll start yelling or screaming or
they'll go home and devour a chocolate cake or they don't corn to work the next
day. They won't go for critical stress debriefings. They won't do a lot of things
and mainly they min't talk about it. They w u l d rather yell about it. (Pl, 368-388)
1 even rernember when
(a staff mmber) retired, that was a couple of
years back and it was bad. really bad in the haliways and we were having
trouble coping and the nurses ...a couple of nurses drafied a letter and sent it off
to MARN. We al1 signed it. Yeah and it said...l remember the last fine of the
letter was please help us. You know, I'm sorry...l'Il put my name down. So
everyone signed it. (P6,930-944)
Just little things like... you know... facial expressions. You know... rolling the
eyes, slamrning a chart d m . (P6'1252-12%)

The nurses in the study reported significant signs of anger, frustration and

disillusionment with the health a r e system in their coworken. One of the nurses
reported that nurses in her institution were very angry. they were using sick leave,

and they were yelling at each other rather blking things over in a calm. professional

manner. They refused to attend critical incident debriefing sessions. In particular. these
nurses refused to verbalize their concems. This finding is significant because
internalizing or bottling up emotions was found to be a very inefféctive way of coping
with stress. However the nurses in the community hospital did express their conœms

by writing to MARN. This was found to be a much more effective way of coping with

stress in the warkplace.

Three of the seven nurses had taken stress leave. One had taken stress leave
prior to working in emergency, when the worked in ICU. for family and work related
problems. The second nurse had taken stress leave prirnarily for family related illness
but stated that the working conditions in emergency had significantiy added to his level
of stress. The third nurse want to the employee assistance program in her institution
for emotional and psychological problems and saw an occupational health physician at

that time.

Several of the nurses reportad signs of physical and psychological illness either
in themselves or in their coworken. These symptoms ranged from gastrointestinal
disorders. crying and ernotional distress to distancing themselves emotionally from
family members.

When I'm stressed a lot of tirnes I feel it in my body, like Imight feel tight across
the solar plexus area. I l s not pain and i f s not indigestion, cause I know some of
our nurses are drinking Maalox...l see them just go to the counter and just help
themselves without.. .you know.. .like a lot of them are in their 30's. otherwise
healthy, or a lot of them get migraines. (P4, 336-340)
Well a lot of, I shouldn't Say a lot, some of Our staff members have had ulcers
and GI consults. It seems to be the vogue thing right now, like in the 70's people
had their shrink and in the 80's it was cardiology, I m a n cardiology is still there
and so is psychiatry but now it seem to be the GI disorders. ulcers, or Iike
crohns disease, like we've had... one of our staff members is now wlorking on
Medicine because they end& up with irritable bowel syndrome because of
stress too much...and Iguess people, its kind of a rnetaphor in that they can't
digest or they can't storruch what's going on and it's hard. (P4.435441)
I found it harder to manage the stress when people got to the halhmy. That was
really my.. .it just really bothered me and it was very insidious and I didn't realize
it was happening but it m i s affecting me at home.. .and it was.. .like it sort of
crept in and it started affecting me at home and yeah it did afkct me physically
as well. But in the past l ahmys had enough energy to go and do r o m exercise
and blow off my steam and you know...it felt pretty good after. But Ifound out I
was just so drained after these shifts. It was so draining, once the people
showed up in the hallway. To try and keep up 4 t h it, it was absolutely draining I
found I didn't even have the physical energy left just to do what Iused to do and
I think that, then that affected me psychologically. Istarted getting more uh,
agitated easily and you know. like I said. it just affected everything at home too.
you know. Like
(nurse's spouse) said, she could just feel me pulling
back over the last couple of years, like f didn't realize this was happening until
recently but it really, it affected my home lik as well. (P6, 837-921)

I've had nurses tell me they go home, they shut themselves in a room and cry.
They shut themselves in the bathroom and cry. I had a num...
l was working
late one night...l had a nurse phone me at 4:00 in the moming...l couldn't sleep.
I was concemed about someone one on the ward. I notice it more often in
people that mirk full tirne. The part-timers...they get away from it for a littie
while. They sort of rejuvenate and c o r n back. (P6, 1200-1219)
I've seen nurses like have to cry. leave the ward and just cry and let it out and
then, you know. basically come back. (P6,12491251)
Participant #6 found that part-tirne staff w r e able to 'bounœ bacû' and
rejuvenate after a stressful shift more eftectively than niIItime staff. This finding is
significant in that fatigue was found to decrease resistanœ to wo&plaœ stressors.

Participant #6 explained that he notes these signs and symptoms of stress
mainly when the departmant is ovemhelmad with the volume of patients.
It often is at times... Iike f said...M e n w ' r e overwhelrned with the nurnbers and
not having any flow to the deparlment. (P6,1266-1267)
This finding is significant in that the ovenhelming volume of patients and
backlog of patients in the department were the major sources of stress for these
emergency nurses.
The nurses in the study revealeâ there were significant signs and symptoms of
stress in themselves and their coworkers. These nnged from emtional and
psychological distress to physical complaints such as gastrointestinal complaints and
migraine headaches.

This chapter described the findings of this study. These findings were

presented in four major sections. The first section examined the sources of satisfaction
in emergency nursing. The second section examineû the types and sources of stress in
emergency nursing. Analysis of the data revealed four themes that describe nurses'
perceptions of ernergency room stress and types and sources of stress in emergency
nuning: problems in the health care system. patient related foctors, unit management.
and interpersonal relations. The third section exarnined the coping strategies used by
nurses in the study. The fourth section examined the signs and symptoms of stress in

emergency nursing. Analysis of the data provided answers to four of the major
questions but it did not provide information as to how stress has been addressed within

the culture of the emergency department.

CHAPTER FNE: DîSCUSSîON
This research highlighteâ nurses' perceptions of the types and sources of stress
in emergency nursing. The discussion of these findings is presented in two sections. In
the first section the research results are discussed in relation to the literature and the
Organizational Stress Framework. The second section reviem the implications for
nursing practice. eduution and research. The chapter begins with a review of some of
the methodological issues and challenges and concludes with a summary of the
research study.

~thodologicril~~
Six nurses consented to be interviewcd for this research study. The seventh
interview came from a practicum assignment for a graduate nursing course
completed in the fall of 1998. This nurse consented to the use of the taped interview for
the research study. but I was unable to obtain a sociodemographic profile for this
participant. Despite approaching nurses, nurse managers and clinical resources nurses
in four different institutions (over the course of nine monais) Iwas only able to obtain a
total of six interviews from nurses in three of the institutions. I also attempted to contact
the head of the Manitoba Emergency Nurses Association. but my phone calb were not
retumed.
One of the participants stated that the emergency nurses in her institution
were angry with the 'systemmand saw academia as part of the 'systemD. Other nurses

stated that they were 'too busyp.S o m nurses may have been afraid of negative

repercussions from administration despite reassunnœs of confidentiality and
anonyrnity. Certainly, some of the emergency nurses were rnothers with young families

and other responsibilities, however, the limited sample size leads ma to question if I
was getting a complete picture of stress in emergency nursing. In these interviews I did

not find the extreme anger that this participant described. Perhaps nurses who were
angry and disillusioned with the health care system did not choose to participate.
Perhaps they did not believe that the results of the study would make any significant
difference in their practice. A different methodology such as a cross-sectional
descriptive study, using previously established. reliable and valid questionnaires might
elicit these nurses*perceptions of the types and sourcas of stress in emergency
nursing. This would provide for more anonymity and wouM be a 'safer' way of
expressing negative ernotions. The general unwillingness to participate in the research
study might indicate that some of the nurses were 'bumed out" and were fnistrated and
disillusioned with the health care system.
The fact that three of the nurses in the study had taken stress leave suggests
that they realized the impact of stress in the workplaœ and were aware of many of the
types and sources of stress that they encountered in emergency nuning. They had

already leamed effediw coping strategies to deal with work-nlated stressors.
Nurses in the community hospital were al1 well known to me from my
previous experienœ working as an emargency nurse in the facility. This both enhanced
and detracted from the research. Because the staff knew me, it was easier to recniit
nurses, as they were more willing to talk to somaone they knew. Howhver, despite
assurances of confidentiality, they may have been less forthcoming in descnbing their

personal experiences with stress or in describing any rnaladaptive coping methods that
they had used in the past.
As previously noted, one of the participants stated that 50% of the nurses in her

emergency department were very angry. She atbibuted these feelings and emotions to
other staff members but denied them in herself. Third party information is limiting as it
does not corne directly from the source however it does arise from a key informant who

is a member of the nunring community. It should be noted that people holding negative
perceptions are difficult to reach and are often unwilling to parücipate in research
studies. This might explain why only one nurse from this large institution volunteerd to
participate in the research project
Interviews were wnducted with nurses from three different institutions. It was
anticipated that the findings w u l d be very similar across al1 three institutions. The data
did reveal that nurses in al1 three institutions had sirnilar perceptions of the types and

sources of stress with a few notable exceptions. Interpersonal relationships with other
nurses proved to be a senous source of stress for the nurse from the larger

(downtown) trauma center, whereas interpersonal relationships with emergency
physicians was a significant source of stress for two nurses from the other larger
teaching hospital.
The nurses in the study al1 had extensive emrgency experienœ. The least

expenenced participant had worked as a nurse for ten yeam and had seven years of
emergency nuning e>qnrience. Therefore. I could not assess if inexperience
contributes to a higher incidence of stress. Howsver, hnro of the most experienccd

participants did state that îhey developed more effective coping stntegies throughout
their years of experienœ.
Data analysis revealed that nurses in al1 three institutions held similar
perceptions of the types and sourœs of stress in emergency nursing. Although the
emergency departments varied in size and level of acuity. the ages and level of
experience of the nurses in the three institutions m r e compatible. The sources of
stress identified by nurses in this study are similar to those reported fiom emergency

departments in the USA, Canada, and Great Britain (Bums. Kiriloff, and Close. 1983;
Hawley. 1992; Helps. 1997).

Research Findings
Sources of satisfaction in ememencv nursing
The nurses in this study enjoyed the variability and unpredictability of

emergency nursing. They l i k d the constant sense of anticipation and excitement. They
stated that they found the routine of the general wards was 'boring'. These findings
are supported by previous studies done by Bums, Kiriloff, and Close (1983) and Helps
(1997). The nurses in these studies also enpyed the fast pace. the variety and
the unpredictable nature of emergency nursing.
The nurses also enjoyed the opportunity to irnprove and buiM upon the
knowledge base they had leamad in nursing school and maintain their competency 4 t h
psychomotor skills. These findings are similar to those of Bums. Kiriloff. and Close
(1983). who found that the emergency nurses in their study were attracteâ to

emergency nursing because of th9 opporhinity fqr lyarning, intellechial challenge, and
the use of knowledge and skills.
The provision of compassipnate, quality Gare was an important source of

satisfaction for the nurses in this stpdy. They enjoy@ the opportunity t~ provide
psychological and emotiongl support t~ their patients. Help (1997) al90 found that the
nurses in her study enjoyed providing a 'good service'. However, the nuises in the
study done by Burns. Kiriloff and Close 41983) did npt list ernotional and physical
support of the patient as an important source of satisfaction.
Having a positive impact on patient's lives was a significant Sour- of
satisfaction for the nurses in this research study. They wanted to 'make a differencS
in people's lives regardless of the prognosis or outcorne. This finding is supported by
the nurses in Helpps(1997) study who reported that supporüng, helping an# calrning
people was a source of great occupational satisfaction.
The finding that mentoring new staff provided a sense of satisfaction for one
emergency nurse was not supported by previous literahire.
Sources of stress in emeraencv nursinq

Problems in the health care svstem
Uncontrolled, ovemhelrning patient volume and flow was the mapr source of
stress for the nurses in this research study. This finding was not n o t d in the British or
American literature, however. Hawley's (1992) Canadian study did reveal that delays in

transferring patients to other units was a source of stress.

Bed cut backs w r e not an issue for the British or Ameflcan nurses but the
Canadian nurses in Hawley's study did report that 'lad< of bedsgand 'woiting for beds
to be readynwere factors that contributeci to delays in transferring patients to other

units once they were admitted. It is interesting to note that Hawley conduded her study
in 1992 before cutbacks in health care funding ware fully instituted by the Fedenl

Government of Canada.
Staffing cut backs were also a significant source of stress for the nurses in this
study. The shortage of qualified nursing staff caused them a great deal of frustration.
Hawley (1992) also reported that staffing practices were a serious issue. The nurses in

her study believed that because of staff shortages they were unable to give adequate
care to patients. Stress related to inadequate staffhg was abo noted in the Wo other

major studies by Burns, Kiriloff and Close (1983) and Helps (1997). It is unclear if the
problems were related to inadequate stafFing patterns in the individual institutions of if
they resulted from a general nursing shortage.
The frustration with the lack of funding in the Canadian health care system was
not found in previous studies. however, no other Canadian research studies have been

conducted on this topic since 1992 (prior to the cutbacks in federal transkr payments
by the Governrnent of Canada and provincial refom initiatives). A review of the
literature did not reveal problems with inadequate home Gare services or ambulance

services.
Patient Related Factors
Stress related to child abuse or serious injury and death of children mis clearly
identified in the literature. Helps (1997) and Bums, Kiriloff and Close (1983) both found

that crib death and serious injury and death of children were significant sources of
stress for their emergency nurses. Back (1992)Gill(1989), and Scullion (1992) also
noted that the exposure of emergency department healthcare providers to unusual and
emotional situations. particulaily those involving children, placed them at risk for critical
incident stress.
Caring for critically ifl. unstable patients was stressful for the nurses in this
research study and this was supported by the literature. Stress telated to emergencies
or ahests and caring for critical, unstable patients was the third major sourœ of stress
in critical care nursing (Bailey et a1..1980; Eastham, 1990. Foxall et al.. 1990; Gray-foR
8 Anderson, 1981; Spoth & Konewko. 1987). Burns, Kiriloff and Close (1983) and

Helps (1997) also reported that critical emergencies, cardiac anests, and fatalities were

significant sources of stress for their emrgency nurses.
Stress related to misuse of the emergency department was documanted in the
literature. Hawley (1992) found that misuse of the emergency department w s one of
the two major stressors described under the category of role conflict. The nurses in
their study attributed this to 'non-emergency patientsw.Yamily physician referrals,' and
'repeaten". It is interesting to note that this problem was confined to the Canadian
health care system and was not supported by the American (Burns. Kiriloff and Close.
1983) or the British (Helps, 1997) researchers. Therefore this problem couo be directly

related to the Canadian style of public health care funding.
Previous literature also reported that caring for uncooperative. abusive or
demanding patients or families was a signifiant sourœ of stress (Burns. Kiriloff and
Close, 1983; Hawley, 1992; Helps11997). Dealing with patients and their familias who

exhibit 'crisis' behavior was stressful for the nurses in Hawiey's (1992) study. Hawley
(1992) wncluded that confrontation with people in crisis states is inevitable for

emergency nurses.
Stress related to the role of the triage nurse was not supported by previous
research. Only two percent of the nurses in Bum, Kiriloff and Close's (1983) study
reported that 'triage' was a significant source of stress.

Unit Manaaement
Hawley (1992) also reported stress related to inadequate bed utilkation and lack

of beds for adrnitted patients. The nu-

in her study believed that delays in

transferring patients contributed to backlog of patients. increased patient Gare
responsibilities and set the stage for emergency nurses' k i n g the target for complaints.
It should be noted that this hnding was limited to the Canadian health care system and
was not docurnented in the Arnerican or British literature.

Problems related to inadequate staffmg were consistent throughout the literature
(Burns, Kiriloff 8 Close, 1983; Hawiey. 1992; Helps, 1997). Staffing practiœs were a

significant concern for the nurses in al1 three emergency studies. This was especially
problematic during busy periods or during the night shiR. Nurses were fnistrated with a
shortage of exparienceci relief staff who were fpmiliar with the routines of the unit and
who had the requisite skills to work in the department (Hawiey, 1992). lnadequate
staffing was also a significant concarn for critical cote nurses (Bailey et al., 1980,
Foxall et al, 1990; Gray-TOR& Anderson. 1981: Quamar. 1984).

Stress related to poor communication with administration and perœived lack of
support from administration was documented in the literature (Bums. Kiriloff & Close.

1983; Hawley, 1992; Helps. 1997). The nurses in Hawley's (1992) study felt that

nursing supervisors were ineffective in improving the work situation. They also noted a
lack of support and a lack of understanding from administrative personnel. Bums.
Kiriloff and Close (1992) also reported wnœms with unresponsive leadership (nursing
or hospital administration). The critical care literature also noted that interpersonal
relationships with management were a significant sourœ of stress (Anderson.
Chiriboga 8 Bailey, 1988; Bailey, Steffen & Grout. 1980; Benoliel. McCorkle,
Georgiadou. Denton & Spitzer, 1990: Gray-TOR& Anderson. 1981; Spoth and
Konewko.1987).
The nurses in this research shidy needed approval, recognition and support
from administrative personnel with respect to the working conditions that they were

experiencing. The findings suggest that these nurses dernonstrated an extemal locus
of control. No research has explored the personality traits of ernergency nurses.

however, Hawley (1992) did note the importance of positive feedbacû and positive

reinforcement. The nurses in her study reported that al1 they ever heard was cornplaints
and positive reinforcement would 'make their dayg.Maloney and Bertr (1983) found
that ICU nurses were more alienated, more extemally controlled. had a greater sense
of adventurousness and sought significantly more challenge than non-ICU nurses.
Lack of equipment. difficulty in acœssing equipment and improperly stocked

equipment were significant sourœs of stress for the nurses in this study. The nurses in
Hawiey's (1992) study also reported that lack of dependable equipmnt and supplies
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were the major stressors under the category of physical environment. The critical care
(ICU) literature also revealed stress related to insufFîcient or rnalfunctioning equipment
and lack of supplies (Bailey et al. 1980; Spoth & Konewko. 1987; Qamar. 1984).

Participant # 4 described how her department had undergone reconstruction
during the previous year and it was difficult to find certain equipment or supplies. The
nurses in Help's (1997) study were undergoing major reconstruction dunng the time of
the research project. These nurses were frustrated with problems in the physical

environment such as ambient temperature and lighting but they did not report any
problems related to lack of equipment or missing equipment. The wide variation in the
physical lay out of ernergency deparbnents and in the age of the faciliües could lead to

discrepancies in these findings.
Two of the nurses in the community hospital found it stressful to be in charge of
the department. Stress related to the role of the charge nurse was not documented in
the emergency literature or in the critical

Gare literahire. The limited number of staff and

the lack of clinical resource nurses who take charge consistently might contribute to

this problem.
lnadequate continuing education was a significant source of stress for two of the
nurses in the study. Hawiey (1992) also reported that the la& of human resourœ
development opportunities was perœived as a frequently occumng source of stress for
the nurses in her study but inadequate continuing education and staff development was

not a concern for the nurses studied by Burns. Kiriloff & Close (1983). It is important to

note that concern with inadequate continuing education was confined to the Canadian
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emergency departments. Therefore, health care reform and budgetary restraints m y
have led to these programs losing pnority.
Interpersonal Relations
lnterpersonal relationships between staff rnernbers were a major source of stress
for the nurses in this study. This concem was previously identified in the literature.
Helps (1997) found that relationships with colleagues were a significant source of

stress. The category of interpersonal relations was the third highest cause of stress for
the nurses in the study done by Bums, Kiriloff and Close (1983). However, these
researchen found that interpersonal relationships were seen as a cause of more stress

by nurses in the ICU sample than by those in the emergency deparbnent sample. The
literature also supports thb finding. A review of the critical care nursing literature
revealed that personality conflicts with staff, physicians, administration. and residents
were the most frequent source of stress for ICU nurses (Anderson, Chiriboga & Bailey,
1988; Bailey, Steffen &Grout, 1980; ûenoliel, McCorkle, Georgiadou. Denton & Spitzer,
1990: Gray-lof€& Anderson. 1981; Spoth & Konewko, 1987).

lnterpersonal relationships Ath emergency physicians were also a significant
source of stress. In the study conducted by Burns, Kiriloff and Close (1983) stressors
relating to interpersonal relationships were most frequentiy associated 4 t h nurse
physician interactions. Helps (1997) did not specify ifstress related to relationships
with colleagues referred to nurses' relationships with each other or with physicians. It is
interesting to note that the nurses in Hawley's ( 1992) study did not report any
significant stress related to interpersonal relations with other nurses.
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Lack of respect from physicians and disagreement

physicians over patient

treatrnent were significant sources of stress for the nunes in this research study.
Problems related to lack of respect from medical staff or disagreement rn-thphysicians
over patient treatment were not found in the ernergency nursing literature. however.
communication problerns with physicians and unavailability of phYsidanswere major
sources of stress for the nunes in Hawiey's (1992) study. This concem was also found
in the critical care nursing literature. Unnecessary prolongation of life and

disagreement with physicians over patient goals was cited as a major source of stress
for ICU nursing staff (Beaton & Degner, 1950; Daniels, 1987; Spoth and Konewko.
1987).
Three of the nurses in this research study reported that they found it stressful to
work with incompetent or inefficient medical staff. Bums. Kiriloff and Close (1983) and
Hawley (1992) did note that working 4 t h incompetent, inewrienced or apathetic

medical staff was a significant source of stress for their emergency nurses. Help (1997)
revealed that doctors were listed as one of the 'top ten hassles' by the nurses in her
study. Problems related to inadequate or incompetent staff w r e also noted in the
critical care nursing literature (Anderson et al. 1968; Bailey et al.. 1980; Foxall et al,
1990; Gray-Toft and Anderson. 1981; Quamar. 1984).
The nurses in this research study reported a lack of trust in the knowledge and
skills of CO-workersand they found it diftïcult to wrk with a lot of inexperienceâ, junior
staff. They found that training new staff during a critical situation was very difficult.
Hawiey (1992) also noted that training new staff at a time of peak demand was very
stressful. Helps (1997) did not specify whether problems related to interpersonal
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relationships with colleagues were due to communication difficulties or lack of respect
and trust in each others' skills and knowiedge base. The nurses in the study done by
Burns, Kiriloff and Close (1983) did not find this to be a significant problem.
Copina Strateaies

The major effective coping strategy used by the nurses in this research study

was to take time for themselves after a stressful or busy shift. This was not documented
in the previous literature. They also reported that eating a nutritious diet, getüng lots of

sleep and exercising w r e al1 effective ways of relieving their stress. Hutchison (1987)
advocated physical exercise as a method of decreasing job stress. It should be noted
that none of the three major research studies on emergency nursing stress had
explored ER nurses' coping strategies.
Hobbies, activities and interests outside of work w r e an important forrn of the
stress relief for these emergency nurses. Keller (1990) did find that those nurses who
engaged in non job-related acüvities appeared to feel more personally fulfilled.
Debriefing with trusted co-workers, friends or family members was an important
coping strategy for the nurses in this research study. howewr, one of the nurses found
that complaining and venting anger with cmmrkers or family members was a poor way
of dealing with stress. Keller (1990) found that those participants who reported high

levels of organizational stress talked with others about stressful situations to a
significant degree. The discrepancy in these findings might be related to the type of
communication that was used and how much the participants focused on the stressful
situation. Perhaps if they focused solely on the stressful situation they were not able to
regain their perspective and separate their home life and their professional life.
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Two of the nurses found that they developed effective coping strategies during
their years of emergency nursing experience. Burns, Kiriloff and Close also found that
length of experience influenced the emergency nurses' perceptions of stress in the E.R.
They noted that ernergency nunes

less than 2 years of experience were less likely

to believe that physicians were available when needed or that they werePart of the
team. They were less confident of their knowledge and caregiving abilities.
Several of the nunes found that repressing and intemaking their feelings was a

very ineffective way of dealing with stress. Keller (1990) noted that evasive or
avoidance behaviors resulted in high levels of emotional exhaustion.
Drugs, alcohol and overeating were clearly identified by the participants as
ineffective ways of dealing with stress. This finding is supported by the literature. Keller
(1990) found that those nurses experiencing the highest levels of emotional exhaustion

appear to use avoidance behaviors such as the use of food or food substitutes and
using recreational drugs or alcohol. Sowney (1996) descnbed how emergency nurses
often sit around drinking coffee and smoking after a stressful event. Cole's study (1992)
revealed that. of the nurses researched. 30% resorted to alcohol, 21% to smoking and
43% to drinking numerous cups of tea or coffee.

Two of the nurses had leamed to accept the limitations of the situation and work
within the confines of an imperfect health care system. This finding was not
documented in the previous literature.
Only one of the seven participants found that directly approaching people who
contributed to a stressful situation was a great stress reliever. Keller (1990) also found
that those nunes who experienœd the highest levels of personal accomplishment
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chose approach tactics when dealing wïthstressful situations. Taking definitive action
and drawing on previous experience enabled them to feel more personally fulfilled.
Sians and svm~tomsof stress in emeraencv nursinq

The nurses in the research study reported significant signe and symptoms of
stress in the workplace and in their own professional experience. Anger, frustration and
disillusionment were dominant thernes throughout the interviews. Participant # 1
reported that 50% of the nurses in her insütuüon were angry. Keller (1990) reported
that behavioral changes such as quickness to anger. inflexible thinking. negative
attitudes. and increased frustration are symptoms of burnout. Therefore, this behavior
would lead us to conclude that a significant number of these emergency nurses were
showing symptoms of bumout. Three Amencan studies revealed that their emergency
nurses were experiencing low to moderate levels of bumout (Keller, 1990; Mytych.
1981; Thomas. Riegel. Gross & Andrea (1992). No Canadian studies have attempted to

measure burnout in emergency nurses.
The nurses in this study reported that emergency nurses in their institutions tend
to use evasive coping strategies rather than a direct confrontational approach. Keller

(1990) reported that nurses expedencing

the highest level of personal accomplishrnent

used approach (confrontative) tactics to deal with stressors. Critical Gare nurses tend to

favor confrontational. optimistic and self reliant coping strategies (Erenfeld. 1990.
Robinson 8 Le~is.1990;Schaefer 8 Peterson, 1992). The critical care nursing
literature revealed that as the perceived severity or frequency of the stressor increases
the use of rnaladaptive coping masures such as withdrawal and denial of feelings,

smoking, abuse of alcohol. increased caffeine consumption and overeating increase
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(Oehler, 1983; Oskins, 1979; Robinson 8 Lewis, 1990). This would lead us to condude
that sorne of these emergency nurses ware under considerable stress and w r e
reverting to the use of maladaptive coping masures.
One of the nurses in the study reported that some nurses in her institution came
to work in a "bad rnood'; they yelled and screamed or they went home and devoured
chocolate cake. These behavion were identified in the cntical care nursing literature as
maladaptive coping methods resulting from stress in the wokpface (Oehler,1983;
Oskins, 1979; Robinson and Lewis, 1990).
Three of the nurses had taken stress leave and others reported physical or
psychofogical illness in aiemselves or their coworkers. The literature revealed that
these are significant signs and symptoms of stress in aie wrkplace (Cobb, 1976;
Cronin-Stubbs & Rooks,1985; House,1974; Kornhauser.1965; Lobb & Reid, 1987;
Morris 8 Snyder, 1979; Oehler, Davidson, Starr 8 Lee, 1991).
Summaw
The participants in this research study enjoyed the variety and unpredictability of
emergency nursing. They enjoyed the opportunity to expand and build upon their
knowledge base and pradice and refine their psychomotor skills. It was important to
them to provide quality, compassionate a r e and have a positive impact on patients
and their families. These findings w r e generally well supported by the emergency

nursing literature.
Overwhelming, uncontrolled patient volume and flow was the number one source
of stress for these emergency nurses. The lack of beds for admitted patients caused a
back log of admitted patients in the emergency department. The participants attributed

this to a lack of funding in the Canadian Health Care System. This finding was
supported by the Canadian research (Hawley, 1992) but was not supported by the
Arnerican or British research.
Shortage of nurses was a major conœrn throughout the health care system.
lnadequate staffing and lack of exparienceci ernergency nurses was also a conœm at
the institutional levet. All three major research studies exploring stress in emergency

nursing reported problems related to insdequate staffing.
Difficulties in interpersonal relationships with coworkers, lack of effective team
work among staff members, lack of trust in the skills and knowledge of wworken and

communication problem Ath ernergency physicians were al1 significant sources of
stress for the nurses in this research study. This finding was also supported by the
emergency and critical care nursing literature.
The nurses in this study used a vanety of effective and ineffective coping
strategies in dealing Mth workplace stressors. The nurses reported significant signs
and symptoms of stress in themselves and their wworkers

Conceptual Framework
The research project was guided by the mode1 for organizational stress research
developed by lvancevich and Matteson (1987). In this model, stress is considered to be
part of a wmplex and dynamic system of interaction between the person and his or her
work and non-work environment. A stressor was viewed as any event, situation, or

person that an individual may enwunter in the environment that requires change or
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adaptation. The mode1 provided a framemirk in which to view ernergency stressors and
provided a structure to facilitate analysis of the study findings.
The complexity and comprehensive nature of this model made it difficult to
collect and analyze the data. The frarnework included five levels of organizational
variables and three different types of extraorganizational variables. ~ h frarnework
e
also examined cognitive appraisal perception by the individual. coping styles.
physiological, psychological and behavioral outcomes of stress. individual differences
in response to stressors in the workplace, and consequenœs of stress. It was difficult
to incorporate al1 these variables in data collection and analysis.

Future researchers might find it helpful to confine the focus of their studies to
analysis of each of these areas in isolation. They might examine intrasrganizational
stressors or look as individual differenoes in the stress response. Other researchers
could analyze the consequences of stress in the workplace or masure the
physiological. psychological or behavioral outcomes of stress. This might make data
collection and analysis more manageable.

Reflexion and Reflexivity
As a researcher. I have grown and matured throughout the research proœss.
I have leamt much about the complex nature of stress. Ialso have a better

understanding of the types and sources of stress in ernergency nursing and the
immense impact that stress can have in the workplace.
The nature of this research project involved sensitive material. It required the
researcher to be empathetic, mature, and aware of the participants' needs. My previous
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experience as an emergency nurse helped me to build credibility with these emergency
nurses and enabled them to open up and share their experienœs. This had a positive
impact on the type and quality of data obtained Rom the interviews. I value and
appreciate the trust these nurses placed on me to maintain confidentiality and
anonymity.
I was impressed with the time consuming nature of scientific research and came

to realize that reseanhers need to have good time management and organizational
skills. If research is not completed within a tirnely manner it affects the credibility and
validity of the findings.
The nurses in this research study reported signifiant signs of dysfunction in
their emergency departments. It is important to conduct further research in this ares as
stress has been shown to have a negative impact on the quality of care provided to
patients at a time when patients and their families are 'in crisis". Further more,
emergency is the entry point into the health care system and negative expeflenœs can
influence peoples' perceptions of the entire health care system.

Implications and Recommendations
Nursina Practice
Nurses need to exert their considerable influence at the level of the federal and
provincial govemments to increase the current levels of health care funding. They can
do this in a variety of ways. They can work with their unions or professional

organizations to affect change in provincial health a r e funding. They can become
involved with political parties that support increases in health care funding or they may
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choose to becorne political candidates themselves. They may simply choose to vote for
federal or provincial parties that support health care reform initiatives.
At the administrative level. unit managers need to ensure that there are
adequate supports for their nurses such as wellness programs or employee assistance
programs. Unit managers need to be more aware of the types and souru& of stress in
emergency nursing. They need to improve the lines of communication between
emergency nurses and other deparbnents in the hospital. They also need to provide a
link between administration and emergency personnel. Managers need to show
positive recognition and support to their nurses and not simply follow up on negative
situations. They need to foster effective coping strategies by ofkring workshops on
stress management and critical incident debriefing. Managers need to ensure that there
is a quiet room with soft lighting and cornfortable chairs for nurses to relax and unwind
after critical incidents. They need to ensure that there is adequate staffhg in the
emergency department and there is an appropriate balance of experienced and junior
nursing staff. Finally, they need to ensure that new E.R. nurses receive a structured
orientation with graded responsibilities. formal instruction and close supetvision from a
clinical preceptor.
At the individual level nurses need to be aware of the signs and symptorns of
stress and monitor their own behavior and performance. They should educate
themselves on the signs and symptoms of bumout and recognize when they need to
take 'time out" or when they need to take stress leave or utilize the employee
assistance program. They also need to educate themselves about the variety of
effective coping strategies that they can utilize to deal with stress in the workplaœ.

It is vital that ernergency nurses attend critical incident stress debriefing
seminars following traumatic incidents. It is also important that they attend workshops
on communication skills so that they can improve their communication skills with
physicians, cu-worken, patients and families. Workshops on deaiing w.th people in
crisis would also be very beneficial. Nurses also have the responsibility to upgrade
their knowiedge base and maintain their wmpetency w
hti

psychomotor skills. This can

be accomplished by a variety of methods such as attending workshops organized by

the clinical nune specialist and reading current textbooks or research material.
Nursing Education

Student nurses need fumer education on the significant effects of stress in the
workplace. Nursing educaton should teach students about the signs and symptoms of
burn out and how to foster positive coping strategies to deal with stressors in the
workplace. This wuld also help students deal Ath stress in their academic life.
Students need to be made aware that inexperienccd. idealistic nurses are most at risk
for developing bumout.

Nursing educators need to teach the classical theories of stress. coping and
appraisal along with interpersonal communication skills. This should be a stnictured
component of the nursing cumcula that could be taught as part of the mental
health/psychiatric rotation.
A discussion of problems in the Canadian health care system that contribute to

stress in the mirkplace could be incorporated into a course exarnining current nursing
issues and trends. Clinical teachers could also indude this discussion during their post

conference time.
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Nursing educators should consider doing personality tests on students to
determine individual characteristics such as need level, locus of control, type N B
personality, hardiness. selfesteem. and social support. This might help students
determine what areas of nursing they might be best suited for or determine who is most
at risk for bumout.
Finally, nurse educators should infom students of the variety of resources in the
health care system to help thern deal with stress. These include such things as
wellness programs, fitness programs or employee assistance programs. They should
be encouraged to utilire these programs and not to feel inadequate or "weak"for using

them.
Nursinci Research

This research study had a very limited sample. A province wide cross-sectional,
descriptive study using previously established reliable and valid questionnaires, might
help to elicit emergency nurses' perceptions of the types and sources of stress in
emergency nuning. This would allow for more anonyrnity and would be a safer way of
expressing negative feelings.
Researchers should explore the types and sources of stress in a wïde variety of
ernergencies such as large trauma centen, cornmunity hospitals, rural hospitals, or
pediatric centers to gain a deeper perspective of stress in emergency nursing and to
assess its replication.

Further research is needed to explore individual differenœs in emergency
nurses' response to stress and the coping strategies utilized by E R . nurses. Research
is also needed to rneasure the level of burnout in a variety of emergency departments
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throughout Canada. The influence of extraorganizational variables such as family
relations, legal and ewnomic problems should also be explored.
Finally, future researchers should determine the effectiveness of cntical incident
stress debriefing in relieving stress in the ernergency department.

Conclusion
The purpose of chapter five was to discuss the findings of this research project
in relation to the previous literature. The advantages and disadvantages of the
Organizational Stress Frarnework. the positive and negative outcornes of the
methodology and the implications and recornmendations for nursing practice, education
and research were also presented.
The nurses in this study reported that the number one source of stress in

emergency nursing was uncontrolled patient volume and flow. The major wntributing
factor was a lack of beds for admitted patients causing a backlog of patients in the

emergency department. The nurses attribut& this phenomenon to a lack of resources
and funding in the health care system. lnadequate staffing and shortage of qualified
personnel was also a source of concem. The age of the patient. their diagnoses and
the critical nature of their illness al1 contributd to nurses' stress levels. Finafly,
difficulties in interpersonal relationships with co-workers, physicians, patients and
family memberç were al1 signifiant sources of stress for the nurses in this study.
Stress in emergency nursing must be addressed on four different levels. First of
al1 the Federal Government of Canada must increase federal transfer payments to the

provinces to provide further funding for the health care system. Secondly, provincial
governments need to reassess health care refom initiatives that were developed in the
eariy 1990's. Funding for emergency departments must be made more of a priority as
they are an important entry point into the health care system. Third. at an institutional

level. individual managers need to show recognition and support and improve the lines
of communication between their staff and other departments. They need to provide
adequate support services for their staff such as employee assistance programs or
.

wellness programs. For the fourth and final level. individual nurses need to monitor
their own behavior and performance and seek assistance if necessary.
For change to be truly effective, improvements have to be made on al1 four

levels. It is not enough for individual nurses to develop better communication skills or
improve their coping strategies Without fumer support and improvement in the three
other levels these nurses may simply revert to previous patterns of behavior.

Four levels influencing E R nurses' perceptions of stress
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Expla~tion
of study for Emergency Nurses
My narne is Janet Kellow. I am a student in the Master's program in Nuning at
the University of Manitoba. As partial fulfillrnent of this prograrn I am conducting a
research study entitled 'Explorhg Types and Sources of Stress in Emergency
Nursing". Scientific research exploring stress in emergency nuning is very limited.
I would like to interview approximately 20 nurses to explore their personal
experiences and perceptions of stress in the ernergency department. Should you agree
to participate, an interview will be arranged at your convenience, at a location of your
choice. This interview will be audio-taped. A follow-up phone cal1 may also be required
to clarify some information. You will also be asked to cornplete a short
sociodemographic questionnaire at the end of the interview. All nurses agreeing to the
interview process
be asked to sign a consent fom. The interview will last about one
hour. If I require further clarification I will contact you by phone for a 5-10 minute
conversation within two ureeks following the interview.
There is no obligation on your part to participate in this study. Should you decide
to participate in this study you are free to withdraw at any time with no explanation
required. Your name will never be used. No information will be shared in any manner
that c m be traced to your name.
Thank-you for your cooperation and support. There is no known benefit to you
should you agree to participate. However, indirect benefit may occur for emergency
nurses, as more becomes known about this topic and specific strategies are
implemented to reduœ stress in the emergency department. Parücipating nurses will
be asked to provide input and feedbadc when results are compiled, before the study is
cornpleted. This will involve a H hour group meeting with al1 participants. This will occur
one month following completion of the i n t e ~ e w
prdcess.
If you have any further questions regarding this research study please feel free
to contact me at 204-831-1473. You may w
shi
to contact my Thesis Comrnittee
Chairperson. Dr. David Gregory, at 204474-9201.
By providing your narne and phone nurnber, you are indicating an interest in
participating in the study. This means that I wïll contact you to further pursue this
interest.

Phone Number

APPENDIX C
Consent form for study participants

-

Emergency nurses

"Exploring Types and Sources of Stress in Emegency Nursing"

, being 18 years of age or older. agree to

1,

participate in a study exploring the types and sources of stress in Ernergency Nursing.
This study is being conducted by Janet Kellow. a student in the Graduate Nursing

Prograrn at the University of Manitoba. I have been asked to participate in this
research study because of my experiena as an ernergency nurse. I understand that
approval for this study has been obtained from the Ethical Review Cornmittee of the
Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba.
1. I UNDERSTAND THAT MY PARTICIPATION WlLL CONSIST OF:

Reading and signing this consent f o m
Being interviewed about my perception of stress in the emergency department for
approximately one hour, on off duty hours. If further clarification is necessary Iwill
be contacted by phone for a 5-10 minute conversation within two weeks following
the interview. This interview would be tape recorded and later typed word for word.

with my permission. The location and timing of the interview will be rny choice.
Completing a short two page sociodernographic questionnaire at the end of the
interview.
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Providing feedback when the results are compiled, before the study is completed.
This wil! involve a W hour group meeting with al1 participants. This willoccur one
month foilowing completion of the interview process.

2. 1 UNDERSTAND THAT:

Any information obtained through interviews or questionnaires wïllbe kept
anonymous at al1 times.
My name will not appear on any records, documents, or in any publications.

Each participant will be assigneâ a code number. no narnes wi-Ilbe used.
No information will be shared in any manner that can be traced to my name.

The only people that will have access to the interview transcripts will be the
members of the thesis wmmittee and a typist.
These transcripts will be identified by a cade number
The tape recordings, the transcripts, the sociodemographic questionnaires. and the
consent foms will be kept locked and separate frorn each other. After a period of
seven years, the tapes will be erased and the transcripts. questionnaires, and
consent forms will be destroyeâ.

I UNDERSTANDTHAT:
8

Agreement to take part in this research study is strictly voluntary.

I am free to withdraw

from this study at any time, without question or untoward

effect.
During the interview any question can be refused and/ or the interview terrninated.
at any time.
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During the interview. I am free to request that no tape-recorder be used, or that the
tape-recorder be tumed off at any tirne.
I UNDERSTANO THAT:

There are no known direct benefits to me for taking part in this research study.

-

The findings of the study may indirectly affect current nursing practice through the
implementation of programs designed to reduœ stress in emergency nursing.
There are no known direct risks for participating in this study. If I become upset or

troubled during the interview Iwill be offered the number of the staff health office for
further counseling and support.
MY SIGNATURE ON THIS FORM INDICATES THAT:

I have read and understand the purpose of the study and my role as participant.
If I have any questions or concems I can contact Janet Kellow at 204-831-1473.

If I have further questions or concems I can contact her study supervisor (thesis
chair), Dr. David Gregory, at 204474-9201
I agree to participate

Date:

Participants Signature

Date:

Researchers Signature

If I wish to receive a summary of the research findings I will write my name and

permanent address below. A copy will then be forwarded to me upon completion of the
study.

Name

Address

APPENDIX D
Interview Guide

-

How long have you been in nursing? In emergency nursing?

What made you decide to go into emergency nursing?
What do consider to be some of the major sources of satishction and enjoyment in
emergency nursing?
Describe a shift in ER. which was particularly satisfying and enjoyable? What
factors contributed to this situation.
What is your personal interpretation of the concept of stress? What does the word
stress mean to you?
Do you perceive emergency nursing to be stressful. If so, why?

What do you consider to be some of the major sources of tension or strain in
emergency nursing? How would you rate these in t e m of severity and frequency of
occurrence?
Describe a shift in E.R. which was particularly tense, aggravating, or frustrating?
What factors were involved to exacerbate this situation?
Has stress in the workplace affected your physical or psychological health or your
job performance?
10. Do management stressors differ from those of the general duty R.N. working in the
E.R. If so, please explore that in more detail
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11. How do you cope with the daily stress and strains of wrking in emergency

nursing? How do you relax and unwind when you get home from a particularly
frustrating shift? What coping strategies are productive. counter productive?
12. How could administration1management help to minirnize the tensions and strains in

-

emergency nursing? What do you see as management's role regarding these
concerns? What factors are the responsibility of the individual nurse?
Further Probe Questions

13.Can you explain that in more detail?
14. Tell me more about that.

Janet Kellow
46 Optimist Way
Winnipeg. Manitoba
R2Y 234
(Date)
Nurse Manager

Emergency Unit
Hospital
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Postal Code
Dear Nurse Manager:
I am writing to request permission to approach nurses from your emergency department
to participate in my thesis research project entitled 'Exploring Types and Sources of
Stress in Emergency Nursing'. My research proposal has been approved by the Ethical
Review Cornmittee, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba. A copy of the Ethical

Review acœptance is enclosed for your examination.
The purpose of this study is to explore the types and sources of stress in
emergency nursing from the perspective of emergency nurses themselves. Iwould like
to intewiew approximately 10 nurses from your unit to explore their perception of
emergency nuning stressors. These audio-tapeâ interviews wauld last approximately
one hour and would be wnducted during offduty hours. The participants wouM also be
required to complete a short sociodemographic questionnaire at the end of the
interview.
Participation would be sbicüy voluntary. Participants will be assured that al1
information will be kept strictly confidential. Anonymity will be rnaintained through
coding of interview transcripts and questionnaires. The participants will be free to
discontinue their participation at any stage of the research propct. lnformed consent
will be sought from the individual nurses prior to the interview proœss.
If desired, a copy of the study results will be presented to the emergency staff
members, followïngthe completion of my thesis.
If you have any further questions you may contact me at 2048314473 or my
Thesis Cornmittee Chairperson, Dr. David Gregocy, Associate Professor in the Faculty
of Nursing at the University of Manitoba. at 204474-9201.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter. I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
Janet Kellow, R.N. B.N.
Masters of Nursing Student
University of Manitoba

APPENDIX F
SOCIOOEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE
Please answer the following questions:

-

Circle the correct answer
1 . sex...................................................... ..Male 1 Female

2. Marital Status.. ................ Common-IawlMarriedl Divorcedl Single1Widowed

3. Are you the head of the household............ ..Yesl No
4. Are you the main financial supporter of your household..........Yesl No

5. Are you presently working another part-time job? ...............Yesl No
6. Are you presently working another full time job? ...............Yesl No

7. What shift do you regularly work? ............ Day (8hr)

Evening (8hr)

Night (8hr)
Day (12 hr)
Night (12hr)
Rotating t2hour shifts
Rotating 8hour shifts

Please complete
3. Age
4. Number and ages of childrenl dependent elderly relatives at

home
5. Number of hours regularly worked per pay period.

6. What is your annual household income?

less than $10 000
$1O 000-19 999

$20 000-29 999
$30 000-39 999
$40 00049 999
$50 000-59 999
$60 000-69 999

$70 000-79 999
$80 000-89 999
$90 000-99 999
$100 000 and over

7. Number of years post graduate nursing

ce.

8. Numbers of yean experience in any emergency unit.

9. Nurnbers of years in present employmnt.

1O. Level of education (diplomal6.N.IM.N.)
11. Are you presently working toward another degree?

nursing
Thank You!

non-nursing

